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Traditionally, relational database systems have been designed for precise queries
over structured data, while information retrieval systems have been designed for
more ﬂexible ranked keyword search queries over unstructured (text) data. How-
ever, many new and emerging applications require data management capabilities
that combine the beneﬁts of database and information retrieval systems, e.g., e-
commerce and content management applications. In this dissertation, we have
proposed and initiated steps toward the larger goal of integrating relational data-
base and information retrieval systems.
First, we consider the problem of ranked text search in relational databases,
where the traditional ranking paradigms and techniques developed for stand-alone
unstructured documents are not directly applicable. We thus propose a new rank-
ing paradigm that uses structured data values to score the results of text search
queries. Our experimental results on real and synthetic data sets show that we
can support the new ranking paradigm eﬃciently in relational databases.
Second, we explore a novel problem of discovering rich relationships in data-
bases based on user queries with text search and structural query conditions. To-
ward this end, we have introduced the notion of data topology and developed
eﬃcient algorithms for computing ranked topologies based on user queries. We
have evaluated our algorithms using a real biological database, the Biozon data-
base (http://www.biozon.org).
Third, we consider the problem of eﬃciently producing results for keywordsearch queries over semi-structured XML documents. We present the XRANK
system that is built to address the novel challenges for eﬀective XML keyword
search as apposed to HTML keyword search. Our experimental results show that
XRANK oﬀers both space and performance beneﬁts when compared with existing
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xiChapter 1
Introduction
Traditionally, relational database systems have been designed for precise structured
queries over structured data. Users are required to precisely express their needs
using complex structured query languages such as SQL, and boolean results are
returned by the relational databases. As an illustration, consider an enterprise
database that maintains employee information such as one’s name, SSN, age and
gender. A user can issue a SQL query to retrieve records of all female employees
(gender = “female”) who are older than twenty ﬁve (age > 25). While there are
options to order the results (using ORDER BY clauses), the ordering does not
reﬂect the relevance of the results to the query.
On the other hand, information retrieval systems have been designed for prox-
imate keyword search over unstructured (text) data. Users can simply describe
their search needs using keywords, and the results are ranked based on their rele-
vance to the query. For instance, consider a document collection of news. A user
can locate documents about 2007 Academy Awards by searching for “2007 oscar”.
The returned documents are automatically sorted and ranked based on how much
their contents match the query.
Recently, there are many emerging applications which require data manage-
ment capabilities that combine the beneﬁts of relational databases and informa-
tion retrieval systems, e.g. e-commerce and content management applications. In
this context, we explore three concrete examples and we propose novel paradigms
and techniques to tackle the problems. In the rest of this chapter, we will brieﬂy
1describe them in turn.
1.1 Ranked Text Search in Relational Databases
Today, many relational database systems store text data. For instance, they main-
tain text ﬁelds to store the associated descriptive information; they create text
tables or ﬁelds for the full text content of semi-structured data (data with irregu-
lar or changing structures, e.g. XML documents) which are managed in relational
databases. Consequently, there has been increasing demand for supporting text
search in relational databases.
Many database vendors [1, 4, 3] have developed text extensions to integrate text
search with traditional structured search. As an illustration, consider the relational
database in Figure 1.1 which contains the fragments of data from the Internet
Archive database (http://www.archive.org). In the database, the MOVIES table
has a text ﬁeld description which contains the text description of a movie. Using
text extensions, a user can seek the relevant “American” movies (structured search
over the ﬁeld country) which have settings on “golden gate” bridge (text search
over the text ﬁeld description).
Though most commercial databases can handle this kind of queries, they ad-
here to traditional information retrieval ranking techniques, e.g. TF-IDF [85] (term
frequency-inverse document frequency). Such ranking techniques, however, were
originally developed by the information retrieval community for stand-alone doc-
ument collections and often do not produce meaningful results for text stored in
relational databases. Using TF-IDF on the above example, the two movies in the
database will have about the same score in the query result because the keywords
“golden gate” occur the same number of times (i.e., once) in both of them and
2Figure 1.1: Example database in the Internet Archive
their text ﬁeld lengths are about the same. In other words, the two movies will
have similar scores despite the fact that they have very diﬀerent popularity based
on their review ratings and number of visits/downloads in the database.
To address the above issue, we propose Structured Value Ranking (SVR), which
uses the structured data values related to the text data in order to rank keyword
search query results. In our example, using SVR, we can score a movie based on a
combination of its (a) average reviewer ratings, (b) number of visits by users, and
(c) number of downloads. Thus, the movie “American Thrift” will be clearly ranked
above “Amateur Film” since it has received higher ratings, visits and downloads.
Moreover, our proposed framework enables ranking based on a combination of
SVR and information retrieval scores such as TF-IDF. We have designed a new
family of inverted list indices and associated query algorithms that can support
SVR eﬃciently in update-intensive databases, where the structured data values
(and hence the scores of documents) change frequently.
3Family
Pathway Interaction Structure
DNA
Unigene
Protein
Belongs
Interaction
Uni_encodes
Interaction
Encodes
Uni_contains
Path-element
Manifest
Figure 1.2: Partial high-level schema of the Biozon database
1.2 Ranked Topology Search in Relational Databases
As discussed above, we have studied how to ﬁnd database objects (tuples) relevant
to a user’s need expressed as an integrated query with text search and structured
predicates in the relational environment. We now focus on a more complicated
problem — given an integrated user query, how to discover not only the relevant
database objects but the relationships of these objects.
We motivate this problem using an example from the biological data domain,
where an emerging direction in biological data analysis is to detect and understand
relationships in large-scale data sets [35, 60, 84]. As an illustration, we consider the
Biozon [9, 22, 23] database in Figure 1.2. Biozon database (http://www.biozon.org)
is a uniﬁed biological resource on DNA sequences, proteins, interactions, cellular
pathways, and more. The tightly integrated schema allows researchers to explore
the rich relationships between biological resources. For example, a user may want
to discover how transcription factor (TF) proteins are related to DNAs in humans.
Knowing for instance that a TF is linked to a DNA sequence with a self-regulation
relationship (see the third relationship in Figure 1.3) is a substantial ﬁnding which
indicates that the TF is encoded by the DNA sequence and possible regulates the
same DNA through an interaction. Finding instances of such complex topologies,
4Protein DNA
Interaction
Protein DNA Protein DNA
Interaction
Figure 1.3: Diﬀerent topologies over protein and DNA sequences.
where the regulation is mediated through other relations, can reveal very interest-
ing biological systems.
Unfortunately, existing query approaches such as traditional SQL or some re-
cently proposed database graph search techniques [10, 17, 20, 39, 64, 50] cannot
fully and/or eﬃciently provide the desired relationship results. SQL is not ap-
plicable since the result relationships can include intermediate entities that are
not explicitly speciﬁed in the query. In our example query above, “interaction” is
an intermediate entity type that is not explicitly speciﬁed in the query but appears
in two of the three relationships in Figure 1.3. Therefore, users may not know (or
cannot enumerate) all the possible relationships for large result sets to issue SQL
queries. The database graph search techniques are not applicable due to three
reasons. First, they do not support structural predicates in a query. Second, they
can only produce “path” relationships (as the ﬁrst two relationships in Figure 1.3)
but cannot produce “graph” relationships (a st h et h i r do n ei nF i g u r e1 . 3 ) .T h i r d ,
they only produce results at the instance-level. Such results can be overwhelm-
ing in numbers which make it practically impossible to identify all the possible
schema-level relationships and get the “big picture”.
We thus introduce the notion of a data topology (or just topology). Given
a speciﬁc set of entities, the topology deﬁnes the complete set of relationships that
5relate the entities. Diﬀerent relationships between entities might imply diﬀerent
biological meanings, and understanding the exact topology is essential for an ac-
curate and in-depth analysis of the biological system that is comprised of these
entities. In our example query above, according to the schema, a TF protein and
a DNA can be related in diﬀerent ways (some of which are shown in Figure 1.3),
each one representing a diﬀerent biological phenomenon. Each graph is a topology
that shows how the relevant entities are related. The structure of a given topology
relays its meaning in the biological context, and diﬀerent results for the same query
might have topologies with radically diﬀerent meanings.
Besides the notion of topology, we introduce ranking to topology search because
it can greatly improve the eﬃciency of topology discovery in large-scale relational
databases. We have formalized the notion of topology and ranked topology search.
We also proposed eﬃcient algorithms for computing data topologies based on user
queries. Though this work is motivated by biological applications, we believe that
ranked topology search is more generally applicable to other cases such as social
and physical sciences.
1.3 Ranked Keyword Search over Semi-structured Data
We now move our focus from structured data to semi-structured data, that is, data
with an irregular or changing schema. Recently, semi-structured data have been
more and more prevalent, especially XML. Today, XML is the de facto standard
for data exchange. It is used widely across modern information systems in all
industry, government and academic sectors. The rapid growth of XML gives rise
to increasing demand for eﬃcient search.
One approach to query XML is to use sophisticated query languages such as
6XQuery [24]. While this approach can be very eﬀective in some cases, a downside
is that users have to learn a complex query language and understand the schema
of the underlying XML. An alternative approach, which is the one we consider
below, is to query XML documents using keyword search techniques that allow a
simple query interface. As an illustration, consider the following XML document
which shows a fragment of the DBLP collection. A user may locate the relevant
XML results about Gonzalo Navarro on XQL by issuing a simple keyword search
query, “Gonzalo Navarro XQL”.
01. <workshop date=”28 July 2000”>
02. <title> XML and IR: A SIGIR 2000 Workshop </title>
03. <editors> David Carmel, Yoelle Maarek,... </editors>
04. <proceedings>
05. <paper id=”1”>
06. <title> XQL and Proximal Nodes </title>
07. <author> Ricardo Baeza-Yates, Gonzalo Navarro </author>
08. <body> ...</body>
09. </paper>
10. <paper id=”2”>
11. <title> Querying XML in Xyleme </title>
12. ...
13. </paper>
14. </proceedings>
15. </workshop>
Given the fact that XML is an extension of HTML and the great success of
HTML keyword search engines, it is natural to reuse HTML keyword search tech-
niques in XML documents. However, keyword searching over XML introduces
many challenges. (1) The result of the keyword search query is not always the
entire document, but can be a deeply nested XML element. In the above example,
it is clearly better to return the XML element corresponding to the paper in lines
5-9 rather than to return the entire workshop proceedings. (2) The nested struc-
7ture of XML implies that the notion of ranking is no longer at the granularity of a
document (as would be done in a standard HTML search), but at the granularity
of an XML element. (3) The notion of proximity among keywords is more complex
for XML. In HTML, proximity among keywords translates directly to the distance
between keywords in a document. However, for XML, we need to consider another
measure of proximity — the ancestor distance between the result XML element
and the keyword. In the above query example, though the distance between the
keywords “Gonzalo Navarro” (line 7) and “XQL” (line 6) is small, the result paper
element that contains both keywords (lines 5-9) is not a direct parent of either
keyword and it is thus not very proximal to either of them.
We therefore present XRANK system built to address the above requirements
for eﬀective XML keyword search. We have formally deﬁned the notion of ranked
keyword search over hierarchical and hyperlinked XML documents. We have pro-
posed algorithms for computing the ranking of XML elements that takes into
account both hyperlink and containment edges, and proposed new inverted list
index structures and associated query processing algorithms for evaluating XML
keyword search queries.
1.4 Outline of the Dissertation
In the following dissertation, we will ﬁrst describe our work in ranked text search
in relational databases in Chapter 2. We then present ranked topology search in
Chapter 3. We next consider the problem of eﬃciently producing ranked results
for keyword search queries over XML documents in Chapter 4. After describing
the related work in Chapter 5, we ﬁnally summarize our contributions and propose
future work in Chapter 6.
8Portions of this dissertation were originally published in the proceedings of the
2003 conference of Association For Computing Machinery Special Interest Group
On Management Of Data (ACM SIGMOD 2003) [58], the 21st International Con-
ference on Data Engineering (ICDE 2005) [55], the 23st International Conference
on Data Engineering (ICDE 2007) [57] and Cornell Technical Reports [54, 56].
9Chapter 2
Ranked Text Search in Relational
Databases
In this chapter, we focus on ranked text search in relational databases. Currently,
SQL/MM [78] is the standard extension to SQL for processing text data. Most
relational databases that implement SQL/MM [41, 43] treat the text management
component as a “black box” and use traditional ranking techniques such as TF–
IDF [85]. Such ranking techniques, however, were originally developed by the IR
community for stand–alone document collections and often do not produce mean-
ingful results for text stored in relational databases. As an illustration, consider
the relational database in Figure 2.1, which contains fragments of data from the
Internet Archive (http://www.archive.org) database, and the SQL/MM query be-
low, which returns the top 10 movies whose description contains the keywords
‘golden gate”. Using TF–IDF, the two movies in the database will have about
the same score in the query result because the keywords “golden gate” occur the
same number of times (i.e., once) in both of them and their text ﬁeld lengths are
about the same. In other words, the two movies will have similar scores despite
the fact that they have very diﬀerent popularities based on their review ratings
and number of visits/downloads in the database.
SELECT *
FROM Movies m
ORDER BY score(m.desc, "golden gate")
FETCH TOP 10 RESULTS ONLY
10Figure 2.1: Example database in the Internet Archive
We therefore propose Structured Value Ranking (SVR), which uses the struc-
tured data values related to the text data in order to rank keyword search query
results. In our example, using SVR, we cans c o r eam o v i eb a s e do nac o m b i n a t i o n
of its (a) average reviewer ratings, (b) number of visits by users, and (c) number
of downloads. Thus, the movie “American Thrift” will be clearly ranked above
“Amateur Film” since it has received higher ratings, visits and downloads. One
of the contributions of this paper is a SQL–based framework for specifying and
integrating SVR in a relational database. A system administrator or an automatic
ranking tool can use SQL queries to specify how text columns are to be scored
based on the values of related structured data (such as average reviewer ratings).
Our framework also enables ranking based on a combination of SVR and TF–IDF.
To eﬃciently support SVR in relational databases, we designed a new family
of inverted list indices and query algorithms. The main challenge in devising
these indices is to eﬃciently support top–k queries when the scores of the text
columns change frequently and possibly dramatically. Our initial motivation for
this problem arose in the context of the Internet Archive database, where the
11reviewer ratings, number of visits and number of downloads were updated often
and signiﬁcantly changed the scores of the associated text columns (frequently,
these changes are due to “ﬂash crowds” on the Internet, where an item suddenly
gains popularity due to some external event such as an award announcement [12]).
From the user’s point of view, they would still like to see the top ranked results
based on the latest scores so that they do not miss important recent information.
We believe that this is also true for a large class of other update–intensive databases
where SVR is applicable, such as stock databases (where volume of trade can be
used to rank results), online auctions such as e–bay (where time to completion
and the current bid can be used to rank results) and a host of other web–based
applications where the popularity of an item sometimes changes dramatically in a
span of a few minutes [71].
Unfortunately, traditional inverted list indices and associated query processing
algorithms are not designed to support top–k queries eﬃciently when document
scores are updated frequently. Speciﬁcally, we cannot use regular top–k query
processing algorithms such as the Threshold Algorithm [46] and its variants [80,
92] because these algorithms require the keyword inverted lists to be sorted (and
processed) in document score order – when scores are updated often, maintaining
the inverted lists in sorted order becomes very expensive. We thus propose a new
family of inverted list indices that are maintained in approximate score order, and
devise special query processing algorithms that correct for the score inaccuracy
during query processing.
The proposed indices and algorithms can trade oﬀ query time for update time,
can support both conjunctive and disjunctive keyword search queries, can support
a combination of SVR and term scores (such as TF–IDF), and can be tightly inte-
12grated with a relational database by reusing relational features such as B+–trees.
Further, the indices can also eﬃciently support incremental document insertions,
deletions and updates. Our implementation using BerkeleyDB and our evaluation
using both synthetic and real data sets indicate that the proposed indices can
eﬃciently support SVR in update–intensive relational databases.
While the focus of our work is on SVR in relational databases, we believe that
the indices are more generally applicable. Speciﬁcally, they can be used in any
top–k search application where the document scores change frequently.
2.1 System Architecture
One of our primary design goals was to tightly integrate SVR with a relational
database. Toward this end, we build upon the architecture used by many commer-
cial relational database systems for managing text data; this architecture is shown
in Figure 2.2 (ignore the dashed lines and boxes for now). The text ﬁelds are in-
dexed by a text management component (called “extender” in DB2, “cartridge” in
Informix, and “data blade” in Oracle). Users can issue SQL/MM queries that con-
tain both keyword search and other structured SQL sub–queries to the relational
database engine. Given this joint query, the relational query engine ﬁrst optimizes
the query (rank–aware optimization can be used [67]). Then, during query evalua-
tion, the relational query processor invokes the text management component with
the query keywords to obtain the top–ranked (or all) text documents along with
their scores, and merges these results with the other structured sub–query results.
Here we focus on the text management component of the above architecture
and show how it can be extended to eﬃciently support SVR. There are two main
extensions that need to be made. First, we need to specify how the text keyword
13Figure 2.2: System architecture
search results are to be ranked based on structured data values. Toward this
end, we present a SQL–based framework for specifying SVR scores when creating
a text index on a relational table (see dashed box in top right of Figure 2.2);
system administrators or automatic ranking tools can use this framework to specify
SVR scores for a given application. Second, we need eﬃcient index structures
and associated query processing algorithms that produce the top–ranked results
for keyword search queries based on the latest structured data values. Toward
this end, we devise new index structures that can be rapidly updated while still
providing good performance for top–k keyword search queries. These indices can
be implemented using traditional B+–trees (see dashed box in Figure 2.2) and can
thus be easily integrated with a relational database.
We now describe our SQL–based framework for specifying and maintaining
SVR scores using relational materialized views. In the next section, we describe
our index structures and query processing algorithms.
142.1.1 SVR Score Speciﬁcation
Consider a relation R(C1,C 2,...,Cn)i nw h i c hc o l u m nCt is the text column to be
scored, and Ck is the primary key. Speciﬁcation of the SVR score for Ct requires
the speciﬁcation of the following aspects:
1. <S 1,S 2,...,Sm >,w h e r ee a c hSi is a SQL–bodied function [40] that takes
in a Ck value (i.e., a primary key value of R), and returns the score for the
text column. Intuitively, each Si corresponds to one of the components of
the SVR score.
2. Agg(s1,...,sm), where Agg is a SQL–bodied function that takes in m scores
and returns a single aggregated score. Intuitively, Agg speciﬁes how the
scoring components are combined to obtain the ﬁnal score.
Consider the example in Figure 1.1. Here, R is the Movies table, Ck is the
mID column, and Ct is the description column. We can specify three scoring
components using the SQL–bodied functions given below:
create function S1 (id: integer) returns float
return SELECT avg(R.rating)
FROM Reviews R WHERE R.mID = id
create function S2 (id: integer) returns float
return SELECT S.nVisit
FROM Statistics S WHERE S.mID = id
create function S3 (id: integer) returns float
return SELECT S.nDownload
FROM Statistics S WHERE S.mID = id
create function Agg(s1,s2,s3:float) returns float
return (s1*100 + s2/2 + s3)
15S1 computes the average review rating for a movie, S2 computes the number
of visits, S3 computes the number of downloads, and Agg computes the overall
weighted score. As mentioned earlier, we also allow for the score to depend both
on structured values and TF–IDF scores. In this case, the speciﬁcation can also
include the built–in scoring function TFIDF() (in addition to S1, S2 and S3). The
Agg function can then aggregate all four scores as shown below (s4 is the TF–IDF
score value).
create function Agg (s1,s2,s3,s4:float)
returns float
return (s1*100 + s2/2 + s3 + s4/2)
2.1.2 Eﬃcient SVR Score Maintenance
One of the main challenges in using SVR scores is that the score values (which
depend on structured data values) can change frequently and possibly dramat-
ically. Fortunately, our SQL–based speciﬁcation language allows us to leverage
existing relational database infrastructure, speciﬁcally incrementally maintained
materialized views [59], in order to maintain SVR scores eﬃciently.
Consider a relation R with primary key Ck,t e x tc o l u m nCt, SVR score com-
ponents S1,...,Sm, and aggregation function Agg. The following materialized view
can be created for associating a score with each value of Ck (In case Agg contains
the TF–IDF term, this term is not included in the materialized view speciﬁcation,
but is handled by the query algorithm as described in Section 2.2.3).
create materialized view Score as
SELECT R.Ck, Agg(S1(R.Ck), ..., Sm(R.Ck))
FROM R
Since S1,...,Sn,Aggare SQL–bodied functions, they are visible to the relational
16engine. Thus the view can be incrementally maintained [59] in the face of score
updates.
2.2 Indexing and Query Processing
We now propose index structures and associated query processing algorithms that
can support top–k queries eﬃciently even when document scores are updated fre-
quently. Along the way, we also illustrate why traditional inverted lists are not
appropriate for this scenario (and experimentally validate this claim in Section 2.3).
Although our current focus is SVR in relational databases, the index structures are
more general in scope and apply to any top–k keyword search application where
scores change frequently.
2.2.1 Index Operations and Assumptions
We would like our index structures to eﬃciently support the following operations:
• Document score updates: Index structures should be able to handle fre-
quent updates to document scores.
• Top–k queries: Index structures should be able to eﬃciently evaluate con-
junctive and disjunctive keyword search queries and return the top–k docu-
ments ordered by the latest values of their scores (may include IR–style term
scores).
• Content updates, insertions and deletions. Index structures should
be able to handle incremental content updates, insertions and deletions to
documents.
17In this work, we focus on document score updates (because they are funda-
mental to SVR) and top–k queries (because this is a direct measure of query per-
formance). Our index structures can also support incremental content updates,
insertions and deletions. We describe these at the end of Section 2.2.4.
All of the described index structures can handle a combination of SVR scores
and term scores (such as TF–IDF). The index structures can also support both
conjunctive (i.e., return documents that contain all of the query keywords) and
disjunctive (i.e., return documents that contain at least one of the query keywords)
queries. However, to better illustrate the fundamental tradeoﬀs, we initially focus
solely on SVR scores and conjunctive queries. Then, in Section 2.2.3, we show
how the best of the indices (the Chunk method) can be extended to support a
combination of SVR and term scores, and support both conjunctive and disjunctive
queries.
We make the following assumptions. We assume that scores are non–negative
real numbers. We assume that the SVR score for each text document is incremen-
tally maintained using a materialized view Score as described in Section 2.1.2. We
also assume that the index structures are notiﬁed whenever the score of a docu-
ment is updated in the materialized view (this can be done by the part of the code
that actually updates the materialized view).
2.2.2 Traditional/Naive Inverted Lists
We introduce our index structures as reﬁnements over traditional inverted lists,
illustrating along the way why the traditional approaches are not applicable in our
scenario.
18Figure 2.3: ID method and Score method
2.2.2.1 ID Method
The ID method builds an inverted list for each term t, where each inverted list
entry (posting) contains the ID of a document containing the term t.T h ep o s t i n g s
for each term are sorted in increasing ID order. This data structure is one of the
most commonly used in IR systems [48, 85]. In addition, a Score table is used to
store the ID and score of each document (there is only one such table for the entire
collection, not one per term). In fact this can be the same materialized view Score
that stores SVR scores (see Section 2.1.2). An index is built on the ID column of
this table so that score lookups by ID are eﬃcient. Figure 2.3(a) shows an example
inverted list for the term news and the Score table.
Score updates are very eﬃcient in this method; when the score of a document
is updated, we only need to update the score for the document in the Score table.
Query processing, however, is more expensive. Given a query with terms k1,...,kn,
we need to merge the n lists corresponding to the query terms and determine the
IDs of the documents that contain all of the query terms. For each such ID, we
need to look up the Score table to determine the score of the associated document.
19Since users are usually only interested in the top–k results, a result heap is used
to keep track of the top–k results during the scan. The main disadvantage of this
method is that we need to scan all the postings in the query term inverted lists
(which may be large) even if the user only wants the top–k results.
2.2.2.2 Score Method
A diﬀerent way to organize inverted lists is to order postings by decreasing score in-
stead of increasing ID – this ordering is required by eﬃcient top–k query processing
algorithms such as [46, 80, 82, 92, 15]. Here, each posting contains the document
score in addition to the document ID since the inverted lists are sorted and merged
in score order (note that we cannot simply use the document score as the document
ID because scores can change in our setting). Figure 2.3(b) shows this inverted
list organization for the term news.
Score updates are very ineﬃcient in this method. When the score of a document
d is updated, the new score has to be updated in the inverted list for every distinct
term in d. This is likely to be very expensive because documents usually have
hundreds to thousands of terms, and each update requires a random probe in the
inverted list. In addition, since the inverted list for each term is ordered by the
score, the ordering of the postings may have to be updated too. However, top–k
queries can be processed very eﬃciently using the techniques proposed in [46, 80]
since the inverted lists are in decreasing score order.
2.2.3 Novel Inverted Lists and Query/Update Algorithms
The ID and Score methods can be viewed as two ends of a spectrum. The ID
method is very eﬃcient for score updates but not for queries, while the Score
20method is very eﬃcient for queries but not for score updates. Since score updates
are relatively frequent and we still want to reduce query time, it is interesting to
explore whether there are diﬀerent update–query tradeoﬀs.
Devising index structures that provide such a tradeoﬀ is a non–trivial task
because of the following reason: we want the inverted lists to be ordered by the
score (for query performance) but we still do not want to touch them for every
score update (for update performance). We now present two novel index structures
that address this apparent dilemma. These index structures can be implemented
using regular relational tables and B+–trees, as described in Section 2.3.2.
2.2.3.1 Score–Threshold Method
The Score–Threshold method builds upon the Score method. There are two main
ideas behind Score–Threshold method. The ﬁrst idea is to allow the scores in
the inverted list to be out–of–date by up to a threshold (hence the name Score–
Threshold). Thus, not every score update requires an update to inverted list
postings. Query processing, however, becomes slightly less eﬃcient. Since the
scores in the inverted list may be inaccurate by up to the threshold value, we may
need to scan the inverted lists even after the ﬁrst k results are found in order to
correct for this inaccuracy. Note that the update–query tradeoﬀ can be controlled
by varying the size of the threshold.
The second idea behind this method addresses the following scenario: a docu-
ment’s new score exceeds its original score by more than the threshold value (say,
for a newly popular document). This scenario is the main reason why we cannot
directly use query algorithms like the Threshold Algorithm [46]. Speciﬁcally, since
the change in score is potentially unbounded, any threshold function [46] has to be
21overly conservative thereby requiring a scan of the entire list for each query (since
the document with the lowest score could have been updated to get the highest
score).
Our solution to this problem is as follows. We maintain two inverted lists
for each term. The ﬁrst inverted list is the same as in the Score method and is
never updated. The second inverted list has the same structure as the ﬁrst, but
only contains postings for those documents whose scores have been updated by
more than the threshold value (hence, this inverted list is likely to be shorter and
more eﬃcient to update than the ﬁrst inverted list). We note that while short
inverted lists are routinely used in IR systems for eﬃcient document insertions
and deletions, our focus is to devise a new query algorithm that can deal with
score updates. This leads to new problems because the scores in the inverted list
can be inaccurate, and the same document can have diﬀerent scores in the short
and long inverted lists. Note that although the scores in the inverted lists may be
inaccurate, our algorithm will nevertheless produce the correct top–k results based
on the latest accurate score values.
Figure 2.4 shows the data structures used. For each term, there is a long and
a short inverted list, both ordered by the score. Since the scores in the inverted
list can be inaccurate by up to a threshold, a separate Score table (like in the
ID method) is used to track the current accurate score of each document. In
addition, a ListScore table contains an entry for each document whose score has
been updated. Each entry contains the ID of the document, its score in the (short
or long) inverted list, and a “inShortList” ﬁeld; the “inShortList” ﬁeld indicates
whether the document has postings in the short list because its score changed by
more than the threshold value.
22Figure 2.4: Score–Threshold method
Algorithm 1 shows how score updates are processed. Given a score update for
ad o c u m e n td with ID id, the old score of d is retrieved, and the score is updated in
the Score table (lines 7-8). We then determine the list score of d (i.e., the current
score of d in the short or long inverted list). To do this, we ﬁrst check whether
the document d’s score has ever been previously updated (line 9). If so, we look
up the list score for d from the ListScore table (lines 10-12). If d’s score was never
previously updated, then we set its list score to be its old score (lines 14-16). Given
the list score and the new score, we determine if d’s score has increased by more
than the threshold (the threshold is computed using the thresholdValueOf function
– more will be said about this function soon). Only if the score has changed by
more than the threshold do we add the new score to the short list. If d already
contains postings in the short list, we update the scores of these postings (lines
20-22), else we add new postings for d in the short list (lines 24-26).
We now walk through an example in Figure 2.4. Suppose document 15 contains
the term news and its initial score is 87.13. Further, assume that thresholdVal-
ueOf (87.13) = 100. First, if the document’s score is updated to 91.4, its score is
updated in the Score table and an entry is added to the ListScore table with the
23Algorithm 1 : ScoreUpdate(id,n e w S )
1: id : document ID of the updated document;
2: newS: new score of the updated document;
3: oldS: old score of the updated document;
4: Content(id): text content of the updated document;
5: SL(t): the short list of term t
6:
7: oldS = Score.getScore(id);
8: Score.updateScore(id,newS);
9: if ListScore.hasV alue(id) then
10: entry = ListScore.lookupEntry(id);
11: lScore = entry.lScore;
12: inShortList = entry.inShortList;
13: else
14: lScore = oldS;
15: ListScore.insert(< id,oldS,false >)
16: inShortList = false;
17: end if
18: if newS > thresholdValueOf(lScore) then
19: if inShortList then
20: for each term t in Content(id) do
21: SL(t).update(< id,newS >);
22: end for
23: else
24: for each term t in Content(id) do
25: SL(t).insert(< id,newS >);
26: end for
27: end if
28: ListScore.update(< id,newS,true >)
29: end if
list score 87.13 and ﬂag inShortList set to false. However, postings for this docu-
ment with the new score are not added to the short list. Now if the document’s
score is updated again to 124.2, this is updated in the Score table. Now, since the
new score is greater than thresholdValueOf(87.13) (where 87.13 is the list score),
postings for the document with the new score are added to the short lists. The
ListScore table is updated with the new value of the list score (124.2) and records
the fact that postings for the document are now in the short lists.
Algorithm 2 shows how queries are processed. Consider a query of n terms
24Algorithm 2 : Query(t1,...,tn, k)
1: t1,...,tn: query terms;
2: k: desired number of results;
3: SL(t): the short list of term t;
4: LL(t): the long list of term t;
5:
6: threshold = -1; // score has non-negative value
7: while true do
8: Merge (SL(t1) ⊕ LL(t1)),...,(SL(tn) ⊕ LL(tn)) until ﬁnd a candidate d (with
document ID id and score ls)
9: if threshold > thresholdValueOf(ls) then
10: return;
11: end if
12: if d is from SL(t1),...,SL(tn) then
13: currScore = Score.lookup(id);
14: resultHeap.add(id, currScore);
15: else
16: entry = ListScore.lookupEntry(id);
17: if entry == null or entry.inShortList == false then
18: currScore = (entry==null)? ls:Score.lookup(id);
19: resultHeap.add(id, currScore);
20: end if
21: end if
22: if enoughResult(k,ls) && threshold < 0 then
23: threshold = ls;
24: end if
25: end while
t1,...,tn, with long lists LL(t1),...,LL(tn) and short lists SL(t1),...,SL(tn). We use
the notation LL(ti) ⊕ SL(ti) to denote the logical union of the postings of LL(ti)
and SL(ti) in score order. We do a merge of the lists SL(t1)⊕LL(t1),...,SL(tn)⊕
LL(tn) by scanning the short and long inverted lists for the query terms in parallel
(line 8). For each document d that appears in all of the inverted lists, we have
two cases. If d is a result due to postings in the short lists, then its current score
is looked up in the Score table (recall that the scores in the inverted lists may be
out of date), and it is added to the result heap (lines 12-14). If d is a result due
to postings in the long list and if either d’s score has not been updated or d is not
in the short list (lines 16-17), then the latest score of d is obtained and d is added
25to the result heap (if d is in the short list, then the long inverted list postings can
be ignored).
The interesting aspect of the algorithm is that it does not stop after the ﬁrst k
results are found. This is necessary because that scores in the inverted lists are not
always accurate, and there may exist a posting further down the inverted list whose
latest score is actually greater than the score of the current document. However,
since we know that this inconsistency is bounded by a threshold, we only need
to scan the inverted lists until we are sure that the current score of the posting
cannot possibly exceed the lowest score in the top–k results (lines 9-11, 22-24).
As an example, consider the evaluation of a top–k query, where the k’th docu-
ment added to the result heap has list score 100. Instead of stopping at this k’th
result, the algorithm continues to scan the inverted lists until it reaches a posting
for a document whose list score ls satisﬁes the following property: thresholdVal-
ueOf (ls) <100; this is the additional work that the query processing algorithm has
to do since the list scores are not accurate.
We now turn to the choice of the thresholdValueOf function. It should be a
monotonic function that satisﬁes the following property: thresholdValueOf(score)≥
score. In other words, the threshold score should be at least as large as the orig-
inal score. If thresholdValueOf(score) = score, then every positive score update
causes the short list postings for the document to be updated (note that negative
score updates would not require updates to the short list). On the other hand, if
thresholdValueOf(score) = ∞, then the Score–Threshold method behaves similar
to the ID method because postings would never be added to the short list and the
entire inverted list would have to be scanned for every query. Of course, there are
many choices for the thresholdValueOf function that fall in between. From our
26experiments, we found that using thresholdValueOf(score) = r ×score for some
constant r≥1 worked well. We call r the threshold ratio.
Theorem 1 (Correctness of top–k Search)) Algorithm 2 produces the top–k
query results based on the latest values of the document scores.
Proof: It is obvious that Algorithm 2 generates results satisfying the query. We
thus only prove that Algorithm 2 produces the top-k among all results.
We consider the case when there are more than k results satisfying the query.
After we ﬁnd the ﬁrst k results, we initialize threshold to be the lowest score of the
k candidates (line 22-24). We then continue the processing and store results with
score above threshold to the result heap (line 12-21) until we ﬁnd an entry d with its
list-score d.lScore (we defer the deﬁnition of list-score to the next paragraph), such
that threshold > thresholdValueOf(d.lScore) (line 8-11). To prove the theorem,
we thus need to show that the current score of any upcoming candidate document
(after d) is smaller than threshold.
Given an arbitrary entry d in the inverted lists, we ﬁrst formally deﬁne its
list-score, d.lScore:
d.lScore =
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎩
s.score if s=ShortList.lookup(d,t)i sn o n - e m p t y
l.score otherwise; l=LongList.lookup(d,t).
where t could be any term in the document d. In other words, if the short inverted
lists contain entries of d,t h e nd.lScore is d’s updated score in the short lists;
otherwise, d.lScore is d’s original score in the long lists.
Both long and short inverted lists are in decreasing score order. Therefore, if
ad o c u m e n td1 is scanned after d,t h e r ei sd1.lScore ≤ d.lScore. We know the
function thresholdValueOf is monotonic. Consequently,
d1.currentScore ≤ thresholdValueOf(d1.lScore) (Algorithm 1)
27≤ thresholdValueOf(d.lScore)
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2.2.3.2 Chunk Method
Although the Score–Threshold method oﬀers a trade–oﬀ between update and query
performance, it suﬀers from one drawback compared to the ID method: Score–
Threshold requires scores to be stored in the long inverted lists because query
merging is done in score order. This requires larger inverted lists (because scores
are replicated with each term in a document), which could negatively impact per-
formance1. We now introduce the Chunk method that avoids storing scores in the
inverted lists while still oﬀering the desired update–query tradeoﬀ.
The main idea is to divide the document collection into “chunks” based on the
original document scores. For example, if there are 10000 documents, the lowest
5000 documents (based on score) could be in the ﬁrst chunk, the next higher 3000
documents could be in the second chunk, and the top 2000 documents could be
in the third chunk. Thus, documents in higher chunks always have higher scores
than documents in lower chunk (at least, before score updates). Now, the key idea
is to organize the inverted lists so that within a chunk, postings are in document
ID order. Thus, during query time, we ﬁrst merge all the documents in the last
(third) chunk in ID order, then merge all the documents in the previous (second)
in ID order, and so on until we ﬁnd the top–k results at the end of some chunk.
1Note that storing the scores in a separate lookup table instead of in the long
inverted lists is not an eﬃcient option either because this would require a random
score lookup (as opposed to more eﬃcient sequential access in Score–Threshold)
for each processed posting in the inverted lists.
28Note that since we do not merge based on the scores, we do not need to store the
scores in the inverted lists; the scores only have to be stored in the Score table.
The other issue that needs to be addressed is when to add/update postings for
a document in the short list. A simple solution is to add/update postings only
when the score of a document moves into the boundary of a higher chunk (since
within a chunk, the scores do not matter as the documents are ordered by ID).
However, this creates a problem with boundary cases. Speciﬁcally, a small score
update to the document with top–most score within a chunk can easily move the
document into the next higher chunk, thereby causing its postings to be updated in
the short list. We thus employ the strategy that a document’s postings in the short
list is updated only when its score causes it to move up two chunks. This avoids
corner cases like in the above example. Note, however, that this has implications
for query processing. We can no longer stop at the end of a chunk after we have
found the top–k results; we need to scan an additional chunk to compensate for
the inaccurate chunk IDs in the inverted lists (similar to inaccurate scores in the
Score–Threshold method).
The Chunk method has the data structures shown in Figure 2.5. There is one
long and one short inverted list for each term. However, unlike the Score–Threshold
method, the postings are ﬁrst ordered by decreasing chunk ID (or CID), and within
each chunk, are ordered by increasing document ID. Note that we only have to store
the CID at the beginning of a chunk, and not with each posting. This method also
has a ListChunk table (analogous to the ListScore table in the Score–Threshold
method) and the Score table.
The update and query processing algorithms are similar to that for the Score–
Threshold method (Algorithms 1 and 2). The main diﬀerence is that the threshold
29Figure 2.5: Chunk method
function is now speciﬁed in terms of chunks instead of scores. Speciﬁcally, for a
chunk c, thresholdValueOf(c)=c+1, which indicates that a document’s postings in
the short list need to be updated only if the score exceeds more than one chunk
boundary. Since we use chunks instead of scores, the newS in Algorithm 1 is
replaced by newChunk and oldS is replaced by oldChunk,a n dls in Algorithm 2 is
replaced by the CID. We can also prove a theorem similar to Theorem 1 about the
correctness of this algorithm.
The main tradeoﬀ between update and query processing in this method comes
about by setting chunk boundaries. If the chunks are very large, it behaves like
the ID method with very little update overhead but slower query processing due
to scanning large chunks. If the chunks are very small, however, it will have to
update the short list postings on every score update, although queries will be faster.
We experimented with various methods for specifying chunk boundaries (including
equal sized chunks, exponentially growing/shrinking chunks) and determined that
a good strategy was to set the chunks based on the actual score distribution.
Speciﬁcally, we found that it was usually best to set chunk boundaries so that for
30two adjacent chunks c+1andc, the ratio of the lowest score in c+1 to the lowest
score in c is a constant r (r ≥ 1). We call r the chunk ratio, and this is similar
to the threshold ratio for the Score–Threshold method. Under very skewed score
distributions, some chunks have only a few documents in them. So, we also set a
minimum size of a chunk so that each chunk has at least 100 documents (or some
other constant). We evaluate the impact of diﬀerent threshold and chunk ratios in
the experimental section.
One point to note is that although the Chunk method has the advantage of
smaller long inverted lists, the Score–Threshold method has the advantage that its
ratio can be changed without having to regenerate the long inverted lists. However,
this is likely to be useful only when the score update distribution is unknown.
2.2.3.3 Chunk–TermScore Method
Thus far, we have focused solely on SVR scores and conjunctive keyword search
queries. We now show how the Chunk method can be extended to support a
combination of SVR and term–based scores such as TF–IDF, and support both
conjunctive and disjunctive queries (the generalization for the Score–Threshold
method is similar).
More formally, consider a result document d that contains all (conjunctive
query) or some (disjunctive query) of the query terms for a keyword search query
Q={t1,...,tm}. L e tt h eS V Rs c o r eo fd be Ssvr(d) and its term score be ft(d)
for each term t ∈ Q. ft could represent, say, the TF–IDF score (note that the
SVR score of d is independent of the query terms, while the term score depends
on the query terms). We consider the following combination scoring function F:
w ×Ssvr(d)+Σ t∈Qft(d) (although our technique generalizes to any monotonic F).
31In designing the Chunk–TermScore method, we build upon the Fancy–ID method
recently proposed by Long and Suel [76] for eﬃciently combining document global
scores (such as PageRank) with term–based scores. However, their method as-
sumes that the long inverted list is sorted based on the global score and hence,
cannot support eﬃcient score updates. Thus, our contribution is showing how this
techniques can be adapted to work with the Chunk method to eﬃciently support
score updates.
The data structures for the Chunk–TermScore method are similar to the Chunk
method, with two changes. First, each posting in the long and short inverted lists
also contains the term score (such as the normalized TF score) in addition to the
ID. Second, each term has an additional ID ordered inverted list called the fancy
list [76], which is a small list of postings that have the highest term scores for that
speciﬁc term. The score update algorithm for the Chunk–TermScore method is
the same as the Chunk method. However, the query processing algorithm has to
be adapted to account for the new scoring function.
Algorithm 3 shows the query processing algorithm. Given a query, the basic
idea is to ﬁrst merge the fancy lists corresponding to the query keywords and
determine the IDs of the documents that contain all of the query keywords (even
for disjunctive queries). These IDs, along with their corresponding combined scores
are tentatively added to the result heap because they are highly likely to be the
top–k results due to their high term scores (line 8). In addition, the IDs that appear
in some but not all of the query keyword fancy lists are added to a data structure
called the remainList (line 9). The intuition is that the IDs in the remainList have
a high term score for at least one query term, and could thus still make it to the
top–k results. Once the fancy lists are merged, query processing proceeds similar
32Algorithm 3 : Query(t1,...,tn, k)
1: t1,...,tn : query terms;
2: k: desired number of results;
3: SL(t): the short list of term t;
4: LL(t): the long list of term t;
5: FL(t): the fancy list of term t;
6: fmin(t) :m i n i m u mt e r ms c o r ei nFL(t);
7:
8: Merge FL(t1),..,FL(tn) and put candidate documents and their scores into re-
sultHeap;
9: remainList = FL(ti) ∪ ... ∪ FL(tn)−resultHeap;
10: while true do
11: Merge (SL(t1)⊕LL(t1)),...,(SL(tn)⊕LL(tn)) to ﬁnd next d (with document ID
id, chunk CID and term scores f(id,t1),...,f(id,tn)w h e r ed contains at least one
term, i.e. ∃i.f(id,ti) > 0);
12: remainList.remove(id);
13: if d contains some/all terms t1,...,tn then
14: Sterm =
 n
i=1 f(id,ti);
15: if d is from SL(t1),...,SL(tn) then
16: Ssvr =S c o r e . lookup(id);
17: resultHeap.add(id, F(Sterm,S svr));
18: else
19: entry = ListScore.lookupEntry(id);
20: if entry==null or entry.inShortList == false then
21: Ssvr =S c o r e . lookup(id);
22: resultHeap.add(id, F(Sterm,S svr));
23: end if
24: end if
25: end if
26: if reach the end of chunk with id CID then
27: Smax
svr = thresholdValueOf(CID);
28: remainList.prune(Smax
svr );
29: if remainList.empty() then
30: Smax
term =
 n
i=1 fmin(ti);
31: if F(Smax
term,Smax
svr ) ≤ resultHeap.minScore(k)
32: then return; endif
33: end if
34: end if
35: end while
33to the Chunk method by merging the short and long inverted lists (line 11). Once
an ID appears in any of these lists, it no longer needs to be remembered in the
remainList since it is currently being processed and is thus removed (line 12). If
the ID contains all (conjunctive queries) or some (disjunctive queries) of the query
keywords, its score is computed using a combination of SVR and term scores, and
added to the result heap as for the Chunk method (lines 13-25).
At the end of each chunk, we need to determine whether we need to continue
further to ﬁnd the correct top–k results. To do this, we ﬁrst prune the remainList
to remove the IDs of documents that cannot be in the top–k results (using the con-
dition presented in [76]). If remainList is non–empty, then we continue processing
because the IDs in the remainList could potentially be among the top–k results.
However, if remainList is empty, then we can stop processing so long as the scores
of the IDs in the remaining chunks cannot exceed the current top–k scores (lines
29-33).
Theorem 2 (Correctness of top–k Search)) Algorithm 3 produces the top–k
query results based on the latest scores computed using the combination scoring
function F.
Proof:
It is obvious that Algorithm 3 generates results satisfying the query. We thus
only prove that Algorithm 3 produces the top-k among all results.
We consider the case when there are more than k results satisfying the query.
After we ﬁnd the ﬁrst k results, we initialize threshold to be the lowest score of the
k candidates (line 31). We then continue the processing and store results with score
above threshold to the result heap (line 11-25) until the following three conditions
are satisﬁed:
341. Reach the end of chunk with chunk id CID (line 26);
2. After pruning, remainList is empty (line 29);
3. F(Smax
term,Smax
svr ) ≤ threshold,w h e r eSmax
svr = thresholdValueOf(CID) and Smax
term =
 n
i=1 fmin(ti) (line 31).
To prove the theorem, we thus need to show that the current score of any
upcoming candidate document d1 (after d) is smaller than threshold. Suppose d
has a term score Sterm and document (SVR) score Ssvr. We consider an arbitrary
query term t. fmin(t) is the minimum term score of the fancy list FL(t). It is also
the maximum term score of those documents in LL(t) ∪ SL(s) − FL(t). When
remainList is empty (Condition 2), fmin(t) is the maximum term score of any
upcoming candidate document d1.T h u s ,
Sterm <
n  
i=1
fmin(ti)=S
max
term
Since the stopping point is the end of chunk with id CID (Condition 1), any
upcoming candidate document d1 has chunk id cid < CID. Thus,
Ssrv < thresholdValueOf(cid)
< thresholdValueOf(CID)
= S
max
svr
Consequently, we have:
d1.currentScore = F(Sterm,S svr)
≤ F(S
max
term,S
max
svr )
< threshold

352.2.4 Insertions, Deletions and Content Updates
We describe how the Chunk method can be extended to handle document inser-
tions, deletions, and content updates. The extension for the other methods is
similar.
2.2.4.1 Content Updates
To handle content updates to documents, we need to add an extra ﬁeld to each
posting in the short lists called op.T h eop ﬁeld indicates whether a term has been
added (ADD) or removed (REM) from the corresponding document.
Now consider an update to the content of a document d. Assume that the set
of distinct terms in d before the update is Told and the set of distinct terms in d
after the update is Tnew. The set of added terms is Tadd = Tnew − Told and the
set of removed terms is Tdel = Told − Tnew. For each term t1 in Tadd,w ei n s e r t
the posting <d ,A D D>(or update the existing posting to be <d ,A D D>if a
posting for d already exists) in the short list for t1. For each term t2 in Tdel,w e
insert (or update) the posting <d ,R E M>in the short list for t2.
During query time, when we union the long list lt and the short list st for term
t, we discard postings marked as REM in st. For example, when we see <d>
in lt and <d , R E M>in st in the same chunk, we will not return d as a result
because t was removed from d during a content update. ADD postings in st are
treated like regular postings.
2.2.4.2 Insertions and Deletions
Document insertions are easily handled by the Chunk method because the insertion
is simply treated as updates to the short lists, with the operation speciﬁed as ADD.
36Figure 2.6: Experimental parameters
Deletions are a bit more complex. First, we need to add a new ﬁeld in the Score
table that indicates whether a document with a given ID is deleted. Whenever the
Score table is probed for a document during query processing, we do not add the
document to the result heap if it is marked as deleted. If the relational system can
reuse deleted IDs, we also need to delete all postings of the document from the
short lists so that these are not interpreted as terms in a document that is later
inserted with the same ID.
2.3 Experimental Evaluation
We now experimentally evaluate the performance of diﬀerent methods described
in the previous section.
2.3.1 Experimental Setup
We used two primary evaluation metrics: the time to update an inverted list due
to a score update, and the time to evaluate a top–k keyword search query. We do
not measure the time required to merge the short inverted lists (in the methods
that use this data structure) with the long inverted lists because this is done oﬄine
and does not impact the performance of the operational system.
We generated synthetic data sets using the parameters shown in the ﬁrst row
37of Figure 2.6 (default values are in bold face). The generated data table is R(Id,
StructuredColumn, TextColumn),w h e r eId is an integer primary key, StructureCol-
umn is a 100 byte column that simulates the presence of structured data columns,
and TextColumn is a text document. The total number of distinct terms in the
data set was 200000, which is approximately the number of terms in the English
language. Each text document contains 2000 terms (possibly duplicates) and the
term frequency follows the Zipf’s law with parameter 1.0 (as in English). For the
default settings, the total size of the database was approximately 805MB. In ad-
dition to R, we also generated a score table: Score(Id, score).T h ev a l u eo fScore
ranged from 0 to 100,000, and the scores were generated using the Zipf distribution
with default parameter 0.75; this zipf parameter is the same as what we experi-
mentally observed in the real Internet Archive data set using the SVR speciﬁcation
in Section 2.1.1. For the real data set, we used the Internet Archive database. The
total data set size was 60MB, and the two tables with indexable text columns had
a total size of 10MB. Most of the experiments reported here use the synthetic data
set where we could vary various parameters.
We studied three classes of keyword search queries: unselective queries in which
the keywords were randomly chosen from the 350 most frequent terms; medium–
selective queries were randomly chosen from the top 1600 most frequent terms,
and selective queries were chosen randomly from the top 15000 terms. We varied
the number of top–ranked results to be returned for each query.
The score update workload followed a Zipf distribution, whereby documents
with higher scores were updated more frequently; this is consistent with the update
logs in the Internet Archive. The mean update size controls the size of a score
update; a value of 100 implies that the score of a document increases or decreases
38by 100 on the average, with the distribution of the update size varying uniformly
between 0 and 200 (twice the mean). Score increases and score decreases are
equally likely. We also model updates to a sub–set of the documents called the focus
set, which is expressed as a percentage of the collection. The focus set contains
documents that temporarily receive a lot of attention, independent of their actual
current score. This reﬂects newly popular documents, such as a song that recently
made it to the top–5 list (other research shows that many such scenarios occur
on the Web [71]). The focus set update reﬂects that percentage of score updates
that go to one of the focus set documents. The focus increase update controls
whether the focus set updates are strictly increasing (default), strictly decreasing,
or strictly increasing for 50% of the documents and strictly decreasing for the other
50%.
2.3.2 Inverted List Implementation
We implemented the ﬁve inverted list structures described in Section 2.2 on top
of BerkeleyDB. As a baseﬁle for comparison with Chunk–TermScore, we also im-
plemented ID–TermScore, which is an extension of the ID method to additionally
store term–based scores. To ensure a fair comparison with the base–line methods,
we included various optimizations for the ID, Score and ID–TermScore methods as
described in [97], including early termination methods and merging starting from
the shortest lists.
The long inverted lists were stored as binary objects in the database since they
are never updated; they were read in a page at a time during query processing. For
the Score method alone, since the long inverted list is updated, it was implemented
as a clustered B+–tree. The short lists, ListScore and ListChunk were implemented
39Table 2.1: Size of Long Inverted Lists
Method IL Size Method IL Size
ID 145MB ID–TermScore 428MB
Score 2,768MB Score–Threshold 847MB
Chunk 146MB Chunk–TermScore 430MB
as tables with B+–tree indices built on the appropriate columns. The tables R
and Score also had a B+–tree index on the Id columns.
Table 2.1 shows the size of the long inverted list for diﬀerent methods. The
Score method has the largest space requirement because its inverted list needs to
be updated; it thus suﬀers from the associated indexing and storage overhead in
BerkeleyDB. The Score–Threshold method stores both the document ID and doc-
ument score in the inverted list, for each term in the document; hence it suﬀers
from additional overhead compared to the ID method, which does not store scores
in the inverted list. The ID method also gets additional compression due to dif-
ferential encoding of IDs since the postings are in ID order. The Chunk method
has roughly the same space overhead as ID, but has a small additional overhead
for storing the chunk ID once for each chunk. The size of the inverted list varies
slightly for diﬀerent chunk ratios, but the diﬀerence is not signiﬁcant.
All our experiments were run on a 2.8 GHz Pentium IV processor with 1GB of
main memory and 80GB of disk space. The size of the BerkeleyDB cache was set
to 100MB. For updates, we report the total update time divided by the number
of updates. Queries were run after all the updates using a cold cache for the long
inverted lists to simulate a non memory–resident data set, and were averaged over
50 independent measurements. Unless otherwise stated, for each experiment, we
varied one of the parameters, and used default values for the rest.
402.3.3 Experimental Results
2.3.3.1 Threshold and Chunk Ratios
Recall that the Score–Threshold and Chunk methods oﬀer knobs, the threshold
and chunk ratios, respectively, which can be tuned to trade oﬀ query vs. update
performance. Thus, to compare the performance of these methods with the others,
we ﬁrst need to determine appropriate ratios. The appropriate ratio for a given
workload depends on the nature of the updates (small or large updates), the actual
number of updates (before merging with the long inverted lists), and the score dis-
tribution (uniform or skewed). To quantify this tradeoﬀ, in Table 2.2, we tabulate
the performance of the Chunk method for various ratios when varying the size of
the update. Note that each measurement is the average time per operation (not
the total time).
The general trend shows that for an mean score update step of 100, the time
to perform a single score update increases as the chunk ratio decreases. This is
expected because larger chunk ratios imply larger chunks, which in turn implies
that the probability of updating the short lists due to score updates is lower. The
interesting aspect to note is that the update time ﬁrst increases almost impercepti-
bly until a ratio of 6.12, and then increases dramatically because the smaller chunk
sizes cause a lot of updates to the short lists. Query performance, on the other
hand, decreases steadily as the ratio decreases. Thus, the optimal ratio for updates
with mean step size 100 is around 6.12 (assuming the default score distribution
and 100000 score updates).
When the mean step size is increased to 1000, we note that the optimal ratio
increases, because the index has to tolerate more dramatic changes in the score;
41Table 2.2: Eﬀect of Chunk Ratio (times in ms)
Step 100 Step 1000 Step 10000
Ratio Upd Qry Upd Qry Upd Qry
164.84 0.01 138.64 0.01 135.68 0.01 134.4
82.92 0.01 136.53 0.01 133.99 0.01 132.3
41.96 0.01 46.204 0.24 54.32 160.4 90.8
21.48 0.01 43.938 0.25 45.85
11.24 0.12 39.512 34.45 57.25
6.12 0.19 35.37 222.18 83.558
3.56 0.76 32.774
2.28 145.35 30.938
1.56 277.54 30.572
the optimal ratio in this case is around 21.48. In fact, even query time increases
after this ratio because the lengths of the short lists increase rapidly. Note that
the optimal query time with the mean update step size of 1000 is larger than
step size 100 because the chunk sizes are larger for a larger ratio. A similar trend
occurs when the mean size of the update is changed to 10000 (which is 10% of
the entire domain of scores). Thus, the Chunk method essentially adapts to the
update distribution, thereby allowing the appropriate query–update tradeoﬀ. We
also observe a similar tradeoﬀ for the Score–Threshold method (ﬁgures not shown).
For the rest of this section, unless otherwise stated, we ﬁx chunk ratio at 6.12 and
the threshold ratio at 11.24 (which is the optimal ratio for Score–Threshold using
the default settings).
The observant reader would have noted that the time to perform queries is more
than the time to perform updates. This is because query evaluation is performed
on a cold cache of the long inverted lists to simulate a non memory resident data
set. However, the Score table and the short lists are much smaller than the long
inverted lists (the size of the Score table is only 2.7MB), and are easily maintained
42Figure 2.7: Varying the number of updates (times in ms)
in the database cache. Since score updates for the Chunk method only access the
Score table in most cases, it is faster than a query. This suggests that the Chunk
method is likely to have a low overhead even in update–intensive databases.
2.3.3.2 Varying Number of Updates
Figure 2.7 shows the average update and query times, respectively, for the diﬀerent
methods when the number of updates is varied from 0 to 100000 (ignore ID–
TermScore and Chunk–TermScore for now). The most striking thing to note is that
the update performance of the Score method deteriorates dramatically because of
the overhead of updating the long inverted lists. In fact, the cost per update is
about 17 seconds for Score method, as compared to 0.01 ms for the best methods!
Since the performance of the Score method is always orders of magnitude slower
than the best methods, we do not consider it further.
The ID method has the best update performance because score updates only
require a single update in the Score table. However, its query performance suﬀers
because it always scans the entire long inverted list even for top–k queries. The
Score–Threshold and Chunk methods have the best overall performance because
they avoid frequent updates to the short lists while still processing top–k queries
eﬃciently. Of the two, the Chunk method has slightly better query performance
because it has shorter inverted lists.
432.3.3.3 Varying Number of Desired Results
Figure 2.8 compares the query processing time for ID, Score–Threshold and Chunk
methods when varying the number of desired top ranked results, k. As expected,
the performance of the ID method remains roughly the same since it has to scan
the entire inverted list regardless of k. In contrast, the performance of the Score–
Threshold and Chunk methods is better with smaller k because they only scan
the initial part of the inverted lists. When k is large, the performance of Chunk
becomes the same as the ID method, while the performance of Score–Threshold is
worse because it has the overhead of scanning larger inverted lists (that contain
scores). Since Chunk always dominates Score–Threshold in this manner, we do
not consider Score–Threshold further.
2.3.3.4 Varying Mean Update Step Size
Recall from Table 2.2 that the chunk ratio for the Chunk method needs to be set
based on the expected magnitude of the score updates. Larger updates require
larger chunk ratios. The interesting thing to note is that for a given update work-
load, the Chunk method with the optimal ratio for that workload always dominates
or is very close to the ID method (the query performance of the ID method is al-
ways constant – about 114ms – regardless of the size of the updates). Thus, Chunk
essentially adapts to the update distribution, thereby allowing for a query–update
tradeoﬀ.
2.3.3.5 Performance of Chunk–TermScore
So far we have focused on SVR scores in isolation. We now study the perfor-
mance impact of including term scores using the Chunk–TermScore method. As
44Figure 2.8: Varying the number of desired results
Figure 2.9: Combining term scores
a baseline for comparison, we compare with the ID–TermScore method, that is
similar to the ID method but with term scores stored in the inverted list so that
it can compute the combined score. As shown in Figure 2.9, the query perfor-
mance of Chunk–TermScore is signiﬁcantly better than ID–TermScore (due to
early stopping for Chunk–TermScore), while still having comparable update per-
formance. Chunk–TermScore has slightly worse query performance than Chunk
(in Figure 2.7) because Chunk–TermScore has larger inverted lists that store the
term scores (Table 2.1) and also scans larger parts of the inverted list due to the
combined scoring function. Note, however, that the query performance of Chunk–
TermScore is even better than that of the ID method, which does not support term
based ranking.
45Figure 2.10: Disjunctive query results
2.3.3.6 Performance of Disjunctive Queries
So far, we have focused on conjunctive queries. We now look at disjunctive queries.
For the default parameter settings, the performance of the Score, Score–Threshold,
Chunk and Chunk–termScore methods was only slightly better – less than 1ms
better – for disjunctive queries than for conjunctive queries (results are thus not
shown). The reason for this behavior is that even though disjunctive queries scan
a smaller number of postings, they access about the same number of disk pages as
conjunctive queries do (which is usually just the ﬁrst page for each keyword) since
multiple postings are packed into the same page. Since disk access dominates the
evaluation time, the performance diﬀerence is not signiﬁcant. The performance
of the ID and ID–TermScore methods, however, is worse for disjunctive queries
(see Figure 2.10). The reason is that there are many more potential results in
the disjunctive case, and for the ID methods, the overhead of processing these
additional results in the result heap degrades performance.
2.3.3.7 Experimental Results for Insertions
Table 2.3 shows how the query, score update and insertion update performance
for the Chunk method varies with the number of document insertions (queries
are timed right after the document insertions, so are score updates). The query
performance remains robust even after 10000 document updates since the Chunk
method eﬀectively avoids having to scan all of the inverted list for top–N queries.
46Table 2.3: Varying the number of insertions (times in ms)
Inserted Docs Query Score Update Insertion
1000 27.45 0.25 12.06
2000 28.45 1.21 12.86
4000 27.75 14.12 525.0
8000 27.74 11.38 531.5
10000 28.16 17.17 660.6
Score updates performance degrades somewhat because of the increased length
of the short lists (due to document insertions). However, the cost per update is
still very low at 10-17 milliseconds because score updates do not require frequent
updates to the short list for the Chunk method. Insertion performance is very fast
for up to 2000 documents, but then degrades to about 0.5 seconds per document
insertion for 4000 document and beyond (remaining stable at about 0.6 seconds
after 4000 insertions). The reason for the degradation in performance beyond 4000
document insertions is that the size of the short lists increases signiﬁcantly due to
the document insertions. Note however, that even an insertion time of 0.5 seconds
is still likely to be acceptable considering the fact that each document has 2000
terms that need to be indexed. In fact, we expect that any technique that supports
incremental document insertions will incur a similar overhead because it will have
to insert the 2000 terms into an inverted list, and if the inverted list does not
ﬁt into memory, it will incur disk access costs to insert each posting. Note also
that the short lists will be periodically merged with the long lists bringing down
document insertion cost again.
The results for document deletions and content updates are similar, and are
omitted.
472.3.3.8 Summary of Other Results
We ran other experiments varying all the parameters described in Section 2.3.1.
The conclusion was essentially the same: the update and query performance of
the Chunk method was the best or close to the best. As mentioned earlier, we
also ran experiments on the Internet Archive real data set. The original data set
size was just 10MB of text data, and this was too small to illustrate the tradeoﬀs
between the diﬀerent approaches. So, we scaled up the data set by replicating the
text data 10 times, and generating scores using the same distribution as the 10MB
data set. The results that we obtained were very similar to those obtained using
the synthetic data set.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced SVR, a new and alternative method for ranking
keyword search queries in relational databases based on structured data values.
We have also proposed a new family of inverted list indices and associated query
algorithms that can support SVR eﬃciently in update-intensive databases, where
the structured data values (and hence the scores of documents) change frequently.
Our experimental results on real and synthetic data sets using BerkeleyDB show
that we can support SVR eﬃciently in relational databases.
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Ranked Topology Search in Relational
Databases
In this chapter, we turn our attention to how to eﬀectively query and summarize
the rich relationships in relational databases. We motivate this problem using
an application in the biological data domain where a growing number of new
high-throughput technologies have generated massive biological data sets. These
heterogeneous data sets often describe diﬀerent aspects of the same or related
biological systems from individual molecules, through molecular complexes and
cellular pathways, to cells and organisms. Such inter-related data sets can exhibit
a complex structure of relationships, and an emerging direction in biological data
analysis is to detect and understand relationships in these large-scale data sets [35,
60, 84]. However, eﬀectively querying and summarizing the rich relationships in
large biological database remains a challenge.
To address the above issue, we introduce the notion of a data topology (or
just topology). Given a speciﬁc set of entities, a topology deﬁnes the complete
set of relationships that relate the entities. Diﬀerent relationships between entities
might imply diﬀerent biological meanings and understanding the exact topology
is essential for an accurate and in-depth analysis of the biological system that is
comprised of these entities. For example, consider two types of entities – pro-
teins sequences and DNA sequences – stored in the Biozon [9, 22, 23] database
(Figure 3.1). According to this schema, the two entities can be related in several
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Figure 3.1: Partial high-level schema of the Biozon Database. The Biozon data-
base (http://www.biozon.org) is a uniﬁed biological resource on DNA sequences,
proteins, interactions, cellular pathways, and more. The tightly integrated schema
allows researchers to explore the rich relationships between biological resources. A
snapshot of the actual content is shown in Figure 3.3.
diﬀerent ways (some of which are shown in Figure 3.2), each one representing a
diﬀerent biological phenomenon. Each graph is a topology that shows how the
relevant entities are related. The structure of a given topology relays its mean-
ing in the biological context and diﬀerent results for the same query might have
topologies with radically diﬀerent meanings. When answering the query “how
transcription factor (TF) proteins are related to DNAs in humans”, knowing for
example that a certain TF is linked to a DNA sequence with the third topology
of Figure 1.3 is a substantial ﬁnding that indicates that the TF is encoded by
the DNA sequence and possibly regulates the same DNA through an interaction.
That is, the TF self-regulates itself. Finding instances of such or more complex
topologies, where the regulation is mediated through other relations, can reveal
very interesting biological systems (for more such topologies, we refer the reader
to Figure 3.16 and http://biozon.org/ftp/data/papers/topologies/graphs).
However, computing topologies for user queries is a challenging task because
users may not know (or cannot enumerate) all possible topologies for large re-
sult sets. Moreover, the query might include arbitrary constraints. For instance,
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Figure 3.2: Diﬀerent topologies over protein and DNA sequences. The following
graphs relate the same two data types, but have completely diﬀerent biological
meanings. The ﬁrst indicates that the DNA encodes for the protein. The sec-
ond indicates that the protein and the DNA sequence are interacting. The third
describes a protein that is encoded by a DNA sequence and interacts with it as
well.
when exploring the Biozon database (see Figure 3.1), a user might be interested in
knowing how an “enzyme” protein (i.e., the deﬁnition attribute of relation Protein
contains the keyword “enzyme”) and a RNA (the type attribute of DNA equals to
“mRNA”) are related to each other. This problem becomes even more challenging
because topologies can include intermediate entities that are not explicitly spec-
iﬁed in the query. In our example query above, “interaction” is an intermediate
entity type that is not explicitly speciﬁed in the query but appears in two of the
three topologies in Figure 1.3.
Existing query approaches such as traditional SQL or some recently proposed
database graph search techniques [10, 17, 20, 39, 64, 50] cannot fully and/or eﬃ-
ciently provide the desired topology results. As a simple example, consider using
SQL for the above user query where the number of intermediate entities is limited
to two. Based on the schema, there are 88453 possible topologies, which corre-
spond to every combination (and possible intermixing) of the ten schema paths
of length three or less that connect proteins and DNAs. A naive implementation
based on SQL (or any other structured or semi-structured query language) will
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Figure 3.3: The example Biozon database. These are partial tables of the actual
tables that reside in Biozon.
have to issue 88453 queries to check whether the relationships that correspond to
the topologies exist, which is clearly ineﬃcient. Further, each query corresponding
to a topology can itself be quite complex for datasets with rich relationships, which
further degrades performance.
An alternative approach is to use database search systems such as BANKS [20],
DBXPlorer [10] and Discover [62, 64]. However, since these systems are not de-
signed for topology search, they do not produce the desired results. For instance,
when the user query described above is issued over the Biozon database in Fig-
ure 3.3, these systems return results similar to Figure 3.4. These results are un-
satisfactory for two reasons. First, these results only produces “isolated” paths
and does not produce entire topologies. Speciﬁcally, in Figure 3.3, protein 78 (de-
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Figure 3.4: Isolated results of query Q1
noted as p78) is related to DNA 215 (denoted as d215)i nt h r e ew a y s :p78–u103–d215,
p78–u150–d215 and p78–u103–p34–d215. However, they are generated as independent
results (possibly intermixed with other results). Consequently, it is not apparent to
the user that p78 is related to d215 by three diﬀerent paths. More importantly, the
fact that the paths share a common intermediate entity is not explicitly captured
(paths L2 and L6 share the entity u103). Second, existing systems only produce re-
sults at the instance-level. These results can be overwhelming: running the query
on the actual database returns about 250,000 results. With that many results it
becomes practically impossible to identify all possible schema-level topologies and
get the “big picture”.
To mitigate these problems, we propose methods to organize and group results
based on their topology, as in Figure 3.5. In addition, for each topology we report
all instance-level results that adhere to that topology. Given this vision, a large
part of the work is focused on eﬃciently computing topology results for a query,
including producing top-k ranked topology results. We also identify some of the
shortcomings of existing database systems in processing such queries, and propose
extensions to a relational database system to better handle such queries.
We have experimentally evaluated our proposed techniques using the Biozon
database. Our results show that our techniques can be used to ﬁnd meaningful
topologies eﬃciently. Our experiments also demonstrate some subtle issues that
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Figure 3.5: Topology results (except for T5)o fq u e r yQ1
arise with large topologies having long paths (with many intermediate nodes).
Speciﬁcally, there are some long paths with length ≥ 4 that represent weak bio-
logical relationships, which “dilute” topologies containing other stronger relation-
ships. These weak relationships also give rise to some ineﬃciencies because they
often have many paths relating the same pair of nodes. In the experimental section,
we illustrate this issue and suggest possible solutions.
In summary, the main contributions are: (a) introducing and formalizing the
notion of a topology (Section ), (b) developing eﬃcient algorithms for quickly
computing topologies for user queries (Section ), (c) developing eﬃcient algorithms
for producing top-k topologies (Section ), and (d) an experimental evaluation of
the proposed techniques using a real biological database (Section ).
3.1 Formal Deﬁnition of Topologies
We ﬁrst present some background on graph databases before formally deﬁning the
topology result of queries.
543.1.1 Background: Graph Databases
We consider a database that has a set V of entities and a set E of binary re-
lationships such as in the Entity-Relationship (ER) model. Logically, these are
represented as a large (undirected) data graph G =( V,E) where each entity is
represented by a node v and each relationship by an edge e. In the rest of this
paper, we will use the two concepts ‘database’ and ‘graph’ interchangeably.
The entities can be of diﬀerent types (entity sets), e.g. DNA sequences, Pro-
tein sequences, Interaction, Pathways, etc. Similarly, the relationships can be of
diﬀerent types (relationship sets), e.g. encodes, belongs, manifest, similar, etc.
Note that each relationship can be reversed and therefore we refer to all of them
as undirected (for example, we could say that a DNA sequence encodes a protein
sequence or that a protein is encoded by a DNA sequence). We use Types(V )a n d
Types(E) to denote the set of entity types and the set of relationship types, respec-
tively, and assume that the function type() deﬁnes the mappings V → Types(V )
and E → Types(E). We refer to a graph where every entity v is labeled with its
type type(v) and every edge e is labeled with its type type(e)a salabeled graph.
When mapping a relational database to a graph data model, we identify each
object/relationship by the value of the primary key of the associated table. For
example, Figure 1.2 and Figure 3.3 show the schema and a subset of the instance of
the Biozon database, respectively, and Figure 3.6 shows its graph representation.
We now deﬁne some useful notation for reasoning about graph databases. A
path is a sequence of consecutive edges in a graph and the length of the path is the
number of edges traversed. A simple path is a path such that no node is traversed
more than once. All paths mentioned in this paper are simple paths. A path P in
ag r a p hG can be viewed as a subgraph of G. In a graph G=(V ,E), given a limit
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Figure 3.6: Graph representation of the database in Figure 3.3
l, a node pair (a,b)( a,b∈V ) determines a l-path set, denoted as PS(a,b,l), whose
elements are paths of G which connect a and b and are of length ≤ l.
The union of two graphs G =( V,E)a n dG  =( V ,E ), denoted by G ∪ G ,i s
the graph (V ∪ V ,E ∪ E ).
A labeled graph G =( V,E)i ssubgraph isomorphic t oag r a p hG  =( V ,E )i f
there exists an injection f:V → V  such that
(1) type(v)=type(f(v)) for every node v ∈ V.
(2) for every edge e ∈ E s.t. e =( u,v)t h e ne  =( f(u),f(v)) ∈ E  and type(e)=
type(e ).
A labeled graph G is isomorphic to a graph G  if G and G  are subgraph isomorphic
to each other, denoted as G   G . It is easy to see that isomorphism is an
equivalence relation on a set of labeled graphs. Given a graph G,w eu s et h en o t i o n
[G] to refer to the equivalence class of G. For instance, among the six graphs in
Figure 3.4, [L2]={L2,L3,L4,L5},[ L1]={L1} and [L6]={L6}. The equivalence class
of G is visually represented as a graph preserving the structure of G but only
showing the labels of its nodes and edges. For example, in Figure 3.7, c1 represents
the class of L1, c2 represents the class of L2, L3, L4 and L5 and c3 represents the
class of L6.( L1,...,L6 are in Figure 3.4.)
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Figure 3.7: Equivalence classes of graphs in Figure 3.4
3.1.2 Queries and Topologies
We begin this section by deﬁning queries, and then deﬁne the topology results for
queries.
A query speciﬁes a list of entity types and the constraints on them. A constraint
may contain multiple predicates, including keyword search clauses and structured
predicates. In a database G,aquery is deﬁned as {(t1,con 1),...,(tn,con n)},w h e r e
ti ∈ Types(V ) is a data type that corresponds to an entity set ti and coni is a
constraint deﬁned on attributes of entities v of type ti.W e c a l l s u c h a q u e r ya n
n-query. For simplicity, we focus on 2-queries in this paper.
Example 2.1: The query of the example in introduction is: Q = { (Protein,
desc.ct(‘enzyme’)), (DNA, type=‘mRNA’)}. The ﬁrst constraint is a keyword
search on Protein.desc, and the second is a predicate on the type attribute of
DNA.  
Given a query, existing approaches such as BANKS [20], DBXplorer [10] and
DISCOVER [62, 64] return the individual paths connecting the relevant entities
separately. Speciﬁcally, consider a query Q = {(t1,con1), (t2,con2)},t h es e tA of
t1 entities that satisfy con1,a n dt h es e tB of t2 entities that satisfy con2.T h e
result of the query is
 
a∈A,b∈B PS(a,b,l), which is the sets of l-results connecting
the entities in A and B (l is a parameter that limits the size of the paths, as is
57often needed for practical reasons such as eﬃciency and producing interpretable
relationships). Below is an example.
Example 2.2: Consider the query in Example 2.1 and assume that the set of
proteins that satisfy the associated condition is {32,78,44}, and the set of DNAs
that satisfy the associated condition is {214, 215, 742}. If we are interested in
3-results, the pair (78, 215) determines a 3-path set PS(78,215,3) = {L2,L 3,L 6}
and the pair (44, 742) determines a 3-path set PS(44,742,3) = {L4,L 5} (see
Figure 3.4). The union of all such 3-path sets is a set of “isolated” results.  
As illustrated in Section 1, these isolated results do not provide the big picture
of how satisﬁed nodes are related, and overwhelm users with relatively redundant
(isomorphic) results. To address these problems, we (1) ﬁrst assemble the paths in
each path set into graphs that provide a global view of how result nodes are related;
and (2) only output the topologies of the graphs as results. Thus, we suggest a novel
approach for exploring complex inter-related data that summarizes the information
at the schema-level, by listing the topologies that are detected at the instance-
level, each one corresponds to a diﬀerent biological phenomena. This is followed
by instance level tuples of concrete examples (biological systems) of each topology
that is detected. Note that exhaustive enumeration of all possible topologies is not
practical nor informative, as the vast majority of possible topologies over a given
graph schema is usually not observed in practice.
A straightforward strategy for (1) is to union all paths in each path set. How-
ever, this can introduce other kinds of redundancy. In Example 2.2, the paths in
PS(44,742,3) are isomorphic, which thus convey similar biological information.
As a result, the topology T5 hardly provides more valuable information than the
simple topology T2 (see Figure 3.5). It merely tends to overwhelm users with
58both the complexity (the topology could be a huge component) and size (diﬀerent
number of isomorphic paths lead to diﬀerent topologies) of topologies.
We thus adopt an alternative strategy that focuses on the biological diversity
and a comprehensive representation of the information associated with a given
set of entities. Speciﬁcally, For each path set, instead of unioning all paths in
a path set, we only union paths across diﬀerent equivalence classes within the
path set. This eliminates redundancy while capturing the important biological
characteristics of the path set. We show the formal deﬁnitions step by step. We
begin by deﬁning the set of equivalence classes between a given pair of entities.
Deﬁnition 1:T h el-path equivalence classes that relate two entities a and b is the
set: l-PathEC(a,b) = { [G] | G ∈ PS(a,b,l)} 
As an illustration, consider the entities with ID 78 and 215 in Figure 3.3.
The simple paths of length at most 3 that relate 78 and 215 are: PS(78,215,3) = {
L2,L 3,L 6 } (the paths are depicted in Figure 3.4). Of these paths, L2 and L3 belong
to the same equivalence class, while L6 belongs to a diﬀerent equivalence class.
Hence, 3-PathEC(78,215) contains two equivalence classes, one that corresponds
to L2 (and L3), and another that corresponds to L6.
As mentioned earlier, we are interested in the complex graphs that relate these
entities using paths from multiple equivalence classes. Each such complex graph
will give rise to a data topology, as deﬁned next. It is important to emphasize that
topology is a schema-level structure but its existence is veriﬁed at the instance
level.
Deﬁnition 2: Consider two entities a and b, and let s be |l − PathEC(a,b,l)| (s
is the number of l-path equivalence classes relating a and b). The l-topologies that
59relate a and b is the set:
l-Top(a,b) = { [G] |∃ p1 ∈ PS(a,b,l)...∃ps ∈ PS(a,b,l)(G = ∪s
i=1(pi) ∧∀ i,j(1 ≤
i,j ≤ s ∧ [pi]=[ pj] ⇒ i = j)) } 
In other words, an l-topology relating two entities a and b is obtained by
creating a graph G that is the union of a path from each path equivalence class, and
then obtaining the equivalence class of G. Returning to our example of entities 78
and 215, 3-PathEC(78,215) contains two equivalence classes, one corresponding to
L2 and L3, and another corresponding to L6. Hence, 3-Top(78,215) is obtained by
unioning L2 and L6,a n da l s oL3 and L6 (paths from diﬀerent equivalence classes),
and then computing the topologies of the resulting graphs. Thus, 3-Top(78,215)
= { T3,T 4 } (the topologies are depicted in Figure 3.5). Note that T2 is not in
3-Top(78,215) because it does not depict the full interaction of paths from diﬀerent
equivalence classes.
We now deﬁne the l-topology result of a query.
Deﬁnition 3:T h el-topology result of a query Q ={(t1,con 1), (t2,con 2)} over a
database G =( V,E)i st h es e t :
l-Topology(Q,G) = { T |∃ a,b(a ∈ V ∧ type(a)=t1 ∧ con1(a)=true ∧ b ∈
V ∧ type(b)=t2 ∧ con2(b)=true ∧ T ∈ l-Top(a,b)} 
As an illustration, consider the query Q = { (Protein, desc.ct(‘enzyme’)),
(DNA, type=‘mRNA’) } over the database in Figure 3.3. The Proteins that sat-
isfy the predicate are { 78,32,44 }, and the DNAs that satisfy the predicate are
{ 215, 214, 742 }. As illustrated earlier, 3-Top(78,215) = { T3,T 4 }. Similarly,
3-Top(32,214) = {T1} and 3-Top(44,742) = {T2}. Since there are no path relating
the other Protein-DNA pairs, 3-Topology(Q,G) = {T1,T 2,T 3,T 4}.
603.2 Basic Method
We now turn our attention to the following problem: given a query Q={(es1,cons1),
(es2,cons2)} over a database D with schema S, ﬁnd the l-topology results (for some
l) of Q. In this section, we describe some basic methods for solving this problem
and discuss their shortcomings. We then describe our optimized algorithms that
build upon these basic methods in the next section.
3.2.1 SQL Method
A simple strategy to compute the l-topology results is as follows. Given the data-
base schema S, we can enumerate all possible l-topologies that connect entity sets
es1 and es2. Then, for each possible topology T,w ec a ni s s u ea nS Q Lq u e r y
to check whether there exists entities e1 ∈ es1 and e2 ∈ es2 that (a) satisfy the
query constraints, and (b) are connected using topology T. As an illustration, if
the query Q is issued over the database scheme shown in Figure 1.2 and es1 =
“Protein” and es2 = “DNA”, then the set of all possible 2-topologies is shown in
Figure 3.8. Issuing a SQL query corresponding to each of these topologies will be
suﬃcient to determine the set of 2-topology results for the query.
This simple strategy, however, results in poor query performance for the fol-
lowing reasons. First, the number of possible topologies can be very large. For
example, if es1 = ’Protein’ and es2 = ’DNA’ in the Biozon database, the number of
possible 3-topologies is over 88453 (due to every combination - and possible inter-
mixing - of the ten schema paths of length three or less that connect proteins and
DNAs)! Most of these topologies actually do not have any corresponding entities
in the database, but even if we restrict our queries to topologies that have at least
61Figure 3.8: All possible 2-topologies relating Proteins and DNAs
some corresponding entities (using some priori knowledge), we still have close to
200 topologies. Clearly, issuing such a large number of SQL queries is likely to be
very expensive. Second, the SQL queries themselves can be quite complicated for
complex topologies; this again leads to bad performance.
3.2.2 Full-Top Method
The main drawback of the SQL method is that it performs all computation at query
time. Since topology computations are expensive, this is expected to lead to poor
performance. Full-Top tries to address this drawback by precomputing all possible
information about topologies. Speciﬁcally, Full-Top creates a AllTops table that
stores for every pair of entities in the database, the l-topologies by which they
are related. Figure 3.9 shows a simple AllTops table and an associated TopInfo
table (that stores additional information about topologies). From the table, it can
be inferred that Protein 32 and DNA 214 are related through topology T1 (whose
description is in the TopInfo table) and so on.
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Figure 3.9: Table AllTops and TopInfo
Query processing is very simple in Full-Top. For example, given the query
Q={ (Protein, desc.ct(‘enzyme’)), (DNA, type=“mRNA”) }, we can just issue the
following single SQL query to produce the l-topology results:
SELECT distinct AT.TID
FROM Protein P, DNA D, AllTops AT
WHERE P.desc.ct(‘enzyme’) and D.type = ‘mRNA’
and P.ID = AT.E1 and D.ID = AT.E2
The main disadvantage of Full-Top is it associated space overhead: since a
large database will contain many entities, and many entities will be related to
other entities, storing all the l-topologies relating any two entities is likely to be
expensive in terms of space. As an illustration, for the Biozon database that has
about 700MB of queryable data1,t h es i z eo ft h eAllTops table is about 15GB. This
large storage overhead often translates to poor query performance when querying
the AllTops table. We note that the update overhead due to precomputation is
not an issue in biological databases such as Biozon because updates are only done
in bulk every few weeks, and the data can recomputed as necessary.
1The part of the data that cannot be queried, such as DNA sequences, actually
constitutes the bulk of the data.
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3.3 Fast-Top Method
We now propose Fast-Top, an optimized method for computing l-topologies. The
main idea is to partially precompute topology information so that it avoids the
space overhead of Full-Top while still leveraging the performance beneﬁts of pre-
computation. However, this leads to the following interesting challenge: how do
we reduce the amount of precomputed data and at the same time improve query
performance compared to Full-Top? We present a novel solution to this apparent
dilemma by exploiting some natural properties of topologies.
Our system architecture is shown in Figure 3.10. In the oﬄine (non-query
processing) phase, the Topology Computation module temporarily computes the
AllTops table described in Section 3.2.2 from the Base Data. The Topology Prun-
ing module then dramatically prunes the AllTops table to produce the LeftTops
table. In the online (query processing) phase, the Topology Query Engine eﬃ-
ciently evaluates user queries using the LeftTops table and the Base Data. We
now describe each component in more detail.
643.3.1 Topology Computation
The Topology Computation module temporarily computes the AllTops table de-
scribed in Section 3.2.2. To do this, it considers each pair of entity sets (es1,es2)i n
the database schema and enumerates all possible paths (not topologies) between
the two entity sets of length l or less. For each of these paths, it issues a single
SQL query to obtain all entities along the path and orders the results based on
the IDs of the ﬁrst and last entities in the path. It then merges the SQL results
corresponding to all the paths to compute the l-topology for each pair of entities
and stores them in the AllTops table.
3.3.2 Topology Pruning
We now describe how the AllTops table can be pruned while at the same time
improving the performance for most queries. Our solution is motivated by some
topology statistics that we obtained using the Biozon database. Since the Biozon
database integrates data from a large number of biological data sources, including
GeneBank [19] and SwissProt [16] and many others, these statistics are represen-
tative of a large fraction of biological databases. We now present the results of
analyzing topologies.
3.3.2.1 Topology Data Analysis
We analyzed 3-topologies in the AllTops table for the Biozon database (we also
analyzed other l-topologies, and the results are similar). Speciﬁcally, for each pair
of entity sets es1,es 2 in the database schema, we deﬁned the frequency of a topology
T, freq (es1, es2, T), to be: |{(e1,e 2)|e1 ∈ es1 ∧e2 ∈ es2 ∧(es1 and es2 are related
by topology T }|. Intuitively, the frequency of a topology T is the number of entity
65Figure 3.11: Distribution of topology frequency
pairs that are related by T.
Figure 3.11 shows the distribution of topology frequency for various entity set
pairs: P stands for Protein, D for DNA, I for Interaction and U for Unigene. The
x axis ranks topologies by their frequency and the y axis shows the frequency of
topologies (curve PD and DU use the left y axis, while PI and PU use the right
axis). As shown, the distribution of topology frequency is approximately Zipﬁan
for all entity set pairs (it is also Zipﬁan for other entity set pairs not shown here).
What this means is that, given a pair of entity sets, most pairs of entities belonging
to those entity sets are related using very few distinct topologies. It is only a few
rare pairs of entities that are related using uncommon topologies.
To better understand the structure of topologies with large frequency, in Fig-
ure 3.12, we show the details of the top 10 most frequent topologies relating Pro-
teins and DNAs. As shown, all these topologies have a relatively simple structure;
66Figure 3.12: Details of 3-topologies relating Proteins and DNAs. P stands
for proteins, F for protein families, D for DNAs, U for unigenes and I for interac-
tions.
most of them are no more complicated than a path. This captures the intuition
that most entities are related in simple ways and only a few entities are related in
more complex ways.
3.3.2.2 Pruning Frequent Topologies
The observations in Section 3.3.2 enable an eﬃcient topology pruning strategy. By
pruning the few most frequent topologies, we can reduce the size of table AllTops
dramatically, thereby improving the performance of queries over the non-pruned
topologies. Further, since the frequent topologies have a relatively simple structure,
it should be eﬃcient to check for the existence of these topologies during query
processing using the base data.
There is one subtlety, however, that arises from pruning frequent topologies:
although a frequent topology has a simple structure and its existence for a given
pair of entities can be checked easily during query processing, we also need to ensure
that the pair of entities is not related through a more complex topology (for if the
entities are related through a more complex topology, then that complex topology
– which provides more detailed information about the relationships – should be
returned to the user instead of the simple topology). For instance, consider the
67example after Deﬁnition 2 in Section 3.1.2: entities 78 and 215 are not related by
the simple topology T2 (even though they are related by the path represented by
T2) because they are related by the more complex topologies T3 and T4.
The above issue gives rise to an interesting question: how do we eﬃciently
check whether a given pair of entities is related by a complex topology so that
we can infer that it is not related by a (frequent) simple topology during query
processing? In the above example, how do we eﬃciently detect that entities 78
and 215 are related by complex topologies and hence not related by T2? A simple
approach is to issue a complicated SQL query to check for the absence of every
diﬀerent complex topology. However, this is likely to be ineﬃcient, and would
degenerate to the SQL method and defeat the main purpose of precomputation.
We thus propose to store an exception table, which stores the pairs of entities
that are related by the simple path (or graph) condition of a frequent pruned
topology, but which should not appear in the query results because they are part
of a more complex interaction represented by more complex topologies. For the
majority of the pairs of entities, which are only related by the simple topology,
we do not need to store them in the exception table. In Figure 3.13, we illustrate
how the AllTops table has been pruned to produce the LeftTops table by removing
topology T2. Also, since the entities 78 and 215 satisfy the path condition of T2,
but are in fact related by a more complex topology (T3), they are stored in the
exception table ExcpTops. Note that the pruned entities 44 and 742 are not stored
in the ExcpTops table since they are related by T2.
In Figure 3.10, the Topology Pruning module prunes the top few most frequent
topologies from the AllTops table and produces the LeftTops and ExcpTops tables.
Based on the expected performance gains of pruning (using the query evaluation
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Figure 3.13: Table LeftTops and ExcpTops
technique described in the next section), we set an appropriate pruning threshold
– all topologies with frequency greater than the pruning threshold are pruned.
3.3.3 Query Evaluation of Fast-Top
We now show how to evaluate a query based on LeftTops, ExcpTops and the
base data. The query evaluation is similar to that for Full-Top, except that the
pruned topologies need to be evaluated on-line. As an illustration, consider the the
query Q={(Protein, desc.ct(‘enzyme’)), (DNA, type= ‘mRNA’)} evaluated over
the pruned tables in Figure 3.13. We issue the following SQL query to evaluate Q
(assuming that the IDs of diﬀerent biological objects are not overlapping).
SQL1:
SELECT distinct LT.TID
FROM Protein P, DNA D, LeftTops LT
WHERE P.desc.ct(’enzyme’) and D.type = ’mRNA’
and P.ID = LT.E1 and D.ID = LT.E2
UNION
SELECT distinct T2
FROM Protein P, DNA D,
Uni_encodes JOIN Uni_contains as PUD
WHERE P.desc.ct(‘enzyme’) and D.type = ‘mRNA’
and P.ID = PUD.PID and D.ID = PUD.DID
and not exists (SELECT distinct 1
FROM ExcpTops e
WHERE e.ID1=P.ID and e.ID2=D.ID and
e.TID = T2)
69The top subquery computes the unpruned topology results of Q as in Full-
Top. The lower sub-queries checks to see whether there is some pair of entities in
the database that (a) satisﬁes the query conditions, (b) is related using the path
corresponding to T2, and (c) does not appear in the ExcpTops table for T2.I n
general, we need to issue as many lower sub-queries as there are pruned topologies.
Note that the sub-queries for the pruned topologies are relatively simple, and hence,
can be evaluated eﬃciently. Furthermore, the Zipﬁan distribution of the topology
frequency ensures that only a small number of topologies are pruned – we pruned
19 topologies out of 805 when l≤3.
3.4 Top-k Query Evaluation
So far, we have focused on computing all the topology results for a query. How-
ever, in large heterogeneous databases such as Biozon, where a query can return
many hundreds of topologies, users may only wish to see the top few topology
results based on some ranking of topologies (and view the other topology results
if needed). In this section, we extend the FastTop method to eﬀectively handle
such top-k topology queries by devising new early-termination query evaluation
and optimization techniques. The proposed techniques can be easily integrated
with a relational database system, and are also applicable to a larger class of SQL
queries (including non top-k topology queries).
Our proposed techniques can work with any method for scoring topologies.
Hence, for the rest of this section, we simply assume that the score for each topology
is stored as the score attribute in the TopInfo table. In Section 3.5, we evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithms using three diﬀerent topology scoring
functions, two based on topology frequency and one based on the assessment of a
70domain expert.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. We ﬁrst describe a simple exten-
sion to the Fast-Top method for producing top-k topology results, and illustrate
why existing relational database systems cannot always evaluate such queries ef-
ﬁciently. We then describe new techniques for eﬃciently evaluating such queries
and show how they can be integrated with a relational database system.
3.4.1 The Fast-Top-k Method
Consider the query Q={ (Protein, desc.ct (‘enzyme’)), (DNA, type=‘mRNA’) }.
A simple way to produce the top-k topology results is to extend the Fast-Top query
SQL1 (Section 3.3.3) to also produce the topology score, and then order by the
score to produce the top-k results. The resulting SQL query for producing the
top-10 results is shown below (we use the notation score(T2) to denote the score
of topology T2):
SQL3:
SELECT distinct LT.TID, Top.score AS SCORE
FROM Protein P, DNA D, LeftTops LT, TopoInfo Top
WHERE P.desc.ct(’enzyme’) and D.type = ’mRNA’
and P.ID = LT.E1 and D.ID = LT.E2 and
Top.TID = LT.TID
UNION
SELECT distinct T2, score(T2) AS SCORE
FROM Protein P, DNA D,
Uni_encodes JOIN Uni_contains as PUD
WHERE P.desc.ct(‘enzyme’) and D.type = ‘mRNA’
and P.ID = PUD.PID and D.ID = PUD.DID
and not exists (SELECT distinct 1
FROM ExcpTops e
WHERE e.ID1=P.ID and e.ID2=D.ID and
e.TID = T2)
ORDER BY SCORE DESC
FETCH FIRST 10 ROWS ONLY
71We can also optimize the evaluation of the above query by ﬁrst obtaining the
top-k results from the top sub-query:
SQL4:
SELECT distinct LT.TID, T.score AS SCORE
FROM Protein P, DNA D, LeftTops LT, TopoInfo Top
WHERE P.desc.ct(’enzyme’) and D.type = ’mRNA’
and P.ID = LT.E1 and D.ID = LT.E2 and
Top.TID = LT.TID
ORDER BY SCORE DESC
FETCH TOP 10 ONLY
If the query produces at least ten results, and the lowest topology score in
the result is higher than the score of the pruned topologies, then there is no need
to evaluate the bottom sub-query (or sub-queries, in the case of multiple pruned
topologies). Otherwise, the following query is executed for each pruned topology
with a potentially higher score to verify if it is in the top-k results.
SQL5:
SELECT distinct T2, score(T2) AS SCORE
FROM Protein P, DNA D, Uni_encodes JOIN Uni_contains as PUD
WHERE P.desc.ct(‘enzyme’) and D.type = ‘mRNA’
and P.ID = PUD.PID and D.ID = PUD.DID
and not exists (SELECT distinct 1
FROM ExcpTops e
WHERE e.ID1=P.ID and e.ID2=D.ID and
e.TID = T2)
3.4.2 Limitations of the Fast-Top-k Method
The Fast-Top-k method is not always eﬃcient because the underlying relational
database cannot process some of the queries eﬃciently. We illustrate this problem
using the query evaluation plans of two commercial relational database systems:
IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL Server. For the rest of this section, we focus on the
query SQL4; the issues (and proposed solutions) for the other queries are similar.
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Figure 3.14: Query Execution Plans of Commercial DBMSs
Figure 3.14 shows the query evaluation plan for SQL4 chosen by DB2 and SQL
Server. As shown, the two plans join the LeftTops table ﬁrst with the selected
tuples in the Protein table, and then join the result with the selected tuples in the
DNA table. These results are then joined with the TopInfo table and the result is
sorted to produce the top-k topology results.
There are two main sources of ineﬃciency in the above plans. First, all the
topologies are processed, and the top-k results are produced only in the ﬁnal step.
This results in unnecessary computation for topologies that are not part of the top-
k result. Second, within each topology, all selected Protein and DNA entities (in
their corresponding tables) are joined with the corresponding pairs in the LeftTops
table – these are produced as a result of the joins. This is wasteful because we only
need to verify whether at least one Protein-DNA pair corresponding to a topology
also appears in the selected Proteins and DNAs, and we can stop processing that
topology after identifying one such pair.
Unfortunately, prior solutions proposed in the literature cannot address the
73combination of the above two issues. For example, some techniques have recently
been proposed to incorporate ranking into relational databases (e.g., [74, 66, 67,
46]). However, the focus of the work has mostly been in the context of ranked
joins. In our example, if we view the topology score as the rank, the ranked join
algorithms will produce all selected Protein-DNA pairs of a topology with a higher
score, before producing Protein-DNA pairs of a topology with a lower score. While
this join processing will avoid processing topologies that do not appear in the top-k
result, it will still process all pairs within each topology, even though only a single
pair is needed to infer the existence of a topology. In other words, prior work does
not focus on distinct top-k queries, which is at the heart of inferring topologies.
Another related optimization used in many commercial systems is “early-out”
joins [1, 4]. As an illustration, consider R join S, where we need to produce only
tuples of R that join with at least one tuple of S. Using an early-out join, we do
not need to produce all combinations of an R-tuple that joins with an S-tuple, but
we can stop processing an R-tuple after we ﬁnd the ﬁrst joining S-tuple, and then
move on to the next R-tuple. Unfortunately, early-out joins do not help much in
our example either. To see why, consider the lower-most hash-join in the query
plan in Figure 3.14-(a). Replacing this join with an early-out join will not help
because each tuple in the LeftTops table will join with at most one tuple in the
Protein table (since each LeftTop tuple contains at most one ProteinID). Hence,
the size of the join result will not be altered by the early-out optimization and will
incur a similar overhead. A similar argument holds for the other joins as well.
There are also techniques for pushing “distinct” computation down in a query
plan [83]. However, in our example, we cannot push down the “distinct” on topolo-
gies to above the lower-most join because that would remove the IDs of the DNAs,
74and make it impossible to join with the selected DNAs above. Finally, there
are techniques for optimizing the fetching of the top-k rows of a relational re-
sult [30, 31, 44], but these techniques do not apply to queries that perform a
distinct on the result of joins.
3.4.3 The Fast-Top-k-ET Method
To address the above limitations of the Fast-Top-k method, we now propose the
Fast-Top-k-ET method (ET stands for Early Termination). The key idea is to
introduce a new family of join operators called Distinct Group Join (DGJ) opera-
tors. DGJ operators (a) understand the notion of a group of tuples, and preserve
the order of groups in the input and propagate it to the output, and (b) allow for
eﬃciently skipping from one group of tuples to the next group of tuples. Property
(b) is exposed by means of the advanceToNextGroup method, which is in addition
to the usual getNext method supported by regular operators [51].
The intuition behind a DGJ operator is that property (a) preserves the score
ordering of input topologies in the output, and property (b) allows the join to
eﬃciently skip processing a topology as soon as a match for that topology is found.
As an illustration, consider the ﬁrst query plan in Figure 3.15, which is an alter-
native query plan for our running example using DGJ operators (IDGJ is a speciﬁc
implementation of a DGJ operator, which will be described shortly). In this query
plan, the lower-most operator produces topologies in score order. The next IDGJ
operator produces all the LeftTops tuples for the ﬁrst topology, before producing
all the LeftTops tuple for the second topology, and so on. Similarly, the next IDGJ
operator produces all the proteins corresponding to the LeftTops tuples for the
ﬁrst topology, before producing the tuples for the second topology, and so on. The
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Figure 3.15: Alternative query evaluation plans
selection condition only selects the Proteins that satisfy the query condition, and
similarly for the next IDGJ operator that joins with DNAs. The interesting aspect
of this plan is that once a LeftTops tuple that joins with a Protein-DNA pair that
satisﬁes the query predicate is identiﬁed for a given topology, the processing of
the remainder of the topology can be skipped by calling the advanceToNextGroup
methods on the DGJ operators. Further, once the top-k topology results are de-
termined, processing can be stopped. In this way, the DGJ operators address the
limitations of the previous approach.
We now describe how we can implement DGJ operators that satisfy the above
properties. One simple implementation of a DGJ operator is as an (index) nested
loops join (IDGJ). IDGJ preserves property (a) because any nested loops join
preserves the order of the outer relation. IDGJ preserves property (b) by simply
discontinuing the current loop and invoking advanceToNextGroup on its input and
starting a new loop. Another implementation of a DGJ operator is as a hash-join
76(HDGJ). Since the regular hash-join operator does not preserve the order of the
outer relation, the HDGJ operator preserves this order by performing the join a
group at a time. One implication of this implementation is that the inner relation
may be evaluated multiple times, once for each group.
The IDGJ and HDGJ joins can be used interchangeably since they both support
the DGJ operator interface. Two query evaluation plans using IDGJ and HDGJ
for our running example are shown in Figure 3.15.
3.4.4 Query Optimization for Fast-Top-k-ET
While the Fast-Top-k-ET method has the potential to improve performance using
the early-termination property of DGJ operators, it may not always be better than
the Fast-Top-k method (without DGJ operators). To see why this is the case,
consider the implementation of the DGJ operators: the IDGJ operator requires
(random) index lookups and the HDGJ operator requires re-scanning the inner
relation for each group, while a regular hash-join does not have any of this overhead.
So, there can be cases where the beneﬁt of early-termination does not outweigh
the extra cost and complexity of DGJ operators. Such cases are expected to arise
where the size of each group is small (so early termination within a topology has
little beneﬁt) and/or when the value of k is large (so termination across topologies
has little beneﬁt). Another practical issue to consider is combining DGJ operators
with regular operators because there could be some parts of the query amenable
to early-termination, but we may wish to use regular joins for the remaining parts
of the query.
To address the above issues in a principled manner, we devise a framework for
the cost-based optimization of queries using a mix of DGJ and regular join oper-
77ators. Thus, depending on the cost, the optimizer may choose a plan consisting
solely of DGJ operators, solely of regular join operators, or a mix of the two. We
note that existing rank-aware query optimization techniques [67] are not directly
applicable in our scenario because they only consider regular ranked joins, and not
DGJ joins, which involve skipping tuples within a group (using advanceNextGroup)
– incorporating skipping tuples within a group requires new cost models and asso-
ciated techniques, as we shall describe next.
Our optimization algorithm can be tightly integrated with a System R style
optimizer [88], and can thus be easily implemented in a relational database system.
Consequently, our optimization techniques are applicable not only to topology
queries, but to a broader class of SQL queries of the following form (with or
without the “order by” and the “fetch top k” clauses):
SQL6:
SELECT distinct (O1.ID), O1.score
FROM Object1 O1,..., Object On
WHERE local_predicate (O1) and ... and local_predicate (On) and
O1 join O2 join ... join On
ORDER BY O1.score DESC
FETCH FIRST k ROWS ONLY
There are two main tasks in extending the query optimizer to understand DGJ
operators: (1) expanding the search space of the optimizer to include DGJ operator
plans, and (2) developing a cost model for DGJ operators. We consider each in
turn.
3.4.4.1 Expanding the Search Space
A System R style optimizer [88] performs a bottom-up plan enumeration tech-
nique based on dynamic programming to explore the space of join orderings. At
each step, various join operators are considered, including hash-join, sort-merge
78join, and nested-loops join, and the least-cost plan for each “interesting order” is
kept (where an interesting order is an ordering of the output tuples on a set of
attributes). To expand this search space, we only need to consider DGJ joins in
addition to the other join operators. An important aspect of DGJ joins is that they
preserve the interesting order of its (outer) input relation. In addition, we need
to add a new “interesting property” called the early-termination property for DGJ
joins because they support the advanceNextGroup method that can be exploited
by higher operators. Thus, at each stage, the optimizer retains the least-cost plan
for each interesting order and interesting property.
3.4.4.2 Cost Estimation
We now describe how to estimate the cost of a stack of DGJ operators given a
value of k, the desired number of results. We note that the cost computation can
be done bottom-up, for one DGJ operator at a time as in System-R style dynamic
programming, but we consider an entire stack of DGJ operators for ease of expo-
sition. For the purposes of this section, we also make the following assumptions.
We consider only IDGJ operators; the extension to HDGJ operators is similar.
We assume that we know the values of the following parameters (we show how to
compute these parameters using database statistics in the next section):
• m, which is the number of groups (topologies) in the input to the DGJ
operators. We refer to the groups as g1,...,gm.
• npi (1 ≤ i ≤ m), which is the probability of the plan not ﬁnding any result
from group gi.
• nci (1 ≤ i ≤ m), which is the expected cost of the plan not ﬁnding any result
79from group gi.
• eci (1 ≤ i ≤ m), which is the expected cost of the plan ﬁnding the ﬁrst result
from group gi.
Given the above parameters, we deﬁne a random variable Zk
1:m that is equal to
the cost of the ﬁnding the top k results from groups g1,...,gm. The expected cost
of the plan is thus E[Zk
1:m].
Theorem 3 ∀l. 1 ≤ l<m
E[Z
k
l:m]=ecl +( 1− npl) × E[Z
k−1
l+1:m]+ncl + np1 × E[Z
k
l+1:m]
Proof: Assume the plan is currently processing tuples in group gl.L e tCardl be
the number of tuples in group gl,a n dl e tX be a random variable that represents
the ﬁrst tuple in gl that satisﬁes all the joins and predicates in the plan. Let Costi
be the cost of processing the ﬁrst i tuples in gl,w h e nX = i (i≤Cardl). Let Y be
a random variable that represents the last tuple in gl such that it and no previous
tuple in gl satisfy all the joins and predicates in the plan. Let NCostl be the cost
of processing all Cardl tuples of gl when Y = Cardl (by deﬁnition, we know that
P(Y = Cardl)=npl). Thus, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ Cardl,w eh a v e
(1.1) P(Zk
l:m = Costi + Z
k−1
l+1:m)=P(X = i)
(1.2) P(Zk
l:m = NCostl + Zk
l+1:m)=P(Y = Cardl)
Here, (1.1) represents the case that the plan can ﬁnd a result after processing
i tuples in group gl, and (1.2) represents the case that no result can be found in
the group gl. Therefore,
E[Z
k
l:m]=
Cardl  
i=1
P(X = i)(Costi + E[Z
k−1
l+1:m]))
+ P(Y = Cardl)(NCostl + Z
k
l+1:m)
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Cardl  
i=1
P(X = i)Costi + E[Z
k−1
l+1:m]
Cardl  
i=1
P(X = i)
+ npl(NCostl + E[Z
k
l+1:m])
= ecl +( 1− npl)E[Z
k−1
l+1:m]+nc1 + npl · E[Z
k
l+1:m])

Given that E[Zk
l:h]=0w h e nl>hand when k =0 ,w ec a nu s ed y n a m i c
programing to compute E[Zk
1:m] eﬃciently.
3.4.4.3 Estimating Parameters Using Statistics
We now show how we can estimate the parameters used in the previous section
using regular database statistics. We consider a hierarchy of n DGJ join operators,
opr1,...,oprn, and assume the existence of the following statistics in the database
system.
1. m, which is the number of groups (topologies) in the input to the DGJ
operators.
2. Cardi (1 ≤ i ≤ m), which is the cardinality of a group gi.
3. Ni (1 ≤ i ≤ n), which is the cardinality of the ith relation being joined in
the stack of DGJ operators.
4. Ii (1 ≤ i ≤ n), which is the cost of an index probe on the joining attribute
of the ith relation being joined in the stack of DGJ operators.
5. ρi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), which is the selectivity of the ith local predicate.
6. si (1 ≤ i ≤ n), which is the selectivity of the ith DGJ join.
81The value in 1 is usually stored as histograms associated with a relation, and
2 is the cardinality information stored with a relation. 3 is usually stored as index
statistics, and 4 and 5 can be calculated using selectivity and join estimation
techniques. We also assume the independence of tuple for joins and selections.
Using the statistics, we can determine the value of npi, nci and eci (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
Given the statistics in Section 3.4.4, we need to determine npi, nci and eci (1 ≤
i ≤ m). We ﬁrst calculate the formulae for some useful intermediate parameters,
before computing the desired formulae.
Lemma 1 Let xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be the probability of an input tuple of opri (in the
outer input) being a result of the plan. We then have:
(1) xn+1 =0 ;
(2) xi =
 siNi
j=1 {ρ
j
i(1 − ρi)siNi−j · (1 − (1 − xi+1)j)} where 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
Proof: Since (1) is obvious, we only prove (2). Consider an input tuple u of opri
(in the outer input). In expectation, u will join with siNi inner input tuples. The
probability of exactly j of these inner tuples satisfying the local predicate of opri is
αj=ρ
j
i(1−ρi)siNi−j. Since the probability of each one of the inner tuples producing
ar e s u l tf o rt h ep l a ni sxi+1, ζj=1 −(1 − xi+1)j is the probability that at least one
of the j tuples will produce a result for the plan. Thus, xi =
 siNi
j=1 (αi × ζi)w h i c h
is formula (2). 
Lemma 2 Let δi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be the expected cost of index probes for one input
tuple of opri (in the outer input) that is not a result. We then have:
(1)δn+1 =0 ;
(2)δi =
 siNi
j=0 {ρ
j
i(1 − ρi)sjNj−j × [Ii + j · δi+1]} where 1 ≤ i<n .
82Proof: Since (1) is obvious, we only prove (2). Consider an input tuple u of opri
(in the outer input). In expectation, u will join with siNi inner input tuples. The
probability of exactly j of these inner tuples satisfying the local predicate of opri
is αj=ρ
j
i(1−ρi)siNi−j. Thus, the cost of index probes for u is ζj=Ii +jδi+1,w h e r e
Ii is the cost of a local index probe for u,a n dj · δi+1 is the cost of index probes
for the j tuples in the other operators. Thus, δi =
 siNi
j=1 (αi ×ζi), which is formula
(2). 
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, we can compute xi and δi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) eﬃciently using
dynamic programming. We now show how we can use these values to compute
npi, nci and eci (Section 3.4.4).
Theorem 4 ∀i. 1 ≤ i ≤ m: npi =( 1− x1)Cardi
Proof: From Lemma 1, x1 is the probability of an input tuple (to the lower-most
operator) being a result. Therefore, the probability of not ﬁnding any result from
the group gi is (1 − x1)Cardi. 
Theorem 5 ∀i. 1 ≤ i ≤ m: nci =( 1− x1)Cardi × Cardi × δ1
Proof: Since npi is the probability of the plan not ﬁnding any result from group
gi, and the expected cost of not ﬁnding a result in group gi is Cardi × δ1, nci =
np1 × (Cardi × E[Y ]) = (1 − x1)Cardi × Cardi × δ1. 
Theorem 6 ∀i. 1 ≤ i ≤ m. eci=EC1:n
Cardi,w h e r e :
(1) EC
n+1:n
h =0 ;
(2) ECl:n
h =
 h
j=1{ρl(1 − xl)j−1 · [(j − 1)δl + Il + EC
l+1:n
slNl ]} where 1 ≤ l<n .
Proof: Intuitively, EC
p:q
h is the expected cost of the plan with oprp...oprq (1 ≤
p,q ≤ n)t oﬁ n dt h eﬁ r s tr e s u l tf r o mh input tuples. Since (1) is obvious, we
83only prove (2). Assume that the plan of oprl,...,oprn ﬁnds a result after processing
j input tuples (of oprl). The probability of this case is αj=ρl(1 − xl)j−1,w h e r e
(1 − xl)j−1 is the probability that the ﬁrst j − 1 tuples did not produce a result
(Lemma 1), and ρl is the probability that the jth tuple is a result. The total
expected cost of the j −1 tuples that did not produce a result is (j −1)δl (Lemma
2). The cost of processing the jth tuple is Il (the index lookup cost) plus EC
l+1:n
slNl
(because the tuple joins with slNl inner input tuples of oprl, and these tuples have
to be processed by the higher operators). Thus, the total expected cost for this
case is ζj=(j − 1)δl + Il + EC
l+1:n
slNl . Hence, ECl:n
h =
 h
j=1(αj × ζj). 
3.5 Experimental Evaluation
We now experimentally evaluate the various approaches described in the previous
sections using the Biozon database. We focus on (a) the relative performance of the
diﬀerent approaches for computing topologies, (b) the eﬀectiveness of the optimizer
in choosing the more eﬃcient approach, and (c) the cost of retrieving the instances
of a given topology. Our experimental results show that we can achieve interac-
tive response time for topology queries using the various optimization techniques
proposed in this paper.
Of course, the ultimate goal of topology search over biological databases is
to enable researchers to interactively explore the data and make new scientiﬁc
discoveries. While a study that quantiﬁes the role of topology search in scientiﬁc
discoveries is beyond the scope of this paper, we present some very preliminary
anecdotal evidence of how a computational biologist in our research team used
topology search to identify an interesting topology that appears worthy of further
investigation.
843.5.1 Experimental Setup
We used the Biozon database for our experiments. The database contains 28 mil-
lion biological objects (stored in seven tables) and 9.6 million binary relationships
between the objects (stored in eight tables). We only used the query-able data in
Biozon for our experiments, whose size is about 700MB (a large fraction of the Bio-
zon database is DNA sequences, which cannot be queried). We used the IBM DB2
database, and built indices on all the primary keys and queried attributes. All ex-
periments were run on a 1.8GHz Pentium 4 processor running Linux 2.4.21-15.EL,
which had 1GB of main memory and 250 GB of disk space.
We evaluated nine methods, ﬁve of which have been previously described in the
text: SQL, Full-Top, Fast-Top, Fast-Top-k, Fast-Top-k-ET. We also implemented
Full-Top-k, Full-Top-k-ET (which are similar to Fast-Top-k and Fast-Top-k-ET,
respectively, but without topology pruning), Fast-Top-k-Opt (which uses the pro-
posed optimization technique to choose between Fast-Top-k and Fast-Top-k-ET),
and Full-Top-k-Opt (which is similar to Fast-Top-k-Opt, but without topology
pruning). Table 3.1 shows the space requirements for the Full-Top and Fast-Top
strategies, where the pruning threshold was set to 2M (based on studying the eﬀect
on query performance, as described in Section 3.3.2). As shown, the pruning in
Fast-Top results in signiﬁcant space reduction.
All the methods were implemented in C++. Since we could not modify the code
for IBM DB2, we implemented the DGJ operators outside the database engine by
invoking database sub-queries where necessary. We also implemented our optimizer
as an external method that invoked the DB2 optimizer to obtain statistics and sub-
plan costs. We used a warm database cache and each query result presented is the
average of multiple runs.
85Table 3.1: Space Requirement
Object Pair FullTop FastTop
object object AllTopo LeftTopo excpTopo Ratio
Protein DNA 3.36GB 30MB 70M 3%
Protein Interaction 178MB 11MB 1.4M 6.8%
Protein Unigene 222MB 10MB 3.9M 6.5%
DNA Interaction 1.0GB 3.1MB 0.12M 0.3%
DNA Unigene 9.8GB 11.6MB 4.1M 0.1%
Unigene Interaction 4.5MB N/A N/A N/A
We used 3-topologies for most of our experiments (we vary this parameter
Section 3.5.2). We used three schemes for ranking topologies. Our ﬁrst ranking
scheme assigned higher scores to topologies with a higher frequency, thereby em-
phasizing common topologies. Our second ranking scheme assigned higher scores
to topologies with a lower frequency, thereby emphasizing rare topologies. Our
third ranking scheme relied on a domain expert (one of the co-authors) to rank
the interesting topologies based on biological signiﬁcance. We refer to these three
ranking schemes as Freq, Rare, and Dom, respectively.
3.5.2 Experimental Results
3.5.2.1 A Topology of Biological Signiﬁcance
The topology search interface is intended to help biologists ﬁnd interesting topolo-
gies. We list all 3-topologies relating Proteins and DNAs at http://biozon.org/ftp/
data/papers/topologies/graphs/. One of the more interesting topologies among
them was Figure 3.16. This topology represents a subgraph of two proteins that
are encoded by the same DNA sequence, and also interact with each other. This
phenomenon is observed for long DNA sequences (such as complete genomes or
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Figure 3.16: A topology of biological signiﬁcance
chromosomes) that encode for multiple proteins. However, the more interesting
cases are of shorter DNA sequences, that encode for operons or viral genomes that
encode a small number of proteins where the proximity of the proteins on the DNA
sequence suggests that they are regulated by the same mechanism.
3.5.2.2 Query Performance
Table 3.2 compares the performance of the diﬀerent methods for queries involving
Protein and Interaction. The labels selective, medium, and unselective on the left
column indicate the selectivity (15%, 50%, and 85%, respectively) of the predicates
on the Protein table, and the labels on the top row indicate the selectivity of
predicates on the Interaction table. For each combination of selectivity, we evaluate
the performance of all 9 methods for every ranking scheme (Freq, Dom, and Rare).
For these experiments, we produced only the top-10 results for the methods that
performed top-k optimization.
We ﬁrst compare the performance of the non top-k methods (SQL, Full-Top,
and Fast-Top). The SQL method, unsurprisingly, performs very poorly because of
the overhead of issuing many complex SQL queries. Fast-Top outperforms Full-
Top as expected for most medium and unselective queries, because the eﬀect of
pruning in Fast-Top. Surprisingly, however, Full-Top outperforms Fast-Top for se-
lective and some medium selective queries. The reason for this phenomenon is that,
87Table 3.2: Performance of Diﬀerent Strategies (in seconds)
interaction selective medium unselective
protein Freq Dom Rare Freq Dom Rare Freq Dom Rare
SQL 774.3 787.1 784.9 817 833 823 843 851 837
Full-Top 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.18 0.17 0.17 2.00 3.79 2.62
Fast-Top 5.56 6.08 5.76 5.84 5.85 5.82 6.13 6.09 6.10
Full-Top-k 0.075 0.075 0.078 0.16 0.18 0.15 0.24 0.27 0.27
selective Fast-Top-k 3.95 3.88 3.90 5.85 5.77 5.86 6.11 6.08 6.06
Full-Top-k-ET 39.42 39.01 38.96 39.2 38.9 38.9 39.2 39.7 38.9
Fast-Top-k-ET 9.65 / 10.55 / 8.96 / 8.79 10.3 8.26 8.84 10.9 8.82
2467 2438 2540
Full-Top-k-Opt 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.23 0.24 0.23
Fast-Top-k-Opt 3.92 3.90 3.91 5.85 5.63 5.77 6.06 6.12 6.08
SQL 386.7 240.6 783.6 1012 1097 1325 996 310 795
Full-Top 32.75 39.76 32.88 28.3 47.2 45.9 29.0 29.0 91.2
Fast-Top 8.06 8.08 7.93 9.84 10.1 9.85 10.9 11.0 10.9
Full-Top-k 27.20 27.69 27.07 28.9 28.9 29.6 28.9 29.5 29.2
medium Fast-Top-k 6.21 6.17 6.10 9.83 9.84 9.75 10.9 10.9 10.9
Full-Top-k-ET 40.47 4.16 28.17 45.33 3.56 28.5 46.0 6.71 2.30
Fast-Top-k-ET 5.94 4.712 1.615 6.63 5.72 1.96 6.81 5.91 2.19
Full-Top-k-Opt 27.6 27.3 31.9 30.15 8.20 4.32 47.2 6.85 2.28
Fast-Top-k-Opt 6.22 6.14 6.20 8.23 5.83 2.02 6.79 6.12 2.31
SQL 239.9 234.5 187 6673 1117 355 12549 1182 300.7
Full-Top 31.78 32.88 36.34 44.1 45.9 45.3 53.7 91.2 56.5
Fast-Top 18.60 20.23 18.58 34.7 34.9 34.6 44.4 44.7 44.6
Full-Top-k 30.28 30.71 30.31 44.3 44.9 44.7 52.0 73.3 52.6
un- Fast-Top-k 18.77 18.88 18.82 35.19 35.3 35.1 44.7 47.4 44.5
selective Full-Top-k-ET 29.74 24.16 26.3 51.8 6.3 3.01 52.0 8.23 3.80
Fast-Top-k-ET 5.04 4.19 1.64 5.53 5.7 2.13 9.39 5.72 1.68
Full-Top-k-Opt 29.8 25.6 26.35 51.8 6.41 3.45 51.9 8.31 3.91
Fast-Top-k-Opt 5.34 4.12 1.78 5.6 5.88 2.31 10.0 5.73 1.57
for selective queries, the overhead of issuing queries to check for pruned topolo-
gies outweighs the beneﬁt of using a smaller topology table (since the selective
predicates enable Full-Top to scan only a small part of the AllTops table). Never-
theless, Fast-Top oﬀers a more stable performance than Full-Top across diﬀerent
selectivities.
We now compare the performance of the top-k methods (Full-Top-k, Fast-Top-
k, Full-Top-ET, and Fast-Top-ET). Fast-Top-k in general outperforms Full-Top-
k, except for selective predicates, for similar reasons as in the previous section;
hence, the beneﬁts of Fast-Top-k are greater for top-k queries because it limits the
number of SQL sub-queries that Fast-Top-k has to issue. Full-Top-k-ET and Fast-
Top-k-ET perform very well for unselective queries (exactly where Full-Top-k and
88Fast-Top-k do not perform very well) due to the early termination optimizations.
However, they perform very poorly for selective queries because of the overhead of
DGJ operators (we actually show the best and worst plans for this case, correspond-
ing to diﬀerent choices of DGJ operator implementations). Again, Fast-Top-k-ET
dominates Full-Top-k-ET in most cases, except for selective predicates.
Finally, we study the eﬀectiveness of the optimization methods (Full-Top-k-
Opt and Fast-Top-k-Opt). As shown, Fast-Top-k-Opt (and similarly, Full-Top-k-
Opt) almost always makes the right choice between the Fast-Top-k plan (chosen
for selective predicates) and the best Fast-Top-k-ET plan (chosen for medium
and unselective predicates). This provides users with the “best of both worlds”
across various predicate selectivities. In general, Fast-Top-k-Opt is the preferred
strategy because it works well for a wide range of selectivities. Although Full-Top-
k-Opt sometimes dominates Fast-Top-k-Opt for selective queries, the diﬀerence in
absolute time is not much (about 3 seconds). Hence, Full-Top-k-Opt appears to
be the more robust and eﬃcient method.
3.5.2.3 Experiments with larger path length
We also experimented with 4-topologies (i.e., each path may relate up to 5 nodes).
Table 3.3 shows the space overhead and query performance of Fast-Top-k-Opt
(the best) approach. As shown, the query performance and space overhead are
comparable to 3-topologies.
However, there are some interesting issues that arise with large l.F i r s t ,a sl in-
creases, the quality of topologies is often diluted by what we call weak relationships.
For example, one of the most common paths of length 4 is Protein-DNA-Protein-
UniGene-DNA. In this path, the ﬁrst protein is linked to another protein (third
89Table 3.3: Space Overhead and Query Performance (Fast-Top-k-Opt) of 4-topology
Data
interaction selective medium unselective space overhead
protein Freq Dom Rare Freq Dom Rare Freq Dom Rare Table Size
selective 10.5 10.9 10.3 10.9 10.7 10.4 11.8 11.7 11.25 AllTops 186M
medium 13.6 6.38 5.89 17.4 5.84 2.86 8.01 6.4 2.01 LeftTops 18M
unselective 7.68 4.21 0.78 5.97 4.88 2.10 12.6 5.29 1.54 ExcpTops 1.5M
node) through a DNA sequence (second node). Further, the middle protein is
also linked to a UniGene cluster (which represents a certain gene) that contains
an EST (which is a short DNA sequence sampled from the corresponding region
along the DNA). However, the ﬁrst protein and the EST sequence (last node) are
most likely unrelated. Such weak relationships are of limited interest to biolo-
gists. Further, such relationships also dilute the biological semantics of meaningful
topologies, especially when the weak relationship has multiple instances. As an
illustration, consider a protein and a DNA sequence that are related by instances
of three paths: Protein-DNA-Protein-DNA, Protein-Interaction-Protein-DNA and
(the weak relationship) Protein-DNA-Protein-UniGene-DNA. From the biological
point of view, the interesting topologies are those that are like the one in Fig-
ure 3.16. However, the presence of many Protein-DNA-Protein-UniGene-DNA
interacts with the other paths and splits the interesting topology into four topolo-
gies, as shown in Figure 3.17. Consequently, weak relationships degrade the quality
of meaningful topologies.
Second, the intrinsic complexity of computing topologies makes it hard to com-
pute topologies involving weak relationships. For instance, Protein-DNA-Protein-
UniGene-DNA has about 600 million instances (because it often connects unrelated
end points), and even for a given pair of end points, weak relationships have up
to 5000 instances relating the end points. Consequently, it is very expensive to
90Table 3.4: Relationships that can give rise to weak relationships if repeated mul-
tiple times
Relationship Explanation
DUP related but weaker than DP
PFP related/remotely related (homologous proteins)
PUP related/remotely related
PFPD related/remotely related
FWF weak relation (pathway context)
DUPU remotely related or completely unrelated
PUPU remotely related or completely unrelated
PDP likely to be unrelated (functionally)
FWFP likely to be completely unrelated
compute topologies involving such paths (which may interact with other paths that
have tens of thousands of instances). Note that this is an intrinsic complexity of
the problem because any solution for topology search has to compute these paths
to check whether any one of them interacts with other paths. While any online
query evaluation method would have to compute these paths on the ﬂy, we incur
this computational overhead during the precomputation phase (when generating
topologies), but provide good pruning and performance during query time. Nev-
ertheless, computing such topologies is computational expensive (it took us more
than a day to generate topologies for l = 4 involving weak relationships).
Given the above analysis, we believe that weak relationships have a detrimental
eﬀect on topology search. Consequently, one solution is to use domain knowledge
to prune such weak topologies.
3.5.2.4 Weak Relationships in Biozon
The interest in data topologies emerges from our interest in detecting new biological
phenomena. However, as the length of paths l increases (with l> =4 )a n dt h es i z e
of the topologies grows, it becomes more diﬃcult to discern the truly interesting
91topologies from weak topologies. Weak topologies are subgraphs that contain weak
relationships, i.e., relationships that most likely connect remotely related entities.
Such relationships are typically formed by repeating certain indirect relationships
(Figure 3.4).
For example, the paths PFP or PUP form a relation between two similar (and
likely homologous) proteins. Thus, any path that extends on these and relate an-
other entity (say a DNA) to one of the proteins, also relates the same entity to
the other protein. However, this relation is not direct and if repeated multiple
times, the relation between the two end entities becomes a weak relationship that
is less and less reliable, to the point that the resulting topologies have no biologi-
cal signiﬁcance. This problem is especially evident for multi-domain proteins and
is aggravated by the presence of chance similarities, and transitive relations be-
tween remote entities that utilize these paths might end up connecting completely
unrelated entities [99].
A diﬀerent kind of example for a weak relationship arises by extending the path
P-D-P. This path represents two distinct proteins (the ﬁrst and the third nodes)
that are encoded by the same DNA sequence (the second node). Some of the DNA
sequences are long (including the complete sequences of certain chromosomes or
even complete genomes) and encode for multiple proteins, and hence this sub-
graph is very common. However, the two proteins might be at far apart locations
and completely unrelated functionally. Combining this path with others can create
weak relationships that are of limited interest to biologists. For example, when
combining PDP with P-U-D the result is one of the most common paths of length
4, P-D-P-U-D. However, the ﬁrst protein and the EST sequence (last node) are
most likely unrelated (note that the second and last nodes do not represent the
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Figure 3.17: A weak relationship Protein-DNA-Protein-UniGene-DNA dilutes the
meaningful topology in Figure 3.16. P stands for Protein, D for DNA, U for
Unigene, and I for Interaction.
same instance). Similarly, when combining the relationships PDP and PFP the
result is a weak relationship P-D-P-F-P that most likely link two unrelated proteins
(the two end nodes).
3.5.2.5 Summary of Other Results
We also ran other experiments by varying the parameter k (for top-k queries).
Since the results are similar, except for a slight degradation in performance with
increasing k, they are omitted here. We also evaluated the performance of retriev-
ing instances of topologies, and found that it ranges from 1-50 seconds depending
on the frequency of the topology.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the notion of a data topology, which captures
and summarizes relationships between interrelated entities. We have developed
eﬃcient algorithms for computing topologies based on user queries. Our experi-
mental results on a real biological database, the Biozon database, indicate that we
can support ranked topology search eﬃciently in large scale relational databases.
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Ranked Keyword Search over
Semi-structured Data
In previous chapters, we consider managing structured data in relational environ-
ment. We now turn our focus on semi-structured data, especially the increasingly
popular XML data. In this chapter, we explore how to eﬃciently produce ranked
results for keyword search over hyperlinked XML documents.
Keyword searching over XML introduces many new challenges as opposed to
HTML search engines. First, the result of the keyword search query is not always
the entire document, but can be a deeply nested XML element. As an illustration,
consider the keyword search query “XQL language” over the document shown
in Example 4. The keywords occur in a sub-section (lines 16-18) and clearly, it
will be good to return the XML element corresponding to the sub-section rather
than returning the entire workshop proceedings (as would be done in a standard
HTML search). In general, XML keyword search results can be arbitrarily nested
elements, and returning the “deepest” node containing the keywords usually gives
more context information (see also [49] [86]).
Second, XML and HTML keyword search queries diﬀer in how query results
are ranked. HTML search engines such as Google usually rank documents based
(partly) on their hyperlinked structure [25][70]. Since XML keyword search queries
can return nested elements, ranking has to be done at the granularity of XML ele-
ments, as opposed to entire XML documents. For example, diﬀerent papers in the
94XML document in Example 4 can have diﬀerent rankings depending on the under-
lying hyperlinked structure. Computing rankings at the granularity of elements
is complicated by the fact that the semantics of containment links (relating par-
ent and child elements) is very diﬀerent from that of hyperlinks (such as IDREFs
and XLinks [5]). Consequently, techniques for computing rankings solely based on
hyperlinks [25][70] are not directly applicable for nested XML elements.
Example 4:A n e x a m p l e X M L d o c u m e n t .
01. <workshop date=”28 July 2000”>
02. <title> XML and IR: A SIGIR 2000 Workshop </title>
03. <editors> David Carmel, Yoelle Maarek,... </editors>
04. <proceedings>
05. <paper id=”1”>
06. <title> XQL and Proximal Nodes </title>
07. <author> Ricardo Baeza-Yates </author>
08. <author> Gonzalo Navarro </author>
09. <abstract> We consider the recently proposed language...
10. </abstract>
11. <body>
12. <section name=”Introduction”>
13. Searching on structured text is more important ...
14. </section>
15. <section name=”Implementing XML Operations”>
16. <subsection name=”Path Expressions”>
17. At ﬁrst sight, the XQL query language looks ...
18. </subsection>
19. ...
20. </section>
21. <cite ref=”2”>Querying XML in Xyleme</cite>
22. <cite xlink=”../paper/xmlql/”>A Query ... </cite>
23. </body>
24. </paper>
25. <paper id=”2”>
26. <title> Querying XML in Xyleme </title>
27. ...
28. </paper>
29. </proceedings>
30. </workshop>  
95Finally, the notion of proximity among keywords is more complex for XML.
In HTML, proximity among keywords translates directly to the distance between
keywords in a document. However, for XML, the distance between keywords is
just one measure of proximity; the other measure of proximity is the distance
between keywords and the result XML element. As an illustration, consider the
keyword search query “Carmel XQL” over the document in Example 4. Although
the distance between the keywords “Carmel” (line 3) and “XQL” (line 6) is small,
the XML element that contains both the keywords (the <workshop> element in
line 1) is not a direct parent of either keyword, and is thus not very proximal to
either keyword. Thus, for XML, we need to consider a two-dimensional proximity
metric involving both the keyword distance (i.e., width in the XML tree) and
ancestor distance (i.e., height in the XML tree).
The above novel aspects of XML keyword search have interesting implications
for the design of a search engine. In this chapter, we describe the architecture,
implementation and evaluation of the XRANK system built to address the above
requirements for eﬀective XML keyword search. Speciﬁcally, the contributions
are: (a) the problem deﬁnition and system architecture for ranked keyword search
over hierarchical and hyperlinked XML documents (Section 4.2 and 4.3), (b) an
algorithm for computing the ranking of XML elements that takes into account
both hyperlink and containment edges (Section 4.4), (c) new inverted list index
structures and associated query processing algorithms for evaluating XML keyword
search queries (Section 4.5), and (d) an experimental evaluation of XRANK and a
comparison with alternative approaches (Section 4.6).
One of our design goals was to naturally generalize a hyperlink based HTML
search engine such as Google [25]. XRANK is thus designed such that when
96the number of levels in the XML hierarchy is two (i.e., a document containing
keywords), our system behaves just like a HTML search engine. Thus, XRANK
allows for a graceful transition from HTML documents to XML documents (such
as in the World Wide Web and Corporate Intranets) because it can handle both
classes of documents using the same framework.
4.1 XML Data Model
In this section, we brieﬂy describe the XML data model. The eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) is a hierarchical format for data representation and exchange. An
XML document consists of nested XML elements starting with the root element.
Each element can have attributes and values, in addition to nested sub-elements.
Example 4 shows an example XML document representing the proceedings of a
conference. The <workshop> element is the root element, and it has <title>,
<editors> and <proceedings> sub-elements nested under it. The <workshop>
element also has the date attribute whose value is “28 July 2000”. For ease of
exposition, we treat attributes as though they are sub-elements.
In addition to the hierarchical element structure, XML also supports intra-
document and inter-document references. Intra-document references are repre-
sented using IDREFs [5]. An example of an IDREF is shown in Example 4, line
21, where one of the papers in the proceedings references another paper in the same
proceedings. Inter-document references are represented using XLink [5]. An ex-
ample is shown in Example 4, line 22, where a paper in the proceedings references
another paper in a diﬀerent conference. We refer to both IDREFs and XLinks as
hyperlinks.
Based on the above discussion, we can deﬁne a collection of hyperlinked XML
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<proceedings>          line 4 
<title>         line 2  @date          line 1 
<workshop>             line 1 
28 July 2000  XML and IR ... <paper>          line 5  <paper>          line 25 
<body>         line 11 
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proceedings
date title
<cite>          line 21 
paper
body
cite
Figure 4.1: Graph representation of a part of the XML document in Example 4.
The dots represent XML elements with their tag names on the left and the line
numbers from which they start on the right. The rectangles represent values. The
solid and dashed arrows represent containment and hyperlinked edges, respectively.
documents to be a directed graph G =( N,E). The set of nodes N = NE∪ NV,
where NE is the set of elements and NV is the set of values (we treat element tag
names and attribute names also as values). The set of edges E = CE∪HE,w h e r e
CE is the set of containment edges relating nodes and HE the set of hyperlink
edges relating nodes. Speciﬁcally, the edge (u,v) ∈ CE ⇔ v is a value/nested sub-
element of u;t h ee d g e( u,v) ∈ HE ⇔ u contains a hyperlink reference to v.A s
an illustration, Figure 4.1 shows the graph representation of the XML document
in Example 4.
In an XML document G =( N,CE ∪ HE), an element u is a sub-element of
an element v if (v,u) ∈ CE.A ne l e m e n tu is the parent of node v if (u,v) ∈ CE.
An o d eu is an ancestor of a node v if there is a sequence of containment edges
that lead from u to v. The predicate contains
∗(v,k) is true if the node v directly
or indirectly contains the keyword k.
984.2 Query Semantics
We ﬁrst deﬁne the results of keyword search queries over XML documents and we
defer the notion of ranking the results until the Section 4.2.2.
4.2.1 Keyword Search Query Results
There are two possible semantics for keyword search queries. Under conjunctive
keyword query semantics, elements that contain all of the query keywords are
returned. Under disjunctive keyword query semantics, elements that contain at
least one of the query keywords are returned. We focus on conjunctive keyword
query semantics in this work.
Consider a keyword search query consisting of n keywords: Q = {k1,...,kn}.
Let
R0(Q)={v|∀k ∈ Q.∃c ∈ N.((v,c) ∈ CE ∧ contains
∗(c,k))}
be the set of elements that directly or indirectly contain all of the query keywords.
The result of the query Q is deﬁned below:
Result(Q)={v|∀k ∈ Q.∃c ∈ N.((v,c) ∈ CE ∧ c/ ∈ R0(Q) ∧ contains
∗(c,k))}
Result(Q)t h u sc o n t a i n st h es e to fe l e m e n t st hat contain at least one occurrence
of all of the query keywords, after excluding the occurrences of the keywords in
sub-elements that already contain all of the query keywords. The intuition is
that if a sub-element already contains all of the query keywords, it (or one of
its descendants) will be a more speciﬁc result for the query, and thus should be
returned in lieu of the parent element.
99The above deﬁnition ensures that only the most speciﬁc results are returned for
a keyword search query. As an illustration, consider the query ’XQL language’ is-
sued over the document in Example 4. The result set will include the <subsection>
element in lines 16-18 because it directly contains all of the query keywords – this
corresponds to returning the most speciﬁc result. However, the <section> and
<body> ancestors of the <subsection> will not be returned because the only oc-
currences of the query keywords are in the <subsection> descendant, which is
already a query result.
The above deﬁnition also ensures that an element that has multiple independent
occurrences of the query keywords is returned, even if a sub-element of that element
already contains all of the query keywords. This ensures that all independent
occurrences of the query keywords are represented in the query result. For example,
consider again the query ’XQL language’. Although the <paper> element in lines
5-24 contains a sub-element <body> (lines 11-23) that contains all of the query
keywords, the <paper> element also contains independent occurrences of the query
keywords in the sub-elements <title> (line 6) and <abstract> (lines 9-10). Thus,
the <paper> element is also returned as a result of the query.
Note that we only consider containment edges when deﬁning the results of a
keyword search query. This is similar to many HTML document keyword search
paradigms, where only the documents that contain the desired keywords are re-
turned. Hyperlinks are mainly used to compute the ranking of the query results.
While returning nested XML elements provides more context information, it
also poses interesting user-interface challenges. As an illustration, consider the
keyword search query ’XML workshop’ issued over the document in Example 4. A
result for this query is the <title> element in line 2. However, the title element
100may be too speciﬁc for the user because it does not present any information about
whether it is a title of a book, journal or workshop. One solution is to allow
the user to navigate up to the ancestors of the query result to get more context
information when desired. Another solution, originally proposed in the context
of keyword searching graph databases [20][39], is to predeﬁne a set of “answer
nodes” AN. As an example of the latter approach, a domain expert can determine
that only <workshop>, <section>,a n d<subsection> elements are in AN,a n d
consequently, only these elements can be the result of a keyword search query.
XRANK supports both user navigation for context information and the ability
to pre-deﬁne answer nodes. Note that pre-deﬁning answer nodes for XML docu-
ments may require knowledge of the domain and underlying XML schema. If such
knowledge is not available, all XML elements can be treated as answer nodes, and
we make this assumption for the rest of this chapter.
As mentioned earlier, XRANK handles a mix of XML and HTML documents.
For HTML documents, we deﬁne only the root to be an answer node. Thus, we
ignore all of the HTML tags used for presentation purposes, and only return entire
documents like in standard HTML keyword search.
4.2.2 Ranking Keyword Query Results
We now turn to the issue of ranking the results of keyword search queries over
XML documents. We ﬁrst outline what we consider to be desired properties for
ranking functions over hyperlinked XML documents. We then deﬁne our speciﬁc
ranking function.
1. Result speciﬁcity: The ranking function should rank more speciﬁc results
higher than less speciﬁc results. For example, in Example 4, a <subsection>
101result (which means that all query keywords are in the same subsection)
should be ranked higher than a <section> result (which means that the
query keywords occur in diﬀerent subsections). This is one dimension of
result proximity.
2. Keyword proximity: The ranking function should take the proximity of the
query keywords into account. This is the other dimension of result proximity.
Note that a result can have high keyword proximity and low speciﬁcity, and
vice-versa.
3. Hyperlink Awareness: The ranking function should use the hyperlinked struc-
ture of XML documents. For example, in Example 4, widely referenced pa-
pers should be ranked higher.
While traditional information retrieval systems [85] and HTML search engines
[25] take 2 and 3 into account, 1 is speciﬁc to XML keyword search. Some recent
work on searching graph databases [20][39] considers a variant of 1 and some part
of 3, but does not consider 2. Our goal in this section is to formalize the notion of
ranking for XML elements by taking all of the above factors into account. Further,
we would like the generalization to also work for HTML documents (where 1 is
not of concern).
We now deﬁne the ranking function for keyword search queries over XML doc-
uments. For the purposes of this section, we will just assume that ElemRank(v) is
the objective importance of an XML element v computed using the underlying hy-
perlinked structure. Conceptually, ElemRank is similar to Google’s PageRank [25],
except that ElemRank is deﬁned at the granularity of an element and takes the
102nested structure of XML into account. More details on ElemRank are presented
in Section 4.4.
Consider a keyword search query Q =( k1,k 2,...,kn) and its result R =R e s u l t ( Q).
Now consider a result element v1 ∈ R. We ﬁrst deﬁne the ranking of v1 with respect
to one query keyword ki, r(v1,k i), before deﬁning the overall rank, R(v1,Q).
4.2.2.1 Ranking with respect to one keyword
From the deﬁnition of R, we know that for every keyword ki, there exists a sub-
element/value node v2 of v1 such that v2 / ∈ R0 and contains
∗(v2,k i). Hence, there
is a sequence of containment edges in CE of the form (v1,v 2),(v2,v 3),...,(vt,v t+1)
such that vt+1 is a value node that directly contains the keyword ki. We deﬁne:
r(v1,k i)=ElemRank(vt) × decay
t−1
Intuitively, the rank of v1 with respect to a keyword ki is ElemRank(vt)s c a l e d
appropriately to account for the speciﬁcity of the result, where vt is the parent
element of the value node vt+1 that directly contains the keyword ki. When the
result element v1 is the parent element of the value node vt+1 (i.e., v1 = vt), the
rank is just the ElemRank of the result element. When the result element indirectly
contains the keyword (i.e., v1  = vt), the rank is scaled down by the factor decay
for each level. decay is a parameter that can be set to a value in the range 0 to 1.
The astute reader may have noticed that r(v1,k i) does not depend on the
ElemRank of the result node v1, except when v1 = vt. We chose to have r(v1,k i)
depend on the ElemRank of vt rather than the ElemRank of v1 for the following
two reasons. First, by scaling down the same quantity – ElemRank(vt)–w ee n s u r e
that less speciﬁc results indeed get lower ranks. Second, as we shall see in Section
1034.4, ElemRank(vt) is in fact related to ElemRank(v1) due to certain properties of
containment edges.
In the above discussion, we have implicitly assumed that there is only one
relevant occurrence of the query keyword ki in v1. In case there are multiple (say,
m) relevant occurrences of ki, we ﬁrst compute the rank for each occurrence using
the above formula. Let the computed ranks be r1,r 2,...,rm. The combined rank
is:
ˆ r(v1,k i)=f(r1,r 2,...,rm)
Here f is some aggregation function. We set f = max by default, but other
choices (such as f = sum) are also supported.
4.2.2.2 Overall Ranking
The overall ranking of a result element v1 for query Q =( k1,k 2,...,kn) is computed
as follows.
R(v1,Q)=
⎛
⎝
 
1≤i≤n
ˆ r(v1,k i)
⎞
⎠ × p(v1,k 1,...,kn)
The overall ranking is the sum of the ranks with respect to each query keyword,
multiplied by a measure of keyword proximity p(v1,k 1,...,kn). The keyword prox-
imity function p(v1,k 1,...,kn) can be any function that ranges from 0 (keywords
are very far apart in v1) to 1 (keywords occur right next to each other in v1). By
default, we set our proximity function to be inversely proportional to the size of
the smallest text window in v1 that contains relevant occurrences of all the query
keywords k1,k 2,...,kn. For highly structured XML data sets, where the distance
between query keywords may not always be an important factor, the keyword
proximity function can be set to be always 1.
We note that other combination functions to produce the overall rank are also
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possible. XRANK is general enough to handle any combination function so long
as the ﬁrst factor in the above formula is monotone with respect to individual
keyword ranks (the reason for the monotone restriction will be clariﬁed in Section
4.5?). In some cases, users may also wish to assign diﬀerent weights to diﬀerent
keywords, in which case the individual keyword ranks can be weighted accordingly.
4.3 XRANK System Architecture
The architecture of the XRANK system is shown in Figure 4.2. The ElemRank
Computation module computes the ElemRanks of XML elements (recall that an
HTML document is treated as single XML element, with the presentation tags
removed). The ElemRanks are then combined with ancestor information to gen-
erate an index structure called HDIL (Hybrid Dewey Inverted List). The Query
Evaluator module evaluates queries using HDIL, and returns ranked results. In
subsequent sections, we describe these modules in more detail.
1054.4 Computing ElemRanks
We now consider the problem of computing ElemRanks for XML elements. As
mentioned earlier, ElemRank is a measure of the objective importance of an XML
element, and is computed based on the hyperlinked structure of XML documents.
ElemRank is similar to Google’s PageRank, but is computed at the granularity of
an element and takes the nested structure of XML into account. Note that we
need to compute ranks at the granularity of elements because diﬀerent elements in
the same XML document can have very diﬀerent ranks. For example, in Example
4, the importance of diﬀerent <paper> elements can vary widely.
We now develop our ElemRank algorithm as a series of reﬁnements to the
PageRank algorithm [25] (these also work for query-dependent algorithms like
HITS [70]). The reﬁnements retain the original ranking semantics for HTML
documents, and also help identify the main diﬀerences between computing ranks
f o rH T M La n dX M Ld o c u m e n t s .W ea l s oe v a luate the computational cost of our
algorithm on real and synthetic datasets.
4.4.1 Algorithms for Computing ElemRank
The algorithm for computing PageRanks [25] of HTML documents works by re-
peated applications of the following formula (Nd is the total number of documents,
and Nh(v) is the number of out-going hyperlinks from document v):
p(v)=
1 − d
Nd
+ d ×
 
(u,v)∈HE
p(u)
Nh(u)
As shown, the PageRank of a document v, p(v), is the sum of two probabilities.
The ﬁrst is the probability (1 − d)/Nd of visiting v at random (d is a parameter
of the algorithm, usually set to 0.85). The second is the probability of visiting
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calculated as the sum of the normalized PageRanks of all documents that point to
v, multiplied by d, the probability of navigation.
Let us now try to directly adapt this formula for use with XML documents
by mapping each element to a document, and by mapping all edges (IDREF,
XLink and containment edges) to hyperlink edges. One of the main problems
with this adaptation is that hyperlinks are treated as directed edges, and the
PageRank propagates along only one direction [25]. This unidirectional PageRank
propagation for HTML documents corresponds to the intuition that if an important
page p1 points to a page p2,t h e np2 is likely to be important. However, if p1 points
to an important page p3, that does not tell us anything about the importance of
p1 (consider relatively obscure HTML pages that point to Yahoo).
In the case of containment edges, however, there is a tighter coupling between
the elements. As an illustration, consider the XML document in Example 4. If a
paper element has a high ElemRank, then it is natural that the sections of the paper
also have high ElemRanks; this corresponds to forward ElemRank propagation
along containment edges. In addition, if a workshop contains many papers that
have high ElemRanks, then the workshop should also have a high ElemRank;
this corresponds to reverse ElemRank propagation. More generally, containment
implies a tighter relationship (the corresponding elements are present in the same
document) than hyperlinks, and hence argues for a bi-directional transfer of
ElemRanks.
A simple solution is to add reverse containment edges, as shown below. e(v)i s
used to denote the ElemRank of an element v (for notational convenience, we set
107e(v)o fav a l u en o d ev to be 0).
e(v)=
1 − d
Ne
+ d ×
 
(u,v)∈E
e(u)
Nh(u)+Nc(u)+1
Ne is the total number of XML elements, Nc(u) is the number of sub-elements
of u,a n dE = HE ∪ CE ∪ CE−1,w h e r eCE−1 is the set of reverse containment
edges. While the above formula supports bi-directional transfer of ElemRanks
along containment edges, it still has a shortcoming – it does not distinguish be-
tween containment and hyperlink edges when computing ElemRanks. As an illus-
tration, consider a paper that has few sections and many references. As per the
above formula, the ElemRank of the paper are uniformly distributed among all the
sections and references. Thus, the larger the number of references in a paper, the
less important each section of the paper is likely to be, which is not very intuitive.
In general, the problem is hyperlinks and containment edges are treated similarly,
even though these two factors are usually independent. This argues for discrimi-
nation between containment and hyperlink edges when computing ElemRanks, as
shown below.
e(v)=
1 − d1 − d2
Ne
+ d1 ×
 
(u,v)∈HE
e(u)
Nh(u)
+ d2 ×
 
(u,v)∈CE∪CE−1
e(u)
Nc(u)+1
where d1 and d2 are the probabilities of navigating through hyperlinks and con-
tainment links, respectively.
The above formula still has a problem – it weights forward and reverse con-
tainment relationships similarly. To see why this is a problem, consider again the
example in Example 4. If a paper has many sections, then we would like the
ElemRank of each section to be a fraction of the ElemRank of the whole paper.
More generally, ElemRanks of sub-elements should be inversely proportional to
the number of sibling sub-elements, as captured in the above formula. However,
108the ElemRank of a parent element should be directly proportional to the aggre-
gate of the ElemRanks of its sub-elements. For instance, a workshop that contains
many important papers should have a higher ElemRank than a workshop that
contains only one important paper. This semantics of aggregate ElemRanks
for reverse containment relationships is not captured above.
We now present our ﬁnal formula that addresses the above issues. d1, d2,a n dd3
are the probabilities of navigating through hyperlinks, forward containment edges,
and reverse containment edges, respectively. Nde(v) is the number of elements in
the XML document which contains the element v.
e(v)=
1 − d1 − d2 − d3
Nd × Nde(v)
+ d1 ×
 
(u,v)∈HE
e(u)
Nh(u)
+d2 ×
 
(u,v)∈CE
e(u)
Nc(u)
+ d3 ×
 
(u,v)∈CE−1
e(u)
Note that we have also scaled down the ﬁrst term (the probability of randomly
visiting an element) by the number of elements in the document. This scaling
ensures that ElemRank propagation along reverse containment edges is not biased
toward large documents.
While we have motivated ElemRank using the example in Example 4, it also has
a more general interpretation in the context of random walks over XML graphs
(this is a generalization of the random walk interpretation in [25]). Consider a
random surfer over a hyperlinked XML graph. At each instant, the surfer visits
an element e, and performs one of the following actions: (1) with probability
1 − d1 − d2 − d3, he jumps to a random document, and then to a random element
within the document, (2) with probability d1, he follows a hyperlink from e,( 3 )
with probability d2, he follows a containment edge to one of e’s sub-elements, and
(4) with probability d3,h eg o e st oe’s parent element. Given this model, e(v)i s
109exactly the probability of ﬁnding the random surfer in element v.
In most XML/HTML document collections, certain elements may not have
hyperlinks, others may not have sub-elements, and some others (the document
roots) may not have parent elements. In such cases, the probability of navigation
d1 + d2 + d3 is proportionally split among the available alternatives.
Speciﬁcally, we assign three split parameters p1(u), p2(u)a n dp3(u)t oe a c h
element u such that the probability of a random surfer at u to follow its hyperlinks,
containment edges and reverse containment edges are d1 × p1(u), d2 × p2(u)a n d
d3×p3(u), respectively. The values of p1(u), p2(u)a n dp3(u) can be zero to reﬂect
non-existing edges. There are eight cases:
1. If u only has hyperlinks which means u is a HTML document with out links,
then p1(u)=d1+d2+d3
d1 and p2(u)=p3(u)=0 .
2. If u only has containment edges which means u is an XML root element
without hyperlinks, then p2(u)=d1+d2+d3
d2 and p1(u)=p3(u)=0 .
3. If u only has reverse containment edge which means u is an XML leaf element
without hyperlinks, then p3(u)=
d1+d2+d3
d3 and p1(u)=p2(u)=0 .
4. If u only has hyperlinks and containment edges which means u is a XML
root element with hyperlinks, then p1(u)=p2(u)=d1+d2+d3
d1+d2 and p3(u)=0 .
5. If u only has containment edges and reverse containment edges which means
u is an XML element with sub-elements and a parent but no hyperlinks, then
p2(u)=p3(u)=d1+d2+d3
d2+d3 and p1(u)=0 .
6. If u only has hyperlinks and reverse containment edges which means u is an
XML leaf element with hyperlinks, p1(u)=p3(u)=d1+d2+d3
d1+d3 and p2(u)=0 .
1107. If u has all three kinds of out-going edges which means u is an XML element
with sub-elements, a parent and hyperlinks, then p1(u)=p2(u)=p3(u)=1 .
8. If u does not have any out-going edges which means u is a HTML document
without hyperlinks, it becomes a sink and therefore terminates the random
surﬁng process. However, the solution is quite simple. If the random surfer
arrives at a sink node, it picks another node at random and continues surﬁng
again. Therefore, such sink nodes are assumed to have hyperlinks to all
other nodes in the collection. Same as case 1, we set p1(u)=d1+d2+d3
d1 and
p2(u)=p3(u)=0 .
For an arbitrary element u, no matter what types of out-edges it has, the values
of p1(u), p2(u)a n dp3(u) make the probability of a random surfer at u to visit all
XML elements in the collection
From(u)=1− d1 − d2 − d3 + d1 × p1(u)+d2 × p2(u)+d3 × p3(u)
equal to 1.
With the split parameters, the formula for ElemRank becomes:
e(v)=
1 − d1 − d2 − d3
Nd × Nde(v)
+ d1 ×
 
(u,v)∈HE
p1(u) × e(u)
Nh(u)
+
d2 ×
 
(u,v)∈CE
p2(u) × e(u)
Nc(u)
+ d3 ×
 
(u,v)∈CE−1
p3(u) × e(u)
4.4.2 Iteratively Computing ElemRanks
We consider an XML collection with m elements. Initially, we assume all elements
have the same ElemRank 1/m and let λ0 be (1/m)m. We construct a transition
111matrix T:
tij =
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
K(j)+
d1×p1(i)
Nh(i) :i f i hyperlinks to j
K(j)+
d2×p2(i)
Nc(i) :i f i is j’s parent
K(j)+d3 × p3(i): i f i is j’s sub-element
K(j)+
d1×p1(i)
Nh(i) +
d2×p2(i)
Nc(i) :i f i hyperlinks to j and i is j’s parent
K(j)+
d1×p1(i)
Nh(i) + d3 × p3(i):i f i hyperlinks to j and i is j’s sub-element
K(j): o t h e r w i s e
where i,j ∈ [1,m]a n dK(j)=1−d1−d2−d3
Nd×Ne(j) .
We use the following formula
lim
n→∞(λ0T
n) (4.1)
to iteratively compute the ElemRanks of all elements in the collection. The con-
vergence of Formula 4.1 is guaranteed because T is irreducible (ti,j > 0 for all i
and j) and aperiodic (ti,i > 0 for all i)[79].
4.4.3 Experimental Results
We ran the ElemRank computation algorithm (in Section 4.4.2) on both real
(DBLP) and synthetic (XMark [87]) datasets. The experiments were run using
a 2.8GHz Pentium IV processor with 1GB of main memory and 80GB of disk
space. We set the parameters d1 =0 .35, d2 =0 .25, d3 =0 .25, and set the con-
vergence threshold to 0.00002. The computation for the entire (143MB) DBLP
dataset and 113MB XMark dataset converged within 10 and 5 minutes, respec-
tively. This suggests that computing ElemRanks at the granularity of elements (as
opposed to the granularity of a document) is feasible for reasonably large XML
document collections. We have not tried to compute ElemRanks for document col-
lections of the scale of the World Wide Web, mainly because the WWW does not
112contain such large XML collections (yet). However, we believe that the proposed
algorithm will be applicable for large-scale XML repositories because the Elem-
Rank computation is done oﬄine, and does not aﬀect keyword query evaluation
time (see Figure 4.2).
In Section 4.6, we will present anecdotal evidence that ElemRanks computed
using the above parameter settings, used with keyword proximity information,
produces intuitive overall rankings. We have also varied the values of d1, d2,
and d3, and found that while it changes the relative weighting of hyperlinks and
containment edges
4.5 Eﬃcient Evaluating XML Keyword Search Queries
We now turn to the main focus of this chapter, which is eﬃciently producing
ranked results for XML keyword search queries. This section is more general in
scope than the previous section in that it does not depend on a particular method
for computing XML element ranks. Although we shall use ElemRank to illustrate
our techniques, they are applicable to other ways of ranking XML elements, such
as those using text TF-IDF measures [85][91]. We ﬁrst present a naive approach
as a motivation for our techniques
4.5.1 Naive Approach
One main diﬀerence between XML and HTML keyword search is the granularity of
the query results – XML keyword search returns elements while HTML keyword
search returns entire documents. Thus, one way to do XML keyword search is
to treat each element as a document, and use regular document-oriented keyword
search methods. This approach, however, has the following problems.
113(1) Space overhead. Inverted list indices [85] are typically used to speed up the
evaluation of keyword search queries. An inverted list contains for each keyword,
the list of documents that contain the keyword. A naive adaptation of inverted
lists for XML elements would contain for each keyword, the list of elements that
contain the keyword. This would result in a large space overhead because each
inverted list would not only contain the XML element that directly contains the
keyword, but would also redundantly contain all of its ancestors (because they too
contain the keyword).
(2) Spurious query results. The naive approach ignores ancestor-descendant
relationships and treats all elements as though they are independent documents.
Thus, if a sub-element appears in the query result, all of its ancestors will also ap-
pear in the query result (because if a sub-element contains the query keywords, all
of its ancestors will also contain the query keywords). This will generate spurious
query results, and will not correspond to our desired semantics for XML keyword
search (see Section 4.2.1).
(3) Inaccurate ranking of results. Existing approaches do not take result speci-
ﬁcity into account when ranking results (Section 4.2.2).
We now present data structures and query-processing techniques that address
the above limitations of the naive approach.
4.5.2 Dewey Inverted List (DIL)
One of the drawbacks of the naive approach is that it decouples the representa-
tion of ancestors and descendants. Consequently, it suﬀers from increased space
overhead (because ancestor information is replicated) and spurious query results
(because every ancestor of a query result is also returned). We now describe the
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Dewey encoding of element IDs, which jointly captures ancestor and descendant
information.
Consider the tree representation of an XML document, where each element is
assigned a number that represents its relative position among its siblings. The path
vector of the numbers from the root to an element uniquely identiﬁes the element,
and can be used as the element ID. Figure 4.3 shows how Dewey elements IDs are
generated for the XML document in Example 1. An interesting feature of Dewey
IDs is that the ID of an ancestor is a preﬁx of the ID of a descendant. Consequently,
ancestor-descendant relationships are implicitly captured in the Dewey ID.
The idea of Dewey IDs is not new, and it has been used in the context of general
knowledge classiﬁcation, tree addressing [2], querying LDAP hierarchies [68] and
ordered XML data [89]. Our focus, however, is to use Dewey IDs to support XML
keyword search. As we shall see shortly, this new problem setting requires the
development of novel algorithms.
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4.5.2.1 DIL: Data Structure
Figure 4.4 shows the Dewey Inverted List (DIL) for the XML tree in Example 4.
The inverted list for a keyword k contains the Dewey IDs of all the XML elements
that directly contain the keyword k. To handle multiple documents, the ﬁrst
component of each Dewey ID is the document ID. Associated with each Dewey ID
entry in DIL is the ElemRank of the corresponding XML element, and the list of
positions where the keyword k appears in that element (posList). The entries are
sorted by the Dewey IDs. Since DIL only stores the IDs of elements that directly
contain the keyword, its size is likely to be much smaller than the size of the naive
invert
The observant reader might have noticed that even though DIL has a smaller
number of entries, the size of each Dewey ID is larger. Fortunately, it turns out that
the space overhead of Dewey IDs is more than oﬀset by the space savings obtained
by storing a smaller number of entries (we will present experimental results to
116validate this claim in Section 4.6). The relatively modest space overhead of Dewey
IDs is attributable to the fact that each component of the Dewey ID is the relative
position of an element with respect to its siblings. Consequently, a small number
of bits are usually suﬃcient to encode each component of a Dewey id.
4.5.2.2 DIL: Query Processing
While DIL reduces space, it introduces new challenges for query processing. First,
unlike traditional inverted list processing, one cannot simply do an equality merge-
join of the query keyword inverted lists because the result IDs have to be inferred
from the IDs of descendants. Second, spurious results must be suppressed. We
now describe an algorithm that addresses these issues, and works in a single pass
over the query keyword inverted lists.
The key idea is to merge the query keyword inverted lists, and simultaneously
compute the longest common preﬁx of the Dewey IDs in the diﬀerent lists. Since
each preﬁx of a Dewey ID is the ID of an ancestor, computing the longest common
preﬁx will automatically compute the ID of the deepest ancestor that contains the
query keywords (this corresponds to computing the result set in Section 4.2.1).
Since the inverted lists are sorted on the Dewey ID, all the common ancestors are
clustered together, and this computation can be done in a single pass over the
inverted lists.
The pseudo-code for the query processing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.
The inputs to the algorithm are n query keywords (k1,...,kn), and the desired
number of top-ranked query results, (m). The algorithm works for n>1, and the
case where n = 1 is handled as a (simple) special case. The algorithm maintains
two data structures, the result heap and the Dewey stack. The result heap keeps
117track of the top m results seen so far. The Dewey stack stores the ID, rank and
position list of the current Dewey ID, and also keeps track of the longest common
preﬁxes computed during the merge of the inverted lists.
The algorithm works by merging the inverted lists by the Dewey ID (lines 6-9),
and computing the longest common preﬁx of the current entry and the previous
entry stored in the Dewey stack (lines 10-11). It then pops all the Dewey stack
components that are not part in the common preﬁx (lines 13-31) and if any of
the popped components contain all the query keywords, they are added to the
result heap (lines 16-21). If a popped component does not contain all the query
keywords, its position lists and scaled down ranks are added to its parent (lines
23-26). The current entry is then pushed onto the Dewey stack and the ranks and
posLists are updated accordingly (lines 33-39).
We now walk through the algorithm using an example. Consider the DIL
shown in Figure 4.4, and consider the keyword search query “XQL Ricardo”. The
algorithm ﬁrst reads the entry with the smallest Dewey ID – 5.0.3.0.0. Since the
Dewey stack is initially empty, the longest common preﬁx is empty, and the Dewey
ID components are simply pushed onto the stack, and the rank and posList of the
topmost entry is updated (lines 33-39). The state of the stack is shown in Figure
4.5(a).
The algorithm then reads the next smallest entry, which is Dewey ID 5.0.3.0.1
in the “Ricardo” inverted list. The longest common preﬁx (5.0.3.0) of the current
entry and the Dewey stack is determined (lines 10-11), and non-matching entries
are popped from the stack (lines 13-31). Since the non-matching entry (5.0.3.0.0)
does not contain all of the query keywords (lines 23-26), its position list and scaled
down rank are copied to its parent entry (5.0.3.0). The rank and position list of
118Algorithm 4 :E v a l u a t e Q u e r y( k1,k 2,···,k n,m): idList
1: //k1,···kn are the query keywords, m is the desired number of query results
2: //invertedList[i] is the inverted list for keyword ki where i ∈ N = {1,···,n}
3: resultHeap = empty; // Initialize the result heap of size m
4: deweyStack = empty; // Initialize the Dewey stack
5:
6: while (eof has not been reached on all inverted lists) do
7: // Read the next entry from the inverted list having the smallest DeweyID
8: ﬁnd ilIndex s.t. the next entry of invertedList[ilIndex] is the smallest DeweyID
9: currentEntry = invertedList[ilIndex].nextEntry;
10: // Find the longest common preﬁx between deweyStack and currentEntry.deweyId
11: ﬁnd largest lcp s.t. deweyStack[i] = currentEntry.deweyId[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ lcp
12:
13: // Pop non-matching entries in the Dewey stack; add to result heap if appropriate
14: while (deweyStack.size > lcp) do
15: stackEntry = deweyStack.pop();
16: if ( stackEntry.posList non-empty for all keywords) then
17: stackEntry.ContainsAll = true
18: compute overall rank using formula in Section 4.2.2.2
19: if (overall rank is among top m seen so far) then
20: add deweyStack ID to resultHeap
21: end if
22: else
23: if ( ! stackEntry.ContainsAll) then
24: deweyStack[deweyStack.size].posList[i] += stackEntry.posList[i]( ∀i ∈ N)
25: deweyStack[deweyStack.size].rank[i] = rank as in Sec. 4.2.2.1 (∀i ∈ N)
26: end if
27: end if
28: if (stackEntry.ContainsAll) then
29: deweyStack[deweyStack.size].containsAll = true
30: end if
31: end while
32:
33: // Add non-matching part of currentEntry.deweyId to deweyStack
34: for (∀i. such that lcp < i ≤ currDeweyIdLen) do
35: deweyStack.push(deweyStackEntry);
36: end for
37: // Add components to the top entry
38: deweyStack[currDeweyIdLen].rank[ilIndex] = rank as in Section 4.2.2.1
39: deweyStack[currDeweyIdLen].posList[ilIndex] += currentEntry.posList;
40: end while// End of looping over all inverted lists
41:
42: pop entries of deweyStack and add to result heap if appropriate (similar to lines
13-31)
43: return ids in resultHeap
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Figure 4.5: States of Dewey Stack
the current entry (5.0.3.0.1) is then pushed onto the stack. The current state of
the Dewey stack is shown in Figure 4.5(b).
The algorithm then reads the next smallest Dewey ID (6.0.3.8.3). Since the
longest common preﬁx with the Dewey stack is empty, it pops all of the entries
of the Dewey stack (lines 13-31). When popping the top most entry (5.0.3.0.1),
since the entry does not contain all the query keywords, its scaled down rank and
position lists are copied to its parent (5.0.3.0). Since 5.0.3.0 now contains all the
query keywords, its ContainsAll ﬂag is set to true, and it is added to the result
heap (lines 16-21). The current state of the Dewey stack is shown in Figure 4.5(c).
Since the top entry is marked as ContainsAll, its scaled down rank and position
lists are not copied over to its ancestors (lines 23-26). Consequently, ancestors of
the most speciﬁc result – 5.0.3.0 – are not returned, thereby eliminating spurious
results. The algorithm then pushes 6.0.3.8.3 onto the stack and proceeds as before.
4.5.2.3 DIL: Correctness
We only need to prove that an element is a result recognized by DIL iﬀ it is a result
as per our deﬁnition in Section 4.2.1, since Algorithm 4 (lines 19-21) guarantees
120that DIL always output the top m among all possible results. In the rest of this
section, all line numbers refer to Algorithm 4.
Theorem 7 Given an XML graph G =( N,CE∪HE) and a query Q,a ne l e m e n t
v (∈ N) is a result recognized by the DIL Algorithm 4 iﬀ
v ∈ Result(Q)={v|∀k ∈ Q. ∃c ∈ N. ((v,c) ∈ CE ∧ c/ ∈ R0(Q) ∧ contains
∗(c,k))}
Proof: Given the deﬁnition of R0(Q) in Section 4.2.1,
R0(Q)={v|∀k ∈ Q. ∃c ∈ N. ((v,c) ∈ CE ∧ contains
∗(c,k))}
it is obvious that
v.ContainsAll = true ⇔ v ∈ R0(Q) (4.2)
We now prove Theorem 7 in two steps.
Soundness: v is determined as a result by DIL ⇒ v ∈ Result(Q).
We consider an arbitrary element v determined as a result by DIL and an
arbitrary keyword k in Q. Based on Algorithm 4 (line 16-21), there is
v.posList[k] is non-empty (denoted as conclusion 1)
In Algorithm 4, v.posList[k] can be updated (thus becomes non-empty) in
either line 24 or line 39.
• In the latter case, v directly contains the keyword k and there exists a value
element c such that (v,c) ∈ CE ∧ c/ ∈ R0(Q) ∧ contains
∗(c,k).
• In the former case, there must exist a descendant-element d of v such that
contains∗(d,k)=true and d/ ∈ R0(Q) (because d.containsAll=false and Equa-
tion 4.2). If (v,d) ∈ CE, then we are done. Otherwise, if ∀c ∈ N.(v,c) ∈
121CE ∧ c is d’s ancestor ⇒ c ∈ R0(Q), all such c must have been processed
before v (because in each iteration, we use the largest lcp, in line 11, to de-
termine the current entry to process) and prevented propagating the position
list of k to v,w h i c hm a k e sv.posList[k] empty. This contradicts conclusion
1. Therefore, there must exist a sub-element c of v such that c is d’s ancestor
and contains∗(c,k)=true and c/ ∈ R0(Q).
Consequently, v ∈ Result(Q).
Completeness: v ∈ Result(Q) ⇒ v is determined as a result by DIL.
We consider an arbitrary element v in Result(Q) and an arbitrary keyword
k in Q. We can ﬁnd an sub-element ck of v such that (1) ck / ∈ R0(Q)a n d( 2 )
contains∗(ck,k)= true. Condition (2) means either ck itself or its descendant ele-
ment dk directly contains k.
• In the former case, v.posList[k] becomes non-empty in line 39.
• In the latter case, when dk is processed (line 15-30), dk.posList[k]i sp r o p a -
gated to one of its ancestors (line 23-26). However, none of dk’s ancestors,
which are descendants of v (including ck), can prevent the propagation of
dk.posList[k]t ov because they are not in R0(Q) (condition (1)).
Consequently, when v is processed, its position list is non-empty for all keywords
which makes it a result of DIL (line 16-21).

1224.5.2.4 DIL: Time and Space Complexity
The space and time complexity of the DIL algorithm are as follows. Let the query
keywords be k1,···,k n, and let the corresponding number of entries in the inverted
lists be L1,···,L n. Further, let c be the maximum number of components in a
Dewey ID (equivalently, c is the maximum XML document depth).
The time complexity of the algorithm is O(c × (L1 + ···+ Ln)), because each
query keyword inverted list is scanned exactly once, and the cost of processing each
inverted list entry using the Dewey stack is at most O(c). The space complexity of
the algorithm is O(c+m), where c is for the Dewey stack and m is for the output
heap.
4.5.3 Ranked Dewey Inverted List (RDIL)
Although DIL evaluates queries in a single pass over the query inverted lists, it
suﬀers from a potential disadvantage. If inverted lists are long (due to common
keywords or large document collections), even the cost of a single scan of the
inverted lists can be expensive, especially if users want only the top few results.
One solution is to order the inverted lists by the ElemRank instead of by the Dewey
ID. In this way, higher ranked results are likely to appear ﬁrst in the inverted lists,
and query processing can usually be terminated without scanning all of the inverted
lists. As a simple example, if a query contains just one keyword, only the ﬁrst m
inverted list entries have to be scanned to ﬁnd the top m results.
Processing queries with multiple keywords is more challenging because one
query keyword may occur in an element with a high ElemRank (which will appear
at the beginning of its inverted list), while another keyword may appear in an ele-
ment with low ElemRank (which will appear at the end of its inverted list). Many
123Figure 4.6: Ranked Dewey Inverted List
algorithms have been proposed for merging such ranked lists eﬃciently, but most
of them (e.g., [15][28][81]) only work for disjunctive keyword queries. Recently, the
Threshold Algorithm [46] has been proposed that works for conjunctive queries
too. However, none of these approaches address the unique requirements of XML
keyword search, such as determining the most speciﬁc results. We now describe
RDIL that addresses the above issues.
4.5.3.1 RDIL: Data Structure
RDIL is similar to DIL, except that the inverted lists are ordered by ElemRank
instead of Dewey ID. In addition, each inverted list has a B+-tree index on the
Dewey ID ﬁeld (the role of the B+-tree will be discussed shortly). Figure 4.6
illustrates the RDIL data structure. Although the ﬁgure shows a separate B+-tree
for each inverted list, in reality this is too expensive in terms of space. This is
because many inverted lists are very short, and wasting one whole disk page for
indexing a short inverted list (of say, 50 elements) will blow up space requirements.
Thus, in our implementation, we store multiple B+-trees (over short inverted lists)
on the same disk page.
1244.5.3.2 RDIL: Query Processing
The RDIL query processing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. The algorithm
reads an entry from the query keyword inverted lists in a round-robin fashion
(lines 8-10). Consider an entry retrieved from the inverted list of keyword ki.T h e
entry contains the Dewey ID d of a top-ranked element that directly contains the
query keyword ki. However, to determine a query result, we need to determine the
longest preﬁx of d that also contains the other query keywords.
B+-trees can be used to eﬃciently determine the longest preﬁx of d that also
contains the other query keywords. Consider a query keyword kj( = ki). To ﬁnd
the longest preﬁx of d that also contains the keyword kj, we just need to ﬁnd the
smallest Dewey ID, d2,i nt h ekj inverted list that is larger than d. This operation
can be easily supported in B+-trees because it is logically equivalent to starting a
range scan at d, and reading the ﬁrst entry d2 in the range. Then, either d2 or its
immediate predecessor in the B+-tree, d3, shares the longest common preﬁx with
d.
As an illustration, consider the keyword search query “XQL Ricardo”, and
consider a top-ranked Dewey ID, 9.0.4.2.0, that contains the keyword “XQL”.
Now, assume that the leaf nodes of the B+-tree for the “Ricardo” inverted list
have the Dewey IDs ”..., 8.2.1.4.2, 9.0.4.1.2, 9.0.5.6, 10.8.3, ...” (note that since
the B+-tree is built on the Dewey IDs, the leaf nodes of the B+-tree are ordered by
the Dewey ID even though the inverted list is ordered by ElemRank). To determine
the longest preﬁx of 9.0.4.2.0 that also contains the keyword “Ricardo”, we ﬁrst
determine the smallest Dewey ID in the “Ricardo” B+-tree that is larger than
9.0.4.2.0, which in our example is 9.0.5.6. Then either 9.0.5.6 or its predecessor
in the B+-tree, 9.0.4.1.2, shares the longest common preﬁx with 9.0.4.2.0. In our
125Algorithm 5 :E v a l u a t e Q u e r y( k1,···,k n,m):idList
1: // k1,···,k n are the query keywords, and m is the desired number of results
2: // invertedList[i] corresponds to the inverted list for keyword ki
3: // btree[i] corresponds to the B+-tree over the inverted list for keyword ki
4:
5: resultHeap = empty; // Initialize the result heap to any size greater than m
6: done = false;
7: while (!done and eof has not been reached on all inverted lists) do
8: // choose the next keyword IL to read from in a round-robin fashion
9: ilIndex = inverted list chosen in round-robin fashion (1 ≤ ilIndex ≤ n)
10: currEntry = invertedList[ilIndex].nextEntry;
11:
12: // Find the longest common preﬁx that contains all query keywords
13: lcp = currEntry.deweyID;
14: for (∀j.1 ≤ j<n ) do
15: probeIndex = (currIndex + j)%n;
16: lcp = btree[probeIndex].getLongestCommonPreﬁx(lcp);
17: end for
18:
19: // Check whether the longest common preﬁx is a result
20: if (!resultHeap.contains(lcp)) then
21: getPosListAndRank(lcp, posList, rank) //compute posList and rank of lcp
22: if (for all ki, posList[i] is non-empty) then
23: Compute overall rank using formula in Section 4.2.2.2
24: Add (lcp, overall rank) to result heap
25: end if
26: end if
27:
28: // Compute current threshold and check if the algorithm can terminate
29: threshold =
 
1≤i≤n(invertedList[i].currEntry.ElemRank);
30: if (rank of top m elements in result heap ≥ threshold) then
31: done = true;
32: end if
33: end while
34: return the top m elements from the resultHeap
126example, the longest preﬁx of 9.0.4.2.0 that also contains “Ricardo” is 9.0.4.
The RDIL algorithm thus determines the longest common preﬁx (lcp) of a
Dewey ID that contains all the query keywords by repeatedly probing the B+-tree
for each query keyword (lines 12-17). Once the lcp is determined, its ranks and
posLists are obtained using regular B+-tree range scans (line 21). Note that in
function getPosListAndRank(lcp,...) (in Algorithm 6), we ignore the ranks and
posLists of the lcp’s sub-elements that already contain all the query keywords
(line 14-20 in Algorithm 6); this is in keeping with the deﬁnition of query results
in Section 4.2.1. If all the posLists are non-empty, the lcp is added to the output
head (lines 22-25). Note that the overall rank of the lcp can be much less than the
sum of the rank of entries in the inverted lists. This is because ranks decay when
the results become less speciﬁc, i.e., when the longest common preﬁx is short (see
Section 4.2.2.1).
Given that the longest common preﬁx can potentially have a low overall rank,
how can we determine when we have the top m results so that we can stop scanning
the inverted lists? To derive a stopping condition that still guarantees to output
the top-m results, we build upon the provably optimal Threshold Algorithm (TA)
[46]. TA computes a threshold at every point during the scan of the inverted lists.
If there are at least m elements in the output heap that have an overall rank greater
than or equal to the current threshold, the algorithm can stop scanning the lists.
In our context, this threshold is the sum of the ElemRanks of the last processed
element in each query keyword inverted list (lines 28-32).
It is important to note that while TA assumes a monotonic function for comput-
ing the overall rank from the individual keyword ranks, our overall rank computa-
tion is non-monotone with respect to ElemRank because we take result speciﬁcity
127Algorithm 6 : getPosListAndRank(rt, posList, rank)
1: //rt is the DeweyID of a candidate result and k1,...,kn are the query keywords
2: //posList[i] is the position list of rt for keyword ki where i ∈ N = {1,...,n}
3: //rank[i] is the rank of rt for keyword ki
4: //btree[i] corresponds to the B+-tree over the inverted list for keyword ki
5:
6: //get the leaf entry of btree[i] such that its DeweyID d = rt
7: leafStart[i]= btree[i].getLeafEntry(rt)( ∀i ∈ N)
8: //get the leaf entry of btree[i] such that its DeweyID d>r tand lcp(d,rt).length()>
rt.length(). This entry and leafStart[i] deﬁne the subtree rooted at rt in the leaf
level of btree[i].
9: leafEnd[i]=leafStart[i].skipSubtreeRootedAt(rt)( ∀i ∈ N)
10: //initialize variables
11: posList[i]= empty; rank[i]=0( ∀i ∈ N)
12:
13: while (∀i ∈ N.l e a f S t a r t [ i]  = leafEnd[i]) do
14: //ﬁnd the longest common preﬁx of the n leaves
15: lcp = leafStart.getLongestCommonPreﬁx();
16: //skip all lcps (and their subtrees) who are descendants of rt
17: while (lcp.length() >r t .length() ) do
18: leafStart[i].skipSubtreeRootedAt(lcp) (∀i ∈ N)
19: lcp = leafStart.getLongestCommonPreﬁx()
20: end while
21:
22: if (∀i ∈ N.l e a f S t a r t [ i]  = leafEnd[i]) then
23: ﬁnd ilIndex such that leafStart[ilIndex] has the smallest DeweyID
24: posList[i] += leafStart[ilIndex].posList[i] (∀i ∈ N)
25: rank[i] = rank as in Section 4.2.2.1 (∀i ∈ N)
26: leafStart[i] = leafStart[i].next (∀i ∈ N) //move to the next entry
27: end if
28: end while
128and keyword proximity into account (see Section 4.2.2). However, since the maxi-
mum values of decay and keyword proximity can be at most 1, we simply use this
maximum value when computing the threshold. Since we only overestimate the
threshold, the top m results are still guaranteed to be optimal.
4.5.3.3 RDIL: Correctness
The correctness of RDIL is proved in two phases. We ﬁrst prove all elements recog-
nized as results by RDIL are results as per our deﬁnition in Section 4.2.1 (Theorem
8). We then prove that RDIL correctly returns the top m results (Theorem 9).
Theorem 8 Given an XML graph G =( N,CE∪HE) and a query Q,a ne l e m e n t
v (∈ N) is a result recognized by the RDIL Algorithm 5 iﬀ
v ∈ Result(Q)={v|∀k ∈ Q. ∃c ∈ N. ((v,c) ∈ CE ∧ c/ ∈ R0(Q) ∧ contains
∗(c,k))}
Proof: Soundness: v is determined as a result by RDIL ⇒ v ∈ Result(Q).
If Algorithm 5 determines v as a result then v.posList i sn o te m p t yf o re a c h
keyword in Q (line 20-26). In Algorithm 6, if a descendant element d of v is in
R0(Q)( d is the longest comment preﬁx containing all keywords), it is removed as
well as the subtree rooted at d (line 14-20). After the pruning, v still contains
occurrences for each keyword. It means that for each keyword k, there exists a
sub-element c of v such that c/ ∈ R0(Q)∧contains
∗(c,k). Therefore, v ∈ Result(Q).
Completeness: v ∈ Result(Q) ⇒ v is determined as a result by RDIL.
We consider an arbitrary element v in Result(Q). v thus will be determined as
a longest common preﬁx containing all keywords in Algorithm 5 (line 12-17). We
assume that v is not stored in the result heap yet (line 20). Given an arbitrary key-
word k in Q, we can ﬁnd an sub-element ck of v such that (1) contains∗(ck,k)=true
129and (2) ck / ∈ R0(Q). Condition (1) ensures that ck.posList[k] is non-empty. Con-
dition (2) ensures that ck isn’t pruned in Algorithm 6 (line 14-20). Therefore,
ck.posList[k] is propagated to v.
Consequently, v is determined as a result by RDIL (line 22-25 of Algorithm 5).

We now prove that RDIL can correctly return the top-m results.
Theorem 9 Given an XML document collection and a keyword search query Q =
{k1,...,kn}, RDIL can correctly return the top-m results.
Proof: We make the following assumptions:
(1) |Result(Q)|≥m;
(2) When RDIL stops, it has scanned entry ei of the inverted list of keyword ki
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) and it has stored m results r1,...,rm in the result heap.
Based on Algorithm 5 (line 28-32), we have:
threshold =
n  
i=1
ei.ElemRank
R(ri,Q) ≥ threshold (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
To prove the theorem, we need to show that an arbitrary incoming result z
(which is not seen when the algorithm stops) won’t have a rank/score higher than
threshold.L e tz be the longest common preﬁx of the entry ai in the inverted list of
keyword ki where 1 ≤ i ≤ n (line 12-17 in Algorithm 5). There is ai.ElemRank ≤
ei.elemRank because the inverted lists are sorted in decreasing ElemRank order.
Based on the ranking function in Section 4.2.2, there is:
R(z,Q) = proximity(z,Q) ×
n  
i=1
ˆ r(z,ki)
130≤ 1 ×
n  
i=1
ˆ r(z,ki)
≤ 1 ×
n  
i=1
(1 × ai.ElemRank)
≤ 1 ×
n  
i=1
(1 × ei.ElemRank)
= threshold

4.5.3.4 RDIL: Space/Time Complexity
The time complexity of the RDIL algorithm is
O
 
(depth × n × log(maxi(Li)) + n × MaxDocLen) ×
n  
i=1
Ln
 
because in the worst case, each inverted list will have to be scanned completely
(L1+...+Ln), requiring n B+-tree probes for each entry (n×log(max(L1,...,Ln)))
that has Dewey ID of length depth( maximum depth of XML documents). And
for each potential result, a scan to n partial inverted lists are performed to check
whether the longest common ancestor is a real result. In the worst case, all elements
in one document should be check, thus here the maximum number of elements in
ad o c u m e n t ,(MaxDocLen) is used as a boundary. Note that this is the worst case
complexity, and RDIL can terminate much earlier. The space complexity of the
algorithm is O(c + m), which is the same as DIL.
4.5.4 Hybrid Dewey Inverted List (HDIL)
Even though RDIL is likely to perform well in many cases, there are certain cases
where it is likely to perform much worse than DIL. For example, consider a query
where the keywords are not very correlated, i.e., the individual query keywords
131occur relatively frequently in the document collection but rarely occur together in
the same document. Since the number of results is small, RDIL has to scan most
(or all) of the inverted lists to produce the output, incurring the cost of random
index lookups along the way. In contrast, DIL sequentially scans the inverted lists,
and is likely to be faster. In general, the overhead of performing random index
lookups in RDIL can sometimes outweigh the beneﬁt of processing the inverted
lists in rank order. The above discussion presents a dilemma – both DIL and RDIL
are likely to signiﬁcantly outperform each other, but require the inverted lists to be
sorted in diﬀerent orders. Can we combine the beneﬁts of DIL and RDIL without
replicating the entire inverted list index? We now present a hybrid technique that
combines the beneﬁts of DIL and RDIL with only a modest increase in space.
4.5.4.1 HDIL: Data Structure
The key idea behind HDIL is as follows. RDIL is likely to outperform DIL only if
it scans a small fraction of the full inverted list; consequently, we can store the full
inverted list sorted by Dewey ID (for DIL), and store only a small fraction of the
inverted list sorted by rank (for RDIL). Figure 4.7 illustrates this structure. Since
the B+-tree is built on top of the inverted list sorted by Dewey ID, the inverted
list itself can serve as the leaf level of the B+-tree. Consequently, only the higher
levels of the B+-tree need to be explicitly stored.
4.5.4.2 HDIL: Query Processing
Ideally, given a keyword query k1,...,kn, it will be good to make an a priori decision
as to whether RDIL is likely to outperform DIL or vice-versa, and choose the
faster alternative. However, as described above, the performance of RDIL strongly
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depends on the keyword correlation, and such information is diﬃcult to obtain
a priori. Note that it is impractical to pre-compute correlations of all keyword
combinations because there are too many such combinations. Since most keyword
search queries are ad-hoc, pre-computing correlations for a ﬁxed set of keyword
combination will not work well either.
To address this problem, we consider an adaptive strategy. We ﬁrst start
evaluating the query using RDIL, and periodically monitor its performance to
calculate (a) the time spent so far – t, and (b) the number of results above the
threshold so far – r. Based on this, we estimate the remaining time for RDIL as
(m − r) ∗ t/r,w h e r em is the desired number of query results. If this estimated
time is more than the expected time for DIL, we switch to DIL. Note that the
expected time for DIL is relatively easy to compute a priori for a given machine
conﬁguration because it mainly depends on the number of query keywords, and the
size of each query keyword inverted list (since DIL scans inverted lists fully in all
cases). Note how HDIL dynamically adapts to correlations. If there are very few
133results above the threshold (corresponding to low keyword correlation), it switches
to DIL; else it sticks with RDIL.
4.5.5 Updating the Inverted Lists
Thus far, we have focused on querying the inverted list structures. We now brieﬂy
address the issue of updates. Document-granularity updates (i.e., adding or delet-
ing documents) can be handled exactly like in traditional inverted lists [26][93].
The same techniques can be used because DIL, RDIL, and HDIL do not replicate
ancestor information, and because the ﬁrst component of the Dewey IDs contains
the document ID (which can be used for deletion).
Handling the insertions of individual elements is more challenging because the
Dewey IDs of the siblings and descendants of the inserted element may need
to be updated (recall that Dewey IDs contain the relative position among sib-
lings). Tatarinov et al. [89] discuss eﬃcient ways to update Dewey IDs under ele-
ment insertions, including sparse Dewey numbering techniques. Deleting elements,
however, does not require special processing. We currently support document-
granularity updates. We plan to support element-granularity updates of Dewey
IDs by adapting the techniques proposed by Tatarinov et al. [89].
4.6 Experimental Evaluation
We now experimentally evaluate the techniques presented in this chapter. First,
we present some anecdotal evidence that our ranking function returns intuitive
results. Second, we investigate the space savings due to the Dewey encoding of
element ids. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our index structures and
algorithms.
1344.6.1 Experimental Setup
We used both the DBLP and XMark data sets for our experiments. The size of
the entire DBLP data set was 143MB. We also generated a 113MB XMark data
set, which corresponds to a scale factor of 1.0. We chose to experiment with
the DBLP and XMark data sets for the following reasons. First, DBLP data is
relatively shallow with a depth of about 4, while XMark data is relatively deep with
a depth of 10. Second, DBLP data has many inter-document references (in the
form of bibliographic citations), while XMark has many intra-document references
(in fact, the entire XMark data set is a single XML document). Finally, DBLP
and XMark represent real and synthetic data sets, respectively.
We implemented the ElemRank computation, DIL, RDIL and HDIL. The in-
verted lists were implemented in the ﬁle system, and we built our own disk-resident
B+-tree over the inverted lists for RDIL and HDIL. We initially implemented our
system using a relational database system, but then chose to re-implement our
own inverted list and index structures for many reasons. First, the API presented
by commercial B+-tree indices was not general enough to determine deepest com-
mon ancestors. Second, we found that we could not perform important space
optimizations (see Sections 4.5.3.1 and 4.5.4.1) on relational B+-trees. Finally,
the performance using a commercial relational database system was about 5 times
slower than our current implementation.
As a baseline for comparison, we also implemented two versions of the naive
approach (Section 4.5.1), one where the inverted list was ordered by the ID (Naive-
ID), and another where it was ordered by rank (Naive-Rank). Naive-ID does a
simple equality merge of the inverted lists during keyword evaluation. Naive-Rank
has a hash index built on the ID ﬁeld for random equality lookups, and uses the
135Threshold Algorithm as a stopping condition (similar to RDIL). Note that Naive-
Rank does not need to determine longest common preﬁxes using B+-trees (because
all ancestor IDs are explicitly stored), but only needs to determine if the same ID
occurs in multiple lists. Thus, a hash-index is suﬃcient.
We used C++ for our implementation, and used a 2.8 GHz Pentium IV proces-
sor with 1GB of main memory and 80GB of disk space.
4.6.2 Quality of Ranking Function
While a user study is beyond the scope of our work, we present some anecdotal
evidence that our keyword query semantics and ranking functions produce intuitive
results. When we issued the keyword search query “gray”, we got both <author>
elements in highly referenced papers and books written by Jim Gray, and the
<title> elements of the important papers on Gray codes. This illustrates how
ElemRank propagates rankings from highly referenced papers down to their sub-
elements. When we issued the query “author gray”, the ranks of <title> elements
of Gray codes dropped due to our two-dimensional keyword proximity metric.
The keyword queries that we ran on the deeply nested XMark benchmark
illustrated the beneﬁt of returning the most speciﬁc results. For example, the
keyword query “stained mirror” returned an item whose name was “stained” and
whose description had the keyword ’mirror’; this item was referenced by many
auctions in the XMark database, and hence had a relatively high rank.
4.6.3 Space Requirements
Table 4.1 gives the space requirements for the various approaches. As shown, the
naive approaches incur a signiﬁcant space overhead for both DBLP and XMark.
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DBLP XMark
Inv.List Index Inv.List Index
Naive-ID 258MB N/A 872MB N/A
Naive-Rank 258MB 217MB 872 MB 527MB
DIL 144 MB N/A 254MB N/A
RDIL 144MB 156MB 254MB 209 MB
HDIL 185MB 7MB 307MB 3.2MB
This is because the naive approaches replicate ancestor IDs in inverted lists. This
overhead increases with XML document depth, which explains the increased over-
head for XMark. In contrast, DIL requires much less space because it only stores
the IDs of leaf elements. The size of RDIL is the same as that of DIL. However,
RDIL has the extra cost of storing B+-trees
Interestingly, the space overhead of B+-trees for HDIL is far less than that for
RDIL; this is because the full inverted list in HDIL is sorted by Dewey ID, and
can be reused as the leaf level of the B+-tree (Section 4.5.4.1). The size of the
inverted list for HDIL is a bit higher than that for DIL and RDIL because of the
overhead of storing short inverted lists ordered by rank, and storing information
speciﬁc to B+-tree leaf pages in the full inverted list.
4.6.4 Query Performance
We now evaluate the performance of the diﬀerent approaches. There are four main
factors that aﬀect the performance of keyword search queries: (1) the number of
query keywords; (2) the correlation between the keywords; (3) the desired number
of query results; (4) the selectivity of the keywords. We experimented with all four
parameters using both randomly generated keywords and hand-selected keywords.
137Figure 4.8: High keyword correlation (cold cache)
We found that the selectivity of the keywords is not as interesting because (a)
highly selective keywords do not model large document collections, and (b) all
the approaches perform about the same if the size of the inverted lists is small.
We thus only consider unselective keywords here. We only report the results for
he DBLP data set; the results for XMark are similar. The default value for the
number of desired query results is 10.
4.6.4.1 Cold Cache Results
We ﬁrst report results obtained using a cold operating system cache to simulate
a non memory-resident data set. Results with a warm cache, which simulate
repeatedly executed workloads, are presented in Section 4.6.4.2.
Figure 4.8 shows the performance of the diﬀerent approaches when there is a
high correlation between the keywords. RDIL performs well because the index
probes to ﬁnd common ancestors are successful. DIL, on the other hand, has
to scan the entire inverted list, and hence performs relatively poorly. Note how
138Figure 4.9: Low keyword correlation (cold cache)
the performance of HDIL tracks that of RDIL by estimating a low completion
time for RDIL. Occasionally, however, HDIL has a running time that is slightly
greater than both DIL and RDIL (for number of keywords = 2). This is because
the performance of DIL and RDIL are nearly the same at the points, and HDIL
makes a slightly inaccurate estimation and switches to DIL instead of sticking to
RDIL. We are currently investigating other estimation techniques for HDIL that
will handle such cases more eﬃciently.
It is also interesting to note that the performance of Naive-ID is worse than that
of DIL, and the performance of Naive-Rank is worse than that of RDIL. This is due
to the extra overhead of scanning ancestor entries in the Naive approaches. Thus,
DIL, RDIL and HDIL not only save space, but also provide associated performance
gains. In the subsequent graphs, we do not show the performance of Naive-ID and
Naive-Rank.
Figure 4.9 shows the performance of the diﬀerent approaches when there is a
low correlation between the keywords. Here, RDIL performs relatively badly for
more than one query keyword because there are many unsuccessful random B+-
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tree lookups. In contrast, DIL sequentially scan the inverted lists and performs
better. HDIL tracks the performance of DIL, but with a slight overhead because
it starts of as RDIL, and then switches to DIL.
4.6.4.2 Warm Cache Results
Figure 4.10 shows the warm-cache performance of the same queries used in Figure
4.9 (when there is a low correlation between the keywords). The results display
the same trend as in Figure 4.9 but with orders of performance improvement. It
is interesting to note that the performance improvement of RDIL is greater than
that of DIL. It is because RDIL and DIL mainly adopt random access (B+-tree
probs) and sequential scan (inverted lists scans), respectively, and random access
is more sensitive to cache. Since RDIL greatly outperforms DIL, HDIL tracks the
performance of RDIL. Similarly, Figure 4.11 shows the warm-cache performance
of the same queries used in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.12 shows the performance of diﬀerent approaches with varying number
of desired results (we used the same high correlated queries as per in Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.12: Varying Number of Results (warm cache)
141The performance of DIL remains about the same because it always scans the entire
inverted lists; while the execution time of RDIL is increasing with an growing query
result size, because RDIL has to scan more of the inverted lists and make more
B+-tree probs.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the design, implementation and evaluation of
the XRANK system for ranked keyword search over XML documents. XRANK is
well designed to address the following challenges for eﬀective XML keyword search.
(1) XML keyword search queries do not always return entire documents, but can
return deeply nested XML elements that contain the desired keywords. (2) The
nested structure of XML implies that the notion of ranking is no longer at the
granularity of a document, but at the granularity of an XML element. (3) The
notion of keyword proximity is more complex in the hierarchical XML data model.
Our experimental results show that XRANK oﬀers both space and performance
beneﬁts when compared with existing approaches.
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Related Work
In this chapter, we describe previous work that is related to the content of this
dissertation. To give our audience a broad picture, we ﬁrst summarize in Figure 5
the scope of our work. This scope is divided into sub-areas based on data (X
axis) and query (Y axis). Our work in this dissertation is in three sub-areas:
ranked text search in relational databases (area 2.3), ranked (topology) search in
relational databases (area 3.4) and keyword search over semi-structured XML data
(area 4.2). In the rest of this chapter, we will describe work in these sub-areas and
other closely related areas such as area 4.4 in turn.
5.1 Ranked Text Search in Relational Databases
Most commercial database systems such as IBM DB2 [1], Oracle [3] and Microsoft
SQL Server [4], provide text extensions. These extensions are usually tightly cou-
pled with the database engine and allow users to issue text queries (integrated
with structural search) conforming to the SQL/MM [78] standard and get ranked
results.
However, these extensions have two downsides. One is that they use traditional
ranking techniques such as TF-IDF [85]. These techniques were originally devel-
oped by the IR community for stand-alone document collections and they give
rise to un-meaningful results for text stored in relational databases. We have ad-
dressed this issue in Chapter 2 by proposing a new ranking paradigm Structured
Value Ranking (SVR). It uses structured data value to rank the results of text
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search queries over text columns. Another downside of the extensions is that they
return single-tuple results which possibly lose the relational context of the results
in two ways. First, such results cannot capture the case where multiple terms of a
text query occur in diﬀerent but closely related tuples. Second, the result relevance
is supported within a single tuple (or a single attribute) not across related tuples.
We will describe in Section 5.3.1 how keyword search techniques can address the
second downside.
All these text extensions provide mechanisms for building inverted list indices
[48, 85, 97] on text columns. Many algorithms [82, 92, 15, 45, 46, 80] (which we
will describe in details in Section 5.2) are developed to eﬃciently ﬁnd top-k queries
by merging multiple inverted lists. However, these indices and approaches are not
designed to process top-k queries eﬃciently when the document scores change
frequently and sometimes dramatically. Therefore, to support SVR eﬃciently in
144update-intensive relational databases where the structured data values (and hence
the scores of documents) change frequently, we have designed our own novel in-
verted lists indices in Chapter 2. There have been works on devising inverted lists
that can eﬃciently handle document insertions, deletions and updates [69, 75, 93],
but still these are not designed to handle document score updates. Long and Suel
[76] propose a fancy list, which together with the normal ranked inverted lists, can
eﬃciently evaluate top-k results with combined document scores and term-based
scores. In Chapter 2, we have tailored this fancy list to our update-intensive en-
vironment to support the combined ranking of term-based scores such as TF-IDF
[85] and a frequently updated document score, SVR.
5.2 Ranked Topology Search in Relational Databases
We now describe work related to ranked topology search in relational databases.
5.2.1 Notion of Topology in Relational Databases
In relational domain (and even in the biological data domain from which rela-
tionship search is motivated), topology is a new concept. Existing methods for
querying biological data available on the web are usually limited to the one en-
tity type warehoused in the database being queried. There are a few servers that
allow one to query multiple databases at once, such as the NCBI entrez server
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gquery)a n dt h eE M B Ls e r v e r( http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/services/). However, these servers do not integrate the results, nor do they
analyze the relations between the objects. As such, they are oblivious to data
topologies. There also exist systems, like Biomediator [84], Moby [96], Discov-
eryLink [60], Kleisli [35], BioNavigation [73, 72] and others that use a mediated
145schema and/or wrappers to distribute queries amongst diﬀerent sources, integrat-
ing the information in a mediated middle layer. However, they do not support
topology searches.
5.2.2 Supporting Ranking in Relational Databases
Traditional relational databases only support boolean queries. In recent years,
eﬃcient support for ranking (top-k) queries in databases has attracted growing
attention of the research community, since many emerging applications that depend
on ranking queries need such support in databases, e.g. content management,
multimedia and topology search applications.
There has been considerable work about evaluating ranking queries in diﬀerent
contexts. In middleware settings, Fagin et al.[45, 46] ﬁrst propose algorithms for
evaluating top-k queries using rank aggregation. Reference [46] introduced the
Threshold Algorithm (TA) and the No Random Access algorithm (NRA) which
can eﬃciently ﬁnd the top-k results by merging multiple ranked lists in a pipelined
fashion – it can ﬁnd the top-k results without consuming all the input ranked lists.
The algorithms achieve this by computing a threshold at every point during the
scan of the lists. If there are at least k elements in the output that have an overall
rank greater than or equal to the threshold, the algorithm can stop scanning the
lists. The NRA [46] assumes that the sorted access is available for each object
list, while the TA algorithm [46] assumes that the random accesses to the object
score in the list is also available. In the web-application settings, Bruno et al. [27]
present an algorithm that tackles the top-k selection queries over web-accessible
sources. The algorithm assumes that only random access is available for the web
sources. Netsev et al. [80] extends TA by allowing diﬀerent objects to appear in
146the ranked lists (TA assumes that the multiple ranked lists contain attribute values
for a common set of objects). Consequently, the objects from the lists need to be
joined by the user-deﬁned aggregation functions.
In relational databases, [33, 34, 52, 53, 63, 94, 98] are proposed to support rank-
ing queries at application level, while [30, 66, 67, 74] support top-k queries inside
the relational query engine by means of new physical query operators. Reference
[30] proposed a stop operator to limit the cardinality of intermediate and query
result using two approaches. One is the conservative approach which guarantees
no re-starting, and the other is the aggressive one with the risk of restarting the
query plan. The drawback of the system is that it does not consider the aggre-
gation of multiple ranking components. Reference [66] devises a new rank-join
operator to support ranked queries in the case where rank join predicates co-exist
with boolean join predicates. The rank-join operator adopts the ripple join algo-
rithm [61] to progressively produce the join results. Reference [67] reﬁnes the work
in [66] by extending the relational query optimizer to include execution plans con-
taining rank-join operators. A cost model of rank-join plan is provided to help the
optimizer prune expensive plans in favor of the cheaper and more general plans.
Recently, RankSQL [74] is proposed. It complements the work in [66] and [67] and
provides a systematic support of relational ranking queries by using the rank-join
operators. Furthermore, they supply an algebraic foundation of such support.
Unfortunately, the focus of the prior solutions has mostly been in the context
of ranked joins, with no intent to infer topologies as proposed in Chapter 3. We
therefore propose extensions to the relational engine to better handle topology
queries. The extension is, however, applicable to a broader class of queries.
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Data
In this section, we focus on keyword search techniques in relational databases and
over semi-structured XML data.
5.3.1 Keyword Search in Relational Databases
There have been tremendous amount of eﬀorts in supporting keyword search in
relational databases which can support multi-tuple results and relevance while
allowing simple query interfaces.
DataSpot [39] extracts the database content and creates an external, graph-
based representation called a hyperbase to support keyword search. In the graph
model, data objects such as relations, tuples and attributes are represented by
nodes, and the relationships between the objects are represented by edges. Query
answers are connected sub-graphs of the hyperbase whose nodes contain the query
keywords. DataSpot computes the relevance scores for trees and returns trees of
maximum relevance. However it does not present any query evaluation algorithms.
BANKS [20] is closely related to the DataSpot [39] system since it uses a similar
graph model (except for some subtle details) and result model. BANKS views a
database as a graph with tuples as nodes and the primary-foreign key relationships
as edges. Answers to the keyword search queries are modeled as rooted trees
connecting tuples that match individual keywords in the query. Besides, the answer
trees are ranked using a notion of proximity coupled with a notion of prestige of
nodes which is based on the node inlinks. BANKS requires that all data graph ﬁt
in memory, which is not feasible for large data sets. Another downside of BANKS
148is that the information of available database schema is ignored.
DISCOVER [64] uses the available database schema information to evaluate
keyword search queries over relational databases in two steps. First, it generates all
candidate networks of relations, which are join expressions that generate the joining
networks of tuples. Second, it builds plans for the eﬃcient evaluation of the set of
candidate networks, exploiting the opportunities to reuse common subexpressions
of the candidate networks. DBXplorer [10] describes a similar multi-step system
except that it only considers exact matches where a query keyword must match
exactly an attribute value and it does not exploit the reusability of the common
join trees. The two systems share the same drawback – they do not support IR
style ranking.
System [62] extends DISCOVER [64] by exploiting the IR-style keyword prox-
imity. It extends the simple result relevance of DISCOVER, which favors smaller
result trees in terms of the number of nodes and edges, by integrating the IR-style
term relevance (e.g. TF-IDF [85]). The query processing strategy is built on a cru-
cial characteristic of IR-style keyword search: only the few most relevant matches
are of interest. Consequently, rather than computing all matches for a keyword
query, the system focus on the top-k matches for the query. Another extension of
[62] is that it supports the disjunctive query semantics as well as the conjunctive
semantics, namely, it can return the result trees containing partial query keywords.
Goldman et.al. [50] designed a proximity keyword search system which, unlike
the above systems, returns single-tuple results ranked on their distance proximity.
Speciﬁcally, the system adopts the same graph database model as BANKS, but it
accepts two sets of keywords as a query. It ﬁrst uses the two keyword sets to locate
two sets of nodes Find and Near, respectively. It then ranks the results in Find
149according to their shortest distances from the nodes in Near. ObjectRank [18]
applies authority-based ranking to keyword search in database modeled as labeled
graphs. Conceptually, authority originates at the nodes (objects) containing the
keywords and ﬂows to objects according to their semantics connections. Each node
is thus ranked according to its authority with respect to the particular keywords,
even though it may not directly contain the keywords.
5.3.2 Structural+Keyword Query over XML Data
There are numerous proposals for XML query languages such as XQuery [8], XPath
[7], XQL [6], XGL [32], Lorel [95] and XML-QL [42]. Furthermore, several lan-
guages for semi-structured data have been developed, such as StruQL [29]. All of
these languages support features like regular path expressions in order to search
for patterns and structures of XML data. However, text (keyword) search is not
supported, except for Lorel [95].
Recently, there have been a number of proposals for extending existing XML
query languages to support text (keyword) search. Xyleme [11] extends OQL [37]
and provides a mix of database and information retrieval characteristics. Reference
[47] extends the XML-QL query language [42] to enable keyword search at the
granularity of XML elements. ELIXIR [36] extends XML-QL [42] with a textual
similarity operator. It can produce ranked results based on the textual similarity
between the result element and the constant value or other data value which is
speciﬁed in the query. The XXL system [91] developed a core language, XXL
[90], for ranked retrieval of XML data using a similarity operator for both element
content comparisons and approximate matching of element names. XIRQL [49]
is an extension of XQL [6] for information retrieval. XIRQL integrates the IR-
150related features to XQL such as weighting and ranking, relevance-oriented search,
data types with vague predicates, and semantic relativism. The Lore system [77]
presents a database management system for semi-structured data. It implements a
query language Lorel [95] that can be used to keyword search semi-structured data.
Lore supports simple proximity for ranking. Timber [13] proposes a bulk algebra,
TIX, that allows the integration of information retrieval style query processing into
a traditional pipelined query evaluator for an XML database.
The above work, however, explore only a few full-text search primitives at a
time. For instance, [11, 47] only support boolean keyword ﬁltering, [36, 91] support
keyword similarity and [49, 91] consider the IR-style term relevance. TexQuery [14],
a powerful full-text search extension to XQuery [8], distinguishes itself by providing
a rich set of fully composable full-text search primitives, such as boolean connec-
tives, phrase matching, proximity distance, stemming and thesauri. Furthermore,
it supports a ﬂexible scoring mechanism that can be used to score query results
based on full-text predicates. TexQuery is implemented by Quark [21] system.
GalaTex [38] is the ﬁrst complete implementation of XQuery Full-Text, a W3C
speciﬁcation that extends XPath 2.0 and XQuery 1.0 with full-text capabilities
which is inspired by TexQuery [14].
5.3.3 Keyword Search over XML Data
We now turn to ranked keyword search engines over semi-structured XML docu-
ments. We ﬁrst discuss the portability of existing keyword search techniques in
relational databases to XML documents. We then look at keyword search engines
specially designed for XML data.
Some database keyword search systems such as DataSpot [39] and BANKS [20]
151can be directly applied on XML documents because they do not assume the data-
base schema information. Other systems such as DBXplorer [10] and DISCOVER
[64] are applicable only when the underlying XML documents can be mapped to
a rigid relational schema.
XKeyword [65] extends DISCOVER on XML documents. It applies the archi-
tecture and techniques presented in DISCOVER to the problem of keyword search
over XML documents by two means. First, it requires the underlying XML doc-
uments being stored in a relational database. Second, it views an XML database
as a graph of “minimal” XML segments (corresponding to the notion of “nodes”
in DISCOVER), and ﬁnds connections (corresponding to the notion of “edges” in
DISCOVER) between them that contain all the query keywords. Our XRANK
[58] system (see Chapter 4) diﬀers from the above systems in that (1) it exploits
the linked structure of XML data to evaluate static rank at the granularity of XML
elements; (2) it adopts the two-dimensional proximity to return more meaningful
results to users; and (3) it does not need a domain expert to determine “minimal”
XML segments of the XML documents as XKeyword does.
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Conclusion
Integrating the databases and information retrieval systems have been the goal of
many researchers for several decades. In this dissertation, we present some initial
steps toward this eﬀort. Speciﬁcally, we focus on eﬃcient and eﬀective processing
of structured and semi-structured data by ranking queries, and we have made the
following contributions.
First, we have introduced Structured Value Ranking (SVR), a new and al-
ternative method for ranking text search queries such as SQL/MM in relational
databases based on structured data values. We have also proposed new inverted
list indices, notably the Chunk method, that can eﬃciently implement SVR in
update-intensive relational databases. The Chunk method is adjustable to trade-
oﬀ query performance for update performance based on the application needs. In
addition, an extension of the Chunk method – Chunk-TermScore – can support
scoring using a combination of SVR and term scores, such as TF-IDF. Our exper-
iment results show that SVR can be eﬃciently implemented in update-intensive
relational databases.
Second, we have introduced the notion of a data topology, which captures and
summarizes relationships between interrelated entities, and shown how (ranked)
topology search can be eﬃciently implemented in a biological database. Possible
directions for future work include extensions to support multiple end-points in a
topology, and primitives for comparing topologies across multiple queries. We also
believe that the notion of a topology is relevant not only to biological databases,
153but may also be applicable to social and physical sciences.
Third, we have presented the design, implementation and evaluation of the
XRANK system for ranked keyword search over semi-structured XML data. To
the best of our knowledges, XRANK is the ﬁrst system that takes into account the
hierarchical and hyperlinked structure of XML documents and a two-dimensional
notion of keyword proximity when computing the ranking for XML keyword search
queries. Our experimental evaluation also shows that our specialized index struc-
tures and query evaluation techniques provide signiﬁcant disk space savings and
performance gains. Moreover, XRANK is designed to naturally generalize a HTML
search engine such as Google; consequently, XRANK can query over a mix of
HTML and XML documents. There are several avenues for future work. For in-
stance, we have currently taken a document-centric view, where we assume that
query results are strictly hierarchical. However, for structured (or semi-structured)
data, the XML documents may be normalized, in which case the result may be
a graph. Other open problems include extensions to other ranking functions (e.g.
TF-IDF [85]), incremental index maintenance, and integrating with structured
queries.
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